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Abstract
A systematic procedure for the design of a class of marine propulsors is presenteel. This
class of propulsors includes traditional propellers, ducted propellers, contrarotating propellers, vane.. wheel propulsors and propellers operating ,vith pre or post-swirl stators.
The topic of optimum propulsor load distributions is discussed at some lengtll. An
algorithm for tile deternlination of optimum radial distributions of circulation for tllese
device) is presented. This algorithm is incorporated illto a \'ortex-lattice'l lifting-line
model for lightly to moderately loadecl marine proptllsors. Tllis computer mo(lel also
incorporates algoritllffis for the determination of minilTIllffi propeller chord lengths and
thicknesses as "'ell as to determine optimum values of propeller RP~\'l and diameter.
Parametric studies and comparisons of various proptllsor configurations can be carried
out with this lifting-line model.
.
Once a propulsor configuration and radial distributions of circtllation, chord, tllickness, etc. have been arrived at, existing propeller design and analysis procedures can be
used to determine the blade pitch and camber in order to produce the desired circulation.
A discussion of how these prOCed\lreS can be used, or modified, for the design of ducted
and multiple stage propulsors is provided.
Several propulsor designs are presented. TIley illclude the design of a traditional propeller, a propeller operating behind a nonaxisymmetric stator, and ducted propellers. In
each case the design process is described in some detail in order illustrate tIle procecillres.
Committee:
Professor J llstin E. I~erwin (Cllairman)
Dr. David V. Burke
Professor ~llark Drela
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Typically scre'v propellers are used to supply the thrust needed to overcome the resist ance
experienced by a moving ship. Such propellers prodllce thrust through the production
of lift on tlleir rotating blades. In this thesis procedllresfor the design of a. class of
propulsion devices, typified by the scre\y propeller ~ are described.
Thedeslgn of marine propellers l1as traditionally been performed on the l)(\sis of
systematic series of model experiments. . Such procedures have se-rved, and continue
to ser~re [27], propeller designers well for- the design of typical sllip's scre''''s. but do
not readily allo,v for the investigation of less traditional propllisor alternati\"'es~ such
as contrarotating or dllcted propeller~. The use of series data also does not allo\,- the
designer to properly tailor the propulsor to the ,vake and ph~ysical arrangement of a
particular ship.
Over the past se,-eral decades analytical procedures for the design of marine propellers ha.ve become ",~ell established. These procedures rely on computer models of the
propeller. Typically the hydrod~ynamic design of a propeller is carried out in t\VO steps.
First~ a. lifting line model is used to estal)lish the basic propeller geometr~y and operating
conditions as \\"ell as to determine a radial distribution of circulation over the blades that
,viII produce the desired total thrust, -sllbject to considerations of efficiency and cavitation. In the second· step the shape of the blade that ,viII produce this desired distribution
of cir'culation is determined.
Figure 1.1 illustrates th.e propeller design process. TIle lifting line model of the propeller, in \,"h,ich the bla.des are considered to be concentrated lines of bound vorticity,
is used to estin1.ate propeller forces and determine the ra.dial distribl.ltion of circulation.
Lifting line theory can also be llsed to carry out parametr.ic studies in order to determine
an optimum propeller design froin the point of \ri~wof efficiency, cavitation~ strength,
cost,~ etc. MlIell .of the propeller geometry ca.n· be estimated on the basis of lifting line
results.
L.iftillg -line theory alone cannot ~ ho\\re"ver, provide the actual bla-de geometry' \,~llich
12

13

LIFTING LINE MODELS

LIFTING SUItFACE/
PANEL METHODS
• Blade Geometry
• Cavitation
• Unsteady Forces

• Pressure Distributions

Figure 1.1: The propeller design procedure.

14

produces the desired circulation distril)ution. For this purpose more elaborate representations of the propeller are emplo~yed. Lifting surface methods, in which the blades are
modelled as sheets of singularities~ a.re usually" used for this purpose. More sophisticated
lifting surface or surface panel representations of the propeller ca~then be used to analyze
the performance of the reslliting l)lade geometry. Consideration of the unstead}~ forces
or c~vitation predicted by these methoqs might tllell lead b~.ck to ne\~· design. constraints
at the lifting line le\~el.
11ultiple stage propllls6rs haye been proposed as an alternative to traditional propellers. ~luch as a. \ying experiences a. drag force as ,veIl as lift, not all of the energ:y
input to the propeller is recovered a.s thrust. Some portion of the energy goes t.o vis. COlIS losses, another is lost to a.n undesired rotation of the do,vnstream flo\,·field. The
employment of ffiltltiple stage propulsors can be used to reduce tllese rotational losses~
The induced losses ca.n further be reduced through the use of ducts or tip fins.
Procedures for the design of tl1ese less traditional propulsor alternatives a.re not so
\veil developed. Design of such propllisors hav'e generally been performed on an ad hoc
basis~ ~Iultiple stage proplllsors have been considered b~y coupling single propeller codes
together in an iterative manner ...\ nl~mber of procedures have been developed for ducted
propellers, but fe\\r ~ if any, appear to capture all of the important duct effects. The presence of the propeller sllaft or hul) is a.lso se~dom considered in current design proCedtlres.
It was therefore deemed ,vorth,\~llile to develop a ne'", lifting line procedure which could
handle a ,vide va.riety of propulsor configurations in a consistent manner. A descri})tion of
the theory~ behind~ and the elements of, such a code makes up much of the \vork presented
here. This code, referred to as PLL (Propulsor Lifting Line), can handle single propellers,
contrarotating propellers~ propellers \vith pre or post-s,,·irl stators, propellers ,vith v'ane
\vheels, ringed propellers~ ducted propellers and ducted multiple stage propll1sors.
Included in the code is an optimization procedure \yhich enables one to determine
both the division of loading between propulsor components and the corresponding radial
distributiQns of circulation. PLL also includes a yariety of procedures \vhicll ca.n be ,
used to assist in the determination of the optimllffi propeller geometrjt and operating
conditions. In order to b~ useful forprelin1inary design purposes and for performance
estimates all of the procedures included in the code were required to be computationally
efficient. 'Further, it was required that inputs be kept flexible and outputs comprehensive.
The theory employ"ed in t~e PLL code makes use of a vortex lattice represent.ation of
the bound and trailing vortex distril)utions representing each lifting line. There is· no
fundamental limit to the complexity' of the propulsor \\J"hich can be anal~yzed and/or
optimized under the framework de,reloped here.
Existing lifting surface design codes· can be used to determine the blade geometries
of multiple stage propulsors. Interaction velocities bet\veen propulsor stages can be pre-

dict~d through use of the lifting line model. A description of the design process for such
propulsors is p~ovided ill tllis \vork. The importa.nce of modelling the presence of the hub

1.)

is a 1so inv es t i gat ed .
In order to illustra te the overall propulsor design process usil1g t he tools and procedures described ]1ere the design of a propeller for a rather unusual appIication~ a human
po\vered submatine. is presented. The design of this propeller is follo\ved through to the
construction of the actllal propeller. This design illustrates tl~e importance of a procedllre based on hydrodynamic considerations as opposed to the use of series data. TIle
final propeller design looked little like that of a tra.ditional marine propeller~ but '\~as
predicted to have a propulsive efficiency of over ninety percent.

A comparative study of various proplllsor alternatives using the PLL a.lgorithms is
also presented. This study illustrates ho,,,, PLL can be used to evaIll~te their potential
. performance. It also provides insigllt illto ""hen, for exanlple~ a. ducted propeller might be
more appropriate tllari a contrarotatjng pa.ir of propellers, or a propeller/stator a- better
cll0ice tha.n a vane-wheel propulsor. Tll€ a.bility to perform such a study using a common
set of algoritl1n1s to evaluate tIle variolls propldsor alternatives is of primar:r in1port ance
if nontraditional propuIsors are to be realistically considered.
Nonaxisymnletric pre-swirl stators have been proposed ill order to reduce unsteady
proplllsor forces due to a.symmetries in the propeller inflo\v. PLL includes procedures for
the design of stlch nonaxis~ymmetric stator jpropeller systems. 'The stator blade gpometries \\~hich develop prescril)ed blade circulc?-tion distrjbtltions can be determ.ined thro~gp
use ofa recently developed lifting surface design procedure. A description of tl1ese procedures is provided along with an example of design process for a propeller operating
behind a nonaxisymmet ric sta.tor.
The design of a ducted propeller prQvides a.n additional challenge.. In additio~ to
the propeller blade geometrJ'~ the geometr~y of the duct ll1USt also be determined. In
this \vork a pro·cedure for determining propeller and duct geometries ",,·hich provide a
desired distrilJution of thrust bet\\~een duct and propeller and have a specified circulation
distribution on the propeller blades is developed. This procedure makes use of existing
lifting su[fa~e and panel method analys"is c<?des in an iterative manner. Sample ducted
propeller designs a.re presented.
The primary goal of the research "described in this thesis has been the development
'of tools for the propeller designer ,vhich make possible the design a.nd~ perhaps of equal
importante~ the realistic
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performance evaluation of a ,vide range of marine propuIsors.

Chapter 2
Optimum Circulation Distributions
2.1

Introduction

In lifting line theory tIle propeller blade is replaced by a concentrated line of bound
vortici t.y. r·he strength of this vorticity is given b)' the circulation, r ~ developed about
the blade. It is assumed that this radial distribution of circulation is related to the a.ctual
blade geometry is some predictable ma.nne~. It is further assumed that forces developed
on this bound vortex system approxima.te those of the actual propeller.
In this chapter methods for determining optimum circulation distributions. for both
single and multiple stage propulsors are developed. Optimum distributions discussed
here are those for \\;hich the energy not expended in the creation of thrust is minimized.
Before beginning this development ~ a brief~ historical review of some of the \\-'ork done
on this p~oblem isa.ppropriate.
Betz [4] extended the lifting line theor~y developed b~y Prand tl [92] [91] to the case of the
propeller. Betz determined a condition for minimum energy loss on theflow downstream
of the propeller. The Betz ,condition consid~rs the geometrical surfaces·passed through
by tIle blades of the propeller. Infinitely far dO\~lnstream of the propeller, these surfaces
must~ for the optimum propeller. transla.te as rigid surfaces in the downstream direction.
This tra.nslation velocity is related to the thrust developed· by the propeller ..
The Betz condition is the correct" inviscid., linear restllt for the case of a propeller
operating in unifornl inflo\y. Davidson [26] and Sparenberg [99] used the calculus of
variations to, sho\\~ tllat the Betz condition is a general result for this class of lightly
loaded propulsors whic11 deliver thrt{st b~y means of lift on their blades. Sparenberg
[100J also sho\ved t hat ~ llnderlinear theory, a.n upper bOllnd on the efficiency' of such a
propulsor is given by that of the actuator disc.
The vorti<7i ty. needed to realize the flo\v required b}'Betz condition is the free "orticity of the optilTIUm propeller. TIle free vorti'cit:y uniquel)· determines the circulation
about the lifting lines. Goldstein [-to] de,·eloped expressions for the potential field of an
16
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irlfinite helical surface translating \vith uniform a.xial velocity. This potential field ,vas i.n
"turn used to detern1ine opt imum propeller circulation distributions. Goldstein presented
laboriollsly ca.lculated numerical results for the optimum circulation of the t\\"o bladed
propeller.
Lerbs [i3] presented efficient a.lgorithn1S for the .calculation of velocities induced on
the propeller lift.ing lines. Lerbs' algorithms \vere ba.sed on an a-nalytical expression for
the velocit)~ potential due to I\:a.\vada (.54]. Lerbs also derived criteria on the induced
velocities for the optimum propeller operating in nonuniform inflow. These criteria were
in turn used to nllmerically determine the optimum propeller circula.tion distribution
for the wake adapted case. Lerbs also originated modera.tely loa.ded propeller theory, in
which the pitch of tIle helical tra.iling vorticit), is aligned vlith the induced velocities.
Vim [123] and Achkinadzhe [2] have extended Lerbs" results to include the effects of
viscous and cavity drag through an application of variational calcuJ~s. Altemt\te,:con..~
ditions on the optimum propeller cirClllation distribution ha.ve been proposed by Burrill
[11] and van :rv1anen [112].
Brockett and Korpus [9] [81 apply a nonlinea.r, ntlmericaL constrained optiIl1ization
approach to va.riOllS propeller lifting line models in order to find optimum circulation
distributions. Tlle~r also apply this method to the case of a propeller operating behind a
set of. nonrotating va.nes. Sinlilar techniq~les have been implernented by Chang [16] [17]
to determine optimum twist distributions for a.ircraft propellers. Chang's approach has
also been extended to the case of contrarotating propellers [74].
Theodorsen [10.5] [106] de,-eloped a." theory for the optimum circulation distribution
for contrarotating propellers based on the assumption that an electrical field of uniform
resistance obej"s the same field equations as an ideal fluid flo\v. Theodorsen tabulated
actual measurements of the electrical field around "11elical wakes" constructed of insulting
material inserted into a conductive liquid and subjected to an electrical field in the
direction of the axis of the helix. These measurements were then used to determine
optimum. circulation distributions for singl~and contrarotating propellers.
Van 1fanen and Sentic [116] designed contrarotating propellers as two independent
propellers \vit.h c.orrectionson the inflo\v\"elocities and the speed of rotation of the aft
.propeller. These co-rrections \\'ere determined from mutually' induced v'elocities derived
"frorri the' results of model tests. \'an Gunsteren [1081 and Honka.nen [48J developed
analytic and numerical ex.pressions for these correction. l\ similar technique has been
employed by G loyer [38]. These a.pproaches ignore the nonlinear dependence of the
circulation dist·ribution ori the induced velocity~ but they only require slight modifications
to design methods for single propellers.
Lerbs [72] outlined a. lifting line method for predicting the optimum circulation distributionsof contr~rotating propellers. Lerbs' method for contrarotating propellers \\~as
an extension ~f hjs file,thad for single- propellers [73] \vith the inclusion of the effects of
the mutual intera.ction yelocities. Lerl)s" a.pproa.ch treats the interacting propellers in an
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iterati,re manner. Morgan [79]~Morgan and Wrench [83] and Ca.ster and LaFone [14]
have extended and improved the approach adopted by Lerbs. Reed a.nd Cox [24] described their o\\rn advances and provided a. review of lifting line theory for contrarotating
propellers.
The possibility of using a stage of nOllrotating blades to increa.se proptllsi\ge efficiency
ha.s long been, .recognizf.lcl. Bot h Gla llert [37] and Betz [.5] ha.ve consid~red such a possibility'. Betz described a procedure for deternlining circulation distributions for the stator
blades under the assurnpt ion of light loading and unifornl inflow.
In the approac11 presented here tIle liftil1g line model for the propeller is discretized
\\:rith a. vortex la.ttice. Variational calcldllS is then a.pplied to the discretized problen1. This
results in a general procedllre for determining optimum circulation distributions. This
procedure can be rea.dily extended to increasingly complex combinations of interacting
lifting lines.
Eqllations for 'optimum load distributions for the \\"ing problem are first presented~
This is done in order to illustrate the vortex lattice and optimization procedures for a
problem \\rithout the added complexity of the propeller's helical vortex system. Optimization equations for a traditiona.l propeller are then derived. The vortex lattice model for
multiple stage propulsors is described_ Finally optimization equations for two component
propuls9rs are pres~nted.

2.2

The Wing Problem

In this section the optimum circulation distribution \vilI l)e determined for a straight

to

lifting line, as modelled l)y a vortex lattice. The solution to this prol)lem will 1;>e ~een
be identical to tl1at fronl classical lifting line theory'. This dis'cretizecl representation also
provides a. general procedure \yhich can be readil~y expanded to complex combinations of
lifting lines. The development given here closel:r follo\vs that presented b:r I{ervlin [.56].
As illustrated in figure 2.1 the span of the lifting line is div-ided into AI equally
spaced panels of length ~y. The continllOUS distribution of circulation over the span is
. replaced by'a stepped distribution \vhich is constant \vithin each panel. The value of
the circulation in ea.ch panel is set equa.l to the va.lue of the continuousdistribtltion at
the pa.nel midpoints. The location of these control points is denoted by Yc( n.) and the
corresponding circulation by f( 11) =: r n'
Since the circulation is piece,vise 'Constant, the free vortex sheet is replaced b)~ a
set of concentrated vortex lines shed from each panel bourtdary, ~~ith strength equal
to the difference in bound vortex, strength a.cross the boundary. This is eqllivalent to
replacing the continuous vottex distribution \\~ith a. set of discrete horseshoe vortices,
each 'consisting of a. bound ,rortex segment, and two concentrated tip vortices. The y
coordinate of the panel bOllndaries. \\-hich are the coordinates of the free vortices~ \vilI
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Figure 2.1: Notat ion for ~. Vortex Lattice Lifting Line
be ~enoted by Yv( 11). If there are M panels th~re ,viII l)e M + 1 free vortices.
The veIocjt)r field of this discrete set of concentrated vortices ca.n be readily computed
at points on the lifting line by al1 application of the la.w of Biot a.nd Savart. The velocity
induced at a given point is a summation of the velocities induced by the individual vortex
horseshoes.
M

tv*

(Yc(n))

= tL'~ = L

f(111)W n •m

(2.1)

m=l

\vhere lVn,'m is the velocit~y induced at the control point Yc( n) by a tlnit horseshoe vortex
surrounding the point yc(m). Since the bound vortex segment of the horseshoe does not
induce an~y velocity on the lifting line itself, the influence function~ W n .m , consists of the
cont~ibution of t\\~O semi infinite trailillg vortices of opposite sign,
Wn,m

1
1
= 411" [Yv(m) -. yc(n)] -- 411" [y,:(m + 1) -yc(n)l'

The lift and induced drag on the lifting line can

nOlV

be ,vritten as

(2.2)
SlIms

of the

elementar~' lift and drag forces on each panel, found from a local application of the

Kutta-Joukowski

la\\~.
/t.f

Fz

-

pU

L
n=!

f(n)8y.

(2.3) .
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LV-

(n )[(n )~y.

(2.4)

n=l

The goal of 'the optimization procedure is to find a set of discrete circulation va.lues~
[1,". ~rAf~ such tllat the induced drag. Fx , is mil1imizecl~ subject to the constraint t.hat
the total lift. f=~ has a prescribed value~ L r .
This problem ca.n be solved using the nlethod of the calculus of ·varia.tioIis~ as described, for example, in Hildebrand (47]. \\:e begin b~" forming the auxiliary function, H,
\\·here

(2.5 )
, and then find flo and A such that
=

0

for i

= 1.... , J'J;

= o.

(2.6)
(2.7)

Equation 2.7 recovers the lift canst raillt. The Lagrange nlul tiplier ~ . \. . introduces an additional unknown \vhich nlust be solved for along \vith the discrete circulation strengths.
Infroducing equa.tion 2.1 for 1.0* and combining equations 2.3, 2.4, 2.6 and 2.7 yield
the expressions

If these differentiations are carried out~ bearing in mind that the index of either or both
of the sums in equation 2.8 can take on the value i. the follo\\~ing is obtained.
At

. L [lVi!nL\y + u'~,iLlyJ + AUl:1.y

o·
~

for i = 1 ~ ... , M.

(2.10)

n=l

At
p[TL

r n~Y

-

Lr.

(2.11 )

n~l

Equations 2.10 and 2.11 together form a system of .M + 1 sinlultaneous equations
\\~hich can be solvecl for the discrete values of cirCtl~ation on each panel. For the constant
panel spacing enlployed in this presentation, equation 2.10 can be considerably simplified
if a' reciprocit~y rela.ti.o~ship is noted. - In the case of constant spacing this relation is
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8H

ari

~~

=

tU- (i)

L

I.Ui.nfn

+

,,\u

=a

for

i

= 1~.... ,M

n=l

=

=>

2

-

2tv· ( i)

+ /\ U =

0

for i

~U

= 1, ... , M
(2.12)

2

Thus the downwash . to· ~ must be constant oyer tIle span for the optimum circulation
distribution. The va] ue of the constant is proportional to the Lagrange multiplier, ,\~
,\Vllich is set by tIle required lift. This result of constant do\\"n\va~h can be recovered
from classical lifting line tl1eory [92] [91] and corresponds to an elliptical distribution of
circulation.
Equation 2.12 is a.lso valid if the inflo\v V'e1ocity. U, is a function ot span. T11is could
happen~ for example. jf tIle lift.ing line represented a control sllrface immersed in the
boundary layer of the hllll. or a sail operating in a \vind gradient. Equation 2.12 tl1en tells
us that the induced angle~w·IU~ should be constant. The circulation clistriblltion \,-ill
not be elliptical., })ut "'ill be v/hatever is necessary' to generate a do""n""ash proportional
to [T(y).
.
Equations 2.10 and 2.] 1 can readily be made more general. The restriction of. consta.nt spacing can be relaxed if suitable locations for control points aredetern1ined. For
exa.mple~ cosine spacing may be emp]o~red. In this ca,se tIle vortices and control points
are spaced eqllally in the anglllar coordinate y.

ii =

cos- 1

(-')9)
-;-

,

(2.13)

where s is the span of the lifting line. For other than consta.nt spa,cing ~y also becomes
a function of radius~ 6.y = ~y( n.).
For the ca.se of cosine spacing, Kinnas [6 5] has given a proof for the follo\ving reciprocity rela.tionship.
f

Wi,n~y(n)

= wn,i~y(n,).

(2.14 )

A different proof of tllis relations is pr~sented in appendix D. If this reciprocity relationship is applied to ec!uation 2.10 the result of constant do,vn,vash, equation 2.12, is
recovered for tIle cosille spaced vortex' lat tice.· I t is expected that t llis ,,"ill be t he case for
an:r consistent spaciilg algorithm.
.
TIle arrangement of the lifting line can also be ma.de more con1plicated. Greeley and
Cross [42] have presented optimtlm circula.tion distributions for lifting line representations
of "r'inged sailboa t keels a.nel for \"ari~us a.rrangements of keels and rudders.
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Figure 2.2: PrOIJeller lifting line notation.

2.3
2.3.1

The Propeller Problem
Propeller-Lifting Line Theory

The lifting line theor~r employed here represents tIle propeller as a set of Z, stra.ight,
radiaI_ lifting lines_ one for ea.ch blade of the propeller. TIle blades are assumed to
have eqllal anglllar spacing and identical loading. The geometry (pitch, camber~_ chord
thickness_ ,etc.) of the physical propeller bla.de is replaced b)" a ra.dial distribution of
circulation. This circlllation, r( r) ~ is the t~tal strength of the bound vorticit}"". The
lifting -lines rotate \\"ith angtllar velocit~y i.J.,' about the x-axis. The lifting lines start at a
htI1) ra.dius. rho. and-extend to tIle tnaXiIl1um propeller radills~ R. The presence of the hub
is, fOl~ the tinle being. ignored.
A~ coordina.te sy·stem rotati11g ""it h the propeller is emplo~yed. since the flo\\" is unstead~/
relatiye to a. 'ship fixe-d coordinate systenl. The chosen coordinate sy·stemis c)"lindrical
(x, r, (J)~ \yith O'nlea.sllrecl clock\vise as' seen by· a vie\ver facing do\vnstream, the positive
I direction. T11is coordinate s~!stem. as \\Tell as other notation is illustrated in figure 2.2.
The inflo\v to the pro))eller is assllmed to consist of an effective axial inflo\\", ~':(r),
and .an effectiye tangential inflo\\" l~(r). Since we are presently' concerned Vv·ith steady.,
or time-averag~d'l propeller forces. these inflo'~~s are assllmed to vary radially~ but not
'I

ci rcu,mfereri t iaIl)?
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~1
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Figure 2.:3: Conlbined velocity and force diagranl on an expa.nded cylindrical section of
radius r.

The geom~try of the free vortex wake is assumed to be purely helical. Under linear
lifting line the~orJr the pitch. J3( r) .of the helixes is det'ermined by the propeller's rotation
and the undistur-bed inflo\v.
.

j3(r) = tan

-1 [

-

~~ (r)
]
V'( ) . ·
wr + t r

(2.15)

Under nl0deratelY'loaded theory' the geometry' of the helixes is additionally aligned \\t·ith
the induc~d. velociti~sat the lifting line.
Expressions for tIle forces acting at ra.dius r on the lifting line can be de'''elopedfrom
a loca.l application of Kutta-Jouko\vski's la.\v.Figure2.3 shows a combined "relocity and'
force diagram. The a.xial and tangentia.l induced velocities due to the free vortex system~
u;(r) and"lI;(r)~ coml)ine with the effective inflo\v components~ lI:z(r) and V;(r), and the
propeller rotatio11al speed, wr~ to produce a. tota.l velocity V· oriented at an angle Pi \vith
respect to the plaI?-€ of rotation.

F*(r)

= J[l/~(r) + u~(r)]2 + [wr + ~~(r) + u~(r)]2;
13;(r) = tan'-l [
1.A.)r

Vt(r) + u~(r) ].
+ V;(r) + 'll.;.(r)

(2.16)
(2.17)

The force per unit radius on the -vortex~ F(r)~ is therefore given by

F(r)

and is directed at rigIlt

angl~s

to .V*.

= pV*(r)r(r),

(2.18)
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The effect of viscous drag can be included bJt adding a force F v ( r), acting in a. direction
parallel to \1-. This force may be estimated
the basis of an experimentally determined,
or theoretically calculated:~ two-dimensional, sectional,drag coefficient CDv(r). This
means, of COllrse~ that the section chord lengths~ c(r)~ must be s,pecified. The viscous
drag force \vill.then be

on

(2.19 )
These forces can be resolyed into con1pon~nts in the axial and tangential direction,
integrated over t he radius and summed over tIle number of blades to produce the total
propeller thrust, T~ and torque~ Q.

T~ pZ 1~ [v·rCo~,8i _~(V·)2cCDvsin.8i]dr;

(2.20)

Q = pZ 1~

(2.21)

[1'*r Sh1Pi-+~(V*)2cCDV cos,8.] rdr.

Note that V· cos 8 i is sinlply tIle total tangential velocity acting at the lifting line~ (\I;
wr + u;)~, and that V* sin,Bi is the axial velocity, (Va + u;).

2.3.2

Th~

+

Vortex Lattice Mo'del

The, continuous distribution' of vorticity a.long the lifting line isdiscretized by a lattice
of vortex elements of constant strength. The element arrangement in the present \vork
emplo~ys constant spa.cing.This is done in order to facilitate the alignment of the discretized vortex sheets \vhen more complicated propulsor geometries are examined. As
shown b~y Kerwin and Lee [63], this is not quite as accurate as "cosine" spacing, but the
difference is extremel)' small. As sho\vn by James [.53], the panels at the endpoints must
be inset one-quarter interval in order to properly represent the square root singularit~y in
trailing vortex strength. TIle induced velocit)r is calculated at control points located at
the mid-radills of each panel. The location of these control points is denoted by r(n).
Thus the racliu~ of each of the Z lifting lines is di\rided up into M panels of length
~r . .As ,,"as the case for tIle \ving. the continuous distribution of circulation over the
radius is replaced by' a stepped distribution. The v'alue of the circulation in each panel,
f( 11,)', is set e,qllal to the yaltle of the continuou~ distribution at. the control points. Since
the circulation .is piece","ise consta.nt. 'the 11elica.l free vortex sheet is replaced by a set of
concentrated, helic(\l, ,·ortex lines shed from each panel boundary. rhe strength of these
ira.iling v'ortices is equal to the· difference in bOllnd vortex strength across the boundary.
Therefore "re can again consider the continuous vortex distribution to be replaced by a
set of vortex horseshoes. Each of these horseshoes consists of a bound vortex segment
and two helical trailing'vortices.
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The velocity induced at tIle lifting line by this system of \"orticit}· is computed using
the very efficient asymptotic formulas developed by \\'~rench [122]. These "formulas are
reproduced in appendix A" The velocit~y induced at a given point is a summation of the
velocities induced by the individual vortex horseshoes.
'
M

11· :

(r (n ) )=u: (n. ) =

L r( it: en,
111 )

Tn ) •

(2.22)

m=l

tl;(r ( 11 ))

=ll; (

17 )

=

M

L r ( u;(
771 )

]1.,

m.).

m=l

,u: and

ll;

are tIle axial a.nd tangential components of induced ,"elocit~~. u~(n~ m) and

u;(n, m) are the axial and ta.ngential components of ,~elocity induced at the control p.oint
at ra.dius r(n.) by a unit~ helica.l,! horseshoe vortex surrounding the control point at r(m).
Under this discrete model the integrations of equa.tion 2.20 and 2.21 for the forces

are replaced b.y summations o,rer the number of panels. The total forces a.cting on the
propeller can therefore be expressed as .
AI

T = pZ

L {

[l';(m)

+~r(m) + u;(m)] f(m)~r

m=l

(2.24)

AI

Q = pZ

L {

[V~(m) + u:(m)] f(m)1'(11i )~r

m=l

+

~V·(m)[l~(m) +wr(m) + It;(m)]c(m)CDt!(m)r(m)~r

}. (2.25)

Here ~·;r*(l7l) is tIle magnitude of the total "·elocity at tIle control point located at radius r(117). C(111) is tIle c]10rd a.t this control point and CDl'(m) is tIle value of the t,vo~
dimensiona.l sectional drag coefficient there.

2.3.3

Variational Optitnization

In section 2.2 '\ve used a variational' a.pproach to determine the optimllffi circulation
distriblltion fora. simple lifting line. In a. similar manner an optimtlrn propeller circulation
distribution can be determined. As \vas the case for the planar hydrofoil, the problem can
be formulated fOf the discretized vortex lattice representation of the propeller. This Vv~ill
pfo<:ride a genera'l proce.clure \vhich can then be 'extended to more complicated problems,
such, as c9ntra:rotating propellers.
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For the time being the \\"ake geometr~· is assumed to be frozen a.nd the ViSCOllS force
is ignored. The goal of the optin1ization procedure is to find a set of discrete circulation
ya]ues, f(l)~ ... ~ f(.J/)., such that. the torque,
~\f

Q:= pZ

L

[l'~(rn)

+ 'H:(nl)]r(m)r(m)~r,

(2.26)

m=l

is minimized~ subject to the constraint that the thrust~

T

= (J Z

/v!

L

(l- ~ ( 111)

+ ~' r ( 171.) + 'l.l; (171 )] r(177 ) ~ r,

(2.27)

Tn:}

has a prescribed va.lue~ Tr .
As in the Sll11ple liftillg line ca.se~ \\Te form an a.uxiliary function,: H~ and set its partial
derivatives \\"ith respect to the llnkno,\"ns equal to zero. Here H
Q + )"(T - Tr ). The
La.grange multiplier . ,\~ introcluces an additional unkno","n and must be sol\ped for along
\\"ith the discrete cirCldation strengths. the r(i) ~s.

=

EJH
Br(i)

8H

=

0

-8A - o.

for

i = 1~ ~ .. , ..i\1

(2.28)

(2.29)

Combining eqtlations 2.28 and ~.29, ,vith expansions for the thrust and torque" 2.26,
and 2.27, and the \:,elocit)T expansions~ 2.22 and 2.23'1 and after caJ;efully carrying out the
partial differentia.tions~ the follo"'ing system of equations is obtained:

,(2.30)

(2.31)

Equations 2.30 and 2.31 form a nonlinear s)'stem of .!\f + 1 equations ,\·ith ~~J unknown values of cirClIlation. and an unkno\vn Lagrange multiplier, A. This s~ystem can

')~

_I

.be repla.ced \\~ith alillear systen1 of equa.tions~ if the Lagrange multiplier is assumed to
be kno\vn iil equation 2.30 \vhere it forms quadratic terms \vith the circulatjons. and the
tangential induced velocity in equation 2.31 is also assumed to be kno,\~n.

8H
8f(i)

v~

=0

(i ) r ( i)~ r
At

L [f(rn)u:(i, m)r(m.)~r + r(m)u:(n1., i)r(i)~r]

+

m=I

+ ,\ [\I;(i) + wr(i)] ~r
lv!

L

~

+

[f(m)u;(i,m)6r

+ r(m)u;(m, i)~rl,

m=l

=1

i

for
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Tr

=

L

pZ

[~(rn)

,

M;

(2.32)

+ ",'r(1TI,) + u;(rn.)] r(1n)~r.

(2.33)

m=l

The solution to the nonlinear system of equations 2.30 and 2.31 can be fOllnd by
iteratively solving the linear sjrstem of eqt,ations 2.32 and 2.33. On each iteration the
frozen Lagrange multiplier, j, in equation 2.32 and the tangential induced velocity·, u;( m),
in equation 2.33 ta.ke on values from the previous iteration. In most instances this
procedure was"found to converge qtlite rapidly (5 or 6 iterations) to a solution of the
nonlinear sJ?stem. Initially setting the induced velocities equal to zero and the Lagrange
multiplier equal to -1 proved to be a. suitable initial estinjate of these quantities~
This iterative process can also be used to partially account for the eff~ct of viscous
drag. On each iteration, the required thrust in equation 2.33 can have an additional
thrust equal to the viscous term of equation 2.24 added to it.

Tr

=

M

"

pZ

L [l/~(m.) +. wrCm) + u;(1n)] m=l

pZ

L

Tviscous

}"f

[~·~(n1)

+ ~'r(ln,) + u;(m)]

m=l

+

1

.

~f

-;;pZ

L

-

m=l

V"(111,} [l":(m)

+ u:(m)] c(m)CDI!(m}~r.

(2.34)

Equation 2.34 ignores the partial derivatives of the viscous terms' with respect to the
unkno"rncirculations, but does recover the desired total thrust.
Under moderate}:y loaded lifting line theory, the induced \relocities are' used in the
determination ,of the \vake geometr~~. Ho\ve\yer, "during the circulation optimization pro,cedure th'e·'\\1ake is frozen. Since the velocity influence functions, fi:(m,n) and u;(m,n),
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are themselyes· functions only of geonletry-: they are fixed throug110ut the procedure.
Therefore_ the nonlinear y"ariations of these quantities ,,'"ith respect to changes in the
\vake geometry are neglected. This avoids the tip-loaded optimum sollltions presented
by Broc'kett and I~orplls [9] [8] a.nd Loukakis [75J. This matter ,vas discussed at some
length b~y I(er,,'"in. Coney and Hsin [60]. Their arguments are reproduced in a.ppendix B.
\relocities and forces consistent \vith moderately loaded lifting line theor~y can be .
obtained, ho,vev"er~ by an iterative a.pproach . .l-\n optimum circulation distribution is obtained \\'"ith a frozen \vake geometry. The \vake is then aligned with the velocities induced
by this circulation distribution. :\ ne\v optimum c.irculation distribution is determined,
... ~ and so on_ until convergence. This approach still neglects variations \vith respect to
. changes in the ","ake geometry inside of the circulation optimiza.tion, but does prov"ide
\\rake aligned velocities and forces. 'This is especially important \\'hen the propeller is
required to produce relatiyely large an10tlnts of thrust or is operating at small a.d,-ance
ra.tios.
The convergence of the solution \vith the number of vortex panels is also addressed in
appendix B. COTI,"erged values for both forces a.nd circulation distributions are generally
obtained \vitll a relatively small number of panels. For most purposes a 10 panel solution
is sufficient. IT nless other,vise noted, numerical results presented in this thesis are for 10
panel .solutions, ..' 1 = 10.
The optimization equations 2.30 and 2.31 are not dependent on the assumption of
constant spacing. Any spacing algorithm \vhich produces correct values of the induced
velocities ma.y be emplo:yed. Both constant and cosine spacing ha.ve been implemented
with satisfa.ctory results. If the spacing is not constant tIle length of the vortex panels,
~r, is also a function of radius~ ~r"= ~r(n.).
Equations 2.30 and 2.31 are also some,vhat more geIleral then previously indicated.
An~y algorithm for determining the velocit~yinfluencefunctions~i1~(m"n.) a.nd u.;(m, n),
may be employed. The assumption that the trailing \rortices follo\v helixes of constant
radius allows for ver~y fast computation of these induction factors. The vlake geometry
can be allowed to contra.ct and roll up if such a calculation is desired. The wake geometry
must, however, be frozen during the solution of the nonlinear s~ystem in order to avoid
the tip loaded solutions discussed in a.ppendix B.
.

2.3.4

Some General Results for the Propeller

Figure 2.4 sho,\~s some t~"pjcal optimum circulation distributions for a free-running (~'~(r) =
~ls = constant), hubless propeller. In this case viscous effects are ignored and the lightlj~
loaded model is employed (the \\lake is aligned to t.he undisttlrbed inflo\\r). Note that the
cire.ulation falls .off to zero at both tIle hub and tip ra.dius. In this respect the optimum
propeller cirC~llatioll di.st.ributio.n is similar to ·the elliptical optimum distribution of the
pla~ar h~ydrofoil.
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Some physical insight into optil11um load distl'iblltions can l)e obtained by notiIlg ho\v
the distributions Yar~· "'ith the ad,"ance coefficient,

"J .. - l's

:) - nD'

(2.3.5 )

\vhere n is tile propeller rotation rate in revolutions per second. Each of the Cllrves of figure 2.4 are optimun1 distributions for propellers operating at variOtlS a.dva.nce coefficients~
but each is recillired to generate the same thrust.
For a. fixed ship speed, 1.'5'1 and propeller diameter. D, therotational,"elocit)· increa.ses
\,'it h decrea.sing adyance coefficient. TIle thrllst de\·ploped by tIle propeller is related
to the product of the total ta.ngential velocit~y and the circlilation a.s can be seen in
equation 2.2.7. Thus. the innern10st cur'we of figllre 2.4 . the one \vith the smallest values
of circula.tion~ corresponds to the lo\'''est \"alue of J s and. therefore_ the largest tangential
inflo,,· '''elocities ....\s Js increases the loading must increase in order to produce the same

thrust.
As J s increases the load also mOYe5 out to\yard the propeller's tip. It can be seen
in equation 2.26 that the torque isa function of circulation and the axial velocity, ,vith
a.\veigllting fron1 the monlent arrn~ r. For larger J s the rela.ti\gemagnitude of the axial
velocity is increased. Thus. a larger "penal.ty" is paid for added circulation. Since more
thrust is a.vailable to an increment of circulation placed at the outer radii~ ",,,here the
tangential velocity is high. t he distribution becomes more tip loaded. For each propeller
operating condition a l)alance bet\veen the prescribed thrllst and minimum torque results
in the optin1um loacldistril)ution ..
Figllre 2.5 gives propeller efficiency as a function of adva.nce coefficient for a freerunning propeller. lIere the propeller's efficiency, 1]~ is defined as
T~'~4

n-·'f

\vhere

-

(,.,f....

Q'

(2.36)

'<4 is. the volumetric mean effective influ\,",
(2.,37)

One curve of. figllre 2 ..5 giv'es inviscid results that correspond to the circulation distributions of figure 2.~. The lower curve gi~lesresults for a propeller generating the same total
thrust \\"ith typical "drag coefficients and chord distributions assllmed. Note that in the
inviscid case the effi~iency increases as J s is lowered.
At zero J s the propeller has infiIlite rotational velocit:r and the identity of the indi\"idual blades ,is lost. In this limit the propeller has become. an actuator disc, A brief
description of actua.tor disc thear!" can be found in .Princl:ples of .:.\:aval .:4rchitEcture [21].
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l\loderately loa.ded lifting line theor~T \\'aSllSed for these predictions.

For an actuator disc the optimum load distribution is a constant across the span, and
the efficienc}W is given by
2
TJi = 1 + .jeT T 1·
(2.38)

In figure 2.5 the inviscid efficiencJ'·appears to be headed to the actuator disc efficiency of
TJi = 0.9 as the advance coefficient is decreased. Referring back to figure 2.4, the optimum
circulation distribution becomes more nearly constant and, th1.1S, more like th.at of the
actua.tor disc, as J s is reduced.
Hovlever, it is clear from figure 2.5 that v"iscous drag takes its largest toll at low J s .
This is becallse the relativel:y large rotational Yelocities~ wr·, lead to large ·total velocities,
V*, and thus to larger values for drag. Note that the viscous losses can easily a.ccount for
.50% or mare of the tota.I 19sses. Finally, note in figure 2..5 that \\·hen viscous losses are
. included in the efficiency~ there is some optimum value of the a.dvance coefficient where
the efficiency is highest, even though 'the efficiency curv'e is relatively flat.
The effect of the axial inflow on the optimum circulation distribution can be seen
in figure 2.6. Results for a free-running propeller. and a propeller operating in a. radially, ,,~a.r~iingwa1;.e a.re presented. Both propellers have the same number of blades. are
opera.ting at i~entical Js, and are required to'de\relop the sa.me thrust. In the ~ase of
the ~'\va.ke ·a.dapte.d'il propeller. the a,xial inflo\\" v'elocities are lo\ver at tJ:1e inner propeller
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radii than at the propeller's tip. The effectiveinflo\v is sho,,-n in figure 2.7. The reduced
axial \~elocities at the i11ner propeller radii result' in an in\~;ard shift of the optimum load
distribution. ~1ore circulation is placed \\,llere tIle axial velocities are lower, and thus a
smaller torque penalty is paid.
The circlllation distributions of figure 2.6 \vere determined under moderatel~y loaded
lifting line theory. This ,vas done using the previously described iterative procedure. An
optimum circulation distribution was found from equa.tions 2.30 a.nd 2.31 with a frozen
wake geometry. The \vake geometr~r was the,n aligned ",~ith the velocities induced by this
circulation distribution ..A.. ne\v optimum distribution was determined, and so on~ until a
converged cir,culation distributio,n is o'btained.
A similar process \\"as carried out using Lerbs" method [73] for the wake" adapted
case.' The circulation distribution so obtained is also shown in figure 2.6. The Lerbs
optimum distribution is yery nearly the same as that from the v'ariational procedure.
As the propeller'ls load'is decreased t~e t,vo distributions become more nearly the same.
The difference' in t,he optImum distribution determined from the two procedures may
be attributed toa linearizing assumption made in the derivation of the Lerbs optimum
criteria.. as well as to differences j'n the numerical implementation of the two procedures.
In t.he limit of light loading both met.hods reCo\rer the classic Betz condition [4] in the
case of a free-running propeller.
'
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2.3.5

Torque Limited Propellers

TIle optimization equations 2.:30 alld 2.31 solve for n1inimum torque and a prescribed
thrust. This is the appropriate prol)lenl if the ship'ls operating condition has been deterrnined~ but the po,,:-ering has not yet l)een fixed. If the torque is kno\\J"n~ and the thrust
is to be maxin1ized. it is a simple matter to refornlulate the optilnization equations.
In this case the auxilia.ry function to be minimized is H = T + ~(Q - Qr). Expanding
' ?_._')-(, ')_._.
')6 ~ ')_. ')')
. t t0 t h e
WIt
equatIons
__ , 'J_._') 3 , ta k·Ing par.. t·la1 d·"
erl\·at'l\eS WI,t h respec
H .· h
unknowns, and setting these derivatives equal to zero, results in the following sy'stem of
equations.
l'

8H

8f(i)

•

= 0 = .x Va (i)r(i)Sr
}.J

+

A

L

[f(m )fi:(i, nl)r(m)~r + r(ln}u:(m, i)r(i)~r]

171=1

+

[~(i)+w'r(i))~r

+

L

M

[r(n'1)U;(1:~n1)~r

+ r(nl}u;(m,i)~rJ ~

m=l

for

l~

= 1, ... ~ M ;'

(2.39)
(2.40)

Equations 2.39 and 2.40 form a nonlinear Sjt stell1 of M + 1 equations \vith 1\1 unkpown.
values of circulation and an unkno¥..nLagrange multipli~r, A. These equations can be
linearized in the same ma.nner that equations 2.30 and 2.31 were linearized. The nonlinear
s~rstem of equations 2.39 a.nd 2.40 can be solved b~y iterativel~y solving the linearized
equations and updating the frozen varia~les, the Lagrange multiplier where it forms a
product \\~ith unknown circulations in equation 2.39 and the axial induced velocities in
I

equati~n 2.40~

A· sample result from tllis procedure is .sho,\rn in figure 2.8. Also shown is an optimum
distribution determined from eqtlations 2.30 and 2.31, in which the thrtlst was required to
be the same ~.s that. produced by the torque limited procedure. For propellers at identical
operating conditions, providing the same thrust and torque, the optimum circulation
distributions from the t\VQ optimization procedures are, ¥ expected~ identical.
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2.4
2.4.1

Multiple Stage Propulsors
Velocities and Forces

For a multiple sta.ge propulsor, not ool.y n1ust the self-induced veloci t~y be calculated, but -~
also the interaction velocities between components. Here the self-induced velocity is defined as t.hevelocit~y induced b)~ a set of lifting lines~ lying in a plane atone axial location,

on these same lifting lines. Calculation methods,appropriate for a single propeller can be
used to determine this ·velocity'. For straight, radial, lifting lines, ~hat have eqlla.I angular
spacing and identical loading, the self-induced velocity will come only from the trailing
vortex sh'eet. For a. purely helical ,,"ake geometry, the asymptotic formlilas developed by
\\!rench [122] can be used Jor the computation of this velocity.
The interaction ,·elocit:y is the velocity induce-d at the plane of one of the propulsor components by the lifting lines
the plane of another propulsol' component. For
the determination of stea.dy' propulsor forces the time-averaged interaction velocities are
those of interest. If the components a.re rotating at different speeds~ these time-averaged
velocities are ec!ui,,'alent to the circumferential mean interaction velocities calculated in

at

the rotating r~ference frame of the inducing component.
'The intera.ction velocities come fronl both the bound and trailing vorticit),. Using
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either a. 'simple geon1etrical relationship, or by a fornlal applica.tion of Biot-Sayart's la\\",
one can sho\v that the rircllTIuerential mean interaction velocity inducedb~y the bound
vorticity has only a taDgential component. Thus~ the circumferential mean interaction,
velocity consists ofaxial~ ra.dial and ta.ngentia.l components induced by the trailing vorticity~ and a tangential component induced by the botlnd \"orticity.
Hsin [.51] compared a n\llllber ?f nlethods for the computation of the circumferential
mean interaction \·elocit~". He found the fOrmtllas de\'eloped b~y Hough and Ord\Va)T [49]
to be the most computationall)~ efficient for tIle l)art due to the trailing vorticity. The
circumferential nlean \·elocity due fo the bOllnd ,-orticity can be fOllnd directl~y through
an a.pplication of I{elvin's theorem. Formtlla.~ u::'L'd for the calculation of these velocity"
components are presented in a.ppendix .1\.
If the propulsor components are rotating in lockstep together~ as is th.e case for tandem
propellers~ the time-averaged interaction velocity is no longer the circumferential mean.
In tllis case the relatiye positions of the trailing vorticit}- and the field points do not change
\vith.tim~. Here~ the yelocit)" induced by the bound a.nd trailing vortex lines can be found
by nurnericaJ integration of the Biot-Savart ,relocity integraL This process is much less
computationall)- efficiellt tha.n that llsed for the self-indtlced and circumferential mean
velocities. For. approxilna,te tandem propeller force calclllations~ it ma~y be a.ppropriate
to repla.ce the actual intera.ction yelocit)r\\Tith the circumferential mean ,:-elocity' induced
at the same a.xial plane.
'
Forces acting on tIle lifting lines a.re aga.in developed frOll1 a loca.l aPI)lication of the
I\:utta-Jouko\\'sk-i la\y. No,,', ho\vever. the total.velocit~y includes contribtltions from both
the self-in~uced and interaction velocities. "A,. combined velocit~y and force diagram for

one component of a two sta.ge propulsor is given in figure 2.9. The axia.l and tangential
components of induced velocity on propulsor component i are giv'en by
K

u:J(r)

=L

(2.41 )

uaJ,k(r),

k=l
K

'u;) (r) = "1l
L-t t

j,

k (

(2.42)

r ).

k=1

Here there are K propulsor components. UaJ,k and UtJ.k are the axia.I and tangential components of the self-induced velocity \\"henever j = ~. , otherv."ise tlley'are the interaction
'velocities. 'The thrust and torque acting on each component can a.gain be found from the
inte'grals of eqllations 2420 and 2.21.

2.4.2

The Discretized Model

The lifting lines of eachpropulsor component are discretized by a lattice of constant
strength vortex elenlents. One of the proptllsor components, denoted b~y the subscript
'~l", is selected a.s the key c?mpOnent4 The span of each of the ZI lifting lines, \vhich
represent the blades of the key component~is divided up into .it!} panels of length ~rl.
The lifting lines of each of the other components a.re then segmented into an integer
number of panels., Mj~of lengtll D.rjl M J is selected so that D"rj is as nearl)· equal to
~rl as possible. In order to simpl~fy this panel arrangement, tIle radius of the hub, rh,
is assumed to be the same for all components. As for trle single propeller, converged
results are obtained\\~itharelatively small nunlber of panels. Unless other,,·ise.noted all
ntlmerical examples in this thesis are for J.\{l = 10.
The c~n tinuOllS distribution of circulation on each component ~ r j (r), is replaced by
a stepped distribution, rj(n}. Tl1l1S~ the continuous vorte.x distributions are replaced
by sets of'vortex horseshoes, each made up ,of a bound vortex segment and two helical
trailing vortices. TIle radii of the helical trailing'tortices are slightlyY adjusted \\l'henever
interaction ,,r~locities are needed. The helixes are moved so that they correspond \\tith
the r~dii ,of the VOI~tex la.ttice of the component on \\~hich the velocity' is being induced.
This results in a. consistent vortex lattice s~ystem for the computation of the interaction

velocity.
l\loderate'ly loaded lifting line thepry gives reasonable results for velocities induced
at, or upstrea~ of" the plane of the lifting lines. Howe"\Te~, the accuracy· of '1'elocity
predictions do\\"nstream of the pr?peller is not as good. This is, to great extent, due to
the contraction of the slip stream, ~·hi'ch is not n10'Jelled bya ptlrely helical \\?ake. This
wake contraction-is due both to considerations o~ mass flow c.onservation and to the rolling
up of the' tip ,rortices. ·Since the a.ctual "rake contraction occurs Q\'ef a short distance,

a
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compa.red to the propeller diameter_ a better approximation to the wake geometry is to
again mod·el it as pllrely helical~but contracted to SOll1e new radius .
.A.n empirical slipstream contraction ratio~ the radius of the contracted \vake divided
by the radills of tIle propeller. can be employ~d. ''''ater tunnel measurements of slipstream
radii indicate that the contr~ction rat io is close to 0.83 for a wide variety of propeller
types~ over a reasollable range of

advance coefficients [63]. If a wake contraction is
the radii of the trailing vortex heljxes~ used for t11€ computation of dO\Yllstream
illteraction velocities~" are n10ved to be as close as possible to the desired contra.cted
radii. The self-induced velocity and the velocities indllced on upstream components are
computed from theuncontracted helixes.
TIle velocity induced on a given control point isa Sllmmation of the velocities induced

enlp]oyed~

b~y'

the individual horseshoe vortices.

u: (n)
)

.
/(

-

j\lf

L L

fk(m)u: 1,k (n,m),

(2.43)

~rk(m}jj;Jl k (n,m.).
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(n. 111) is the axial velocity induced at control point n of component j b.y the horseJ ,k
" '
shoe yortex of unit strength surrounding 'control point 171 of component A.-. fl; (n, n1)
"

. -

. .

..

..

),k

is si111ilarl~· the tangential velocity. r k( 111") is the strength 'of the horseshoe surrounding
control point n2 of conlponent k.
The force acting on each propulsor component is the sum of tIle forces a.cting on
the individual vortex elen1ents. The inviscid thrust a.nd torqtle acting on a propulsor
component can be expressed as:
;\-fJ

= pZj

I: [l~J(n) + WjTj(n) + u;J(n)] fj(n)~rj,
n=!
A~fJ

-

pZj

L

. (2.45)

.

[VaJ(n)

+ 'u:,cn)] rj(n)rj(n)~rj.

(2.46)

n=l

The viscQus thrust' and torque "is simila.rly found to be:
1

Tv). =

-

=

At)

--::;pZj

L

\';*(11) [~J(l1)

1
~~
,?pZj
~·(n) [V;J(n)

L

-

+

u:J cj(n)CDvJ(n)6rj,

(2.47)

n=!

. .

.

+ "-'Tj(n) + ll;J] Tj(n)c;(n)CDv )n).6.rjo

(2.48)

n=l

Here Cj(n) and C Dv) (n,) give the cllol".d and t\vo-din1ensional sectional drag coefficient
at control point n. of component j. The total thrust on a component is gi\"en b~r T j =
TIl + Tv), a.nd the torque by' Q j = Q I) + QvJ •
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2.4.3

Two COnlponent Optimization

In the case of t\,·o proptl1sor components~ the goal is to find the discrete circulation
values. 1 (1) ..... 1 (M 1 ). 2( l)~ .... 2( JvI 2). such that the total po\\"er. P = WI Ql +W2Q2,
absorbed by the l)rOpll]sor is nlinin1ized. The proptllsor is additionally reqttired to develop
a prescribed thrnst. Tr . In adult io~ t \VO cOf!lponent propulsors are often constra.ined to
ha,~e a specific division of torque bet,,"een thet\\'o components. Therefore~ a torque ra.tio~
q = Q2/ Ql~ is also specified.
These three conditions are ttsed to fornl the auxiliary function, H.

r

r

r

r

(2.49)
Partial derivatiyes of H wit11 respect to the unkno\vns are taken and set equal to zero .
. If variations of the viscous terms with respect to the~-'tlnkno\vn circulation strengths are
neglected~ the follo\ving system of eqllations is obtained.

DH

--=0
j (i)

ar

(2.50)

8H

BAT

=0 =

:~= 0

(Tit

+ T vl ) + (T12 + TV2 ) -Tn

(2.51)

+ Qv + (Q12 + QV2)'

(2 ..52)

=

q(QIr

1)

This is a nonlinear system of M 1 + M 2 + 2 eqtlations for tIle M 1 unkno\vn values of
circtllation on cOlllponent i ~ the M 2 circulation strengths of cOlnponent 2~ a.nd the 2

Lagra.nge n1ultipliers.
Upon expansion with eqllat,ions 2.43 alld 2.46, the

p~rtial

cleriv'ati\"es of tIle torque

with respect to the circulation are given by:

8Qj

.ar ·(i)·

.

L

J

.

= 'pZj [VaJ(l) +

~ rj(~1-)i1:J)i,m) + ~ rk(m)u:J,Ji, m)] rj(i)~rj

m=l

m=l
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MJ

+

L

pZ)

(2.53)"

u:))m, i)f)(m )r)(m )t..r) ,

m=l

M)

= . pZ) L u:J,k(m. i)fj(m.)rj(m)t..rj.

_ ..J-4')
( oJ

m=l

Similarly~ expanding the partial derivatives of the thrust \\pith ec!uations 2.44 and 2.45
results in:

aT·J

-

pZJ

[l/; (i) +~'jrj(i) + ~ fj(m)u;
)

),)

(i,m)

m=l

+~

fdm)u;JI k(i,m)]

m=l

~rj

~'I)

+

pZj

L

u;),J(m. i)fj(m)!lrj,

(2 ..55)

m=l

AI)

pZj

LU;J,k (m .i)f j ( m )~"j.

(2 ..56 )

m=!

Substituting these expressions for the partial deri,·ativ'es il1tO eqllation 2.50 and e"xpanding equations 2..jl and 2..j2 ,,·ith the" expa.nsions for thrust2.4.5~ torque 2.46, and
~lith the velocit~y expansions of equations 2.43 and ~.44. results in the follo,ving system
of eqllations.

a~~i) -

a

= (WI

+ Q/\Q)PZI{[1fa 1 (i) +

J;

fdm)u:1,l(i,m)

AJ.,

.+

t

f 2(m)u: 1,2(i,m)]r d i)!lr I

m=l

Ml
}
+ LU:l.l(l~n,
1:)f 1(111)rl(n1-)~rl
m=l
J~f2

+(W2 - )..Q)p Z 2

L

"m=l

ii:2,1(m,i)f2(m)r2(m)~r2(rn)
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+/\T pZ 2

L it;2.1 (1'n ~ i)f 2( 1'n )~r2'
m=l

for i =, 1~ ... , i\!l.

--) .
-.DI
( 'J

Af~

+(.....·2

-

).,Q)p Z 2

{

[ Va:l(i)
~'Jrl

+ .~

f 2 (m)u::?:l(i,m)

'.

.

+ :trdm)u::?l(i,m)]r2(i)~r2
m=!

+

fl u~:l,2(m,i)r2(m)r2(m)~r2
A/~

}

J\fl

+ATPZl'L u;1.2(n1. i)rl(m)~rl
m=l

+ '\T PZz{ [,;~ (i) + ...·2 r 2( i) + %:1 f 2( m) ii;:l,:l (i, m)
~\fl

.+ L

]

f 1(m)ii;1,:l(i.llI) ~r2

m=l

+

I: U;:l.:l(m,i)r2(m)~r2}

m=l

for'i = 1, ... , .Af2 .

8H

8AT

(2.58)

0
=

(2 ..59)
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(2.61 )

(RHSh -

-P Z
=

2{ ~'21~2(i) + ~QqV"2{i) + ~Tbi991[l'~:!(i) +

W1 r 2

fl rl(m){[~'l +q~Q]PZlil:l.2(m.i)rl(m)6rl

(i)]}
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+ ["'-'2 + q~Q] pZ 2U::l,l (i~ m)r2(i)~T2

+~T pZ 1U;l.2 (m, i)~rl + ~TpZ2ii~:l,1 (i, m )Sr2}
~1.,

+ 1;1 r 2(111)

{

(~'2 - .\Q) pZ 2[U::!,2 (i, m )r2( i)~r2
+U: 2,2 (m ,i)T2( m )~r2]

+~TpZ2 it;:!,:! (i, )~r2 + ~TPZ2U;:l,2 (m, i)~r2}'
111

for i

All [

= 1~ ... ~j\t[2,

pZ 1 f1 l'~l(m) + "'-'l r 1(m)

(2.62)

+ u;l(m)Jf 1(m) 6rl

Al~ [
+p Z 2 f1 l~2(m) + W2 r 2(m)

+ u;:!(m)

]

f 2 (m).3.r2

(2.63)

i\fl

qp Z 1 fJ":l(m y+ u: 1 (m)]f d m)r1(m).3.T1
AI.,

- pZ 2

];1 [l ~2 (m) + 'Il::! (m,)] f 2(

m

)r2 (m )~r2

(2.64)

The solution of the nonlinear systenl ofeql1ations 2..57~2.60 can be found b~y iteratively
solving the linear s)-stem of equations 2.61-2.6-1. On each iteration the frozen Lagrange
multipliers, ~T and ~Q' and the induced ,'~elocities,
and
are updated \vith values
from the previolls iteration. Thevisc()l1S thrllst ct.Il<1 t()rque, Tv and T Q , can also be
updated \\·ith equat.ions 2.4 i 'and 2.48 on eacll iteration. In most instances this procedure
was found to conY'erge rapidly (less tllan 10 iterations) to a solution of the nonlinear
system...A.11 initia.l. estimate of zero for th.e induced velocities and ~Q' and of -1 for jT
wa.s found, suital)le.
The \\~ake geometry is assumed to be frozen in equations 2..57-2.60. \.Telocities and
forces consis~,ent "9ith moderately loa.ded theotycan be obtained by' iterati\tely solving
these eqllations~ aligning tIle \\9ake, solving the eqllations again, .. _, a.nd so on. This
approach neglects va.riations \\"ith respect to changes in the ,vak~ geometry, but does
provide ,,"ake aligned yelocities and forces.
'
As was the case for the single propeller equations 2.,57-2.60 are not dependant on
the 'details of the vbrtex lattice model or the algorithn1s for c.omputing velocities. For
components of eqllal dian1eter both constant and cosine spacing have been suc.cessfull)~

u:

u;,
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Fignre 2.10: Optin1Ul11 circlllation distributions fora pair of contrarotating prOI)ellers.
imple~ented.

is

For ri~,nconstant spacing the length of the vortex panels, ~rj,
also
a function of ra.dius~~rj
~rJ( 77). Difficulties arose \vith the cosine spaced pa.nel
a.rrangement \yhen the components \\"ere of different diameter. This led to the adoption
of constant spacing.
,
It should be possible to extend the meth'odsdescribeclhere to address the case of
,three or more proptllsor con1ponents. The present \vork is limited~ ho\\:-ev'er, to the case
of one or t\VO propulsor components.

2.4.'4

=

Contrarotating Propellers

Equations 2.:j7-2.60 can be solved in order toprov'ide optimum circlilation distributions
for contrarotating propellers. Figure 2.10 gives optimtlffi distributions for a pair of freerlInnin,g. conttarotating propellers. In this case the propellers have the same diameter
and the contr~ction of tIle \\Take is igllored. The propellers are rotating at the same speed
in opposite directions. Th~ir a.dvance coefficient is 0.89 and the contrarotating pa.ir is
reqtIired to de,·elop a tllrust cotresponding to CT = 0.69. Both propellers are fouf bladed
and are required to develop equal to'rque~ q . 1.0. The moderately loa.ded model is
en1ploy'ed a.nd '·1 SCOtlS forces are neglected.
.
Also ShO\VIl ill figtlre 2.10 is an- optimum circula~ion distribution for a single propeller
ope~ating at the. sa.me advance ratio and required to generate the same thrust. The
single propeller is eight bla.ded_ so that each blade generates approximatel~y the same
thru~t as the bla.des of the contrarotating paIr. Note that the circulation distribution of

4.5

for,," ard propeller
after propeller
contrarotating pair
8- bladed propeller

0.1084 0.0181
0.1062 0.0181
0.2146 : 0.0:362
0.2146 0.0:376

0.841
0.809

Table 2.1: Forces acting on a pair of contra-rotating propellers.

,the contrarotating propellers is nlore uniform and less tip loaded than that of the single
propeller.
'
Forces and efficiencies fOJeach of tIle propellers is presented in table 2.1. 1 Note that~
a.s anticipated, the contrarotating propellers are predicted to be more efficient than the
si ngle propeller. TIle ,efficiency of a two stage propllisor is defined here to be

Tf

=

T 1VAl

+ T2 V42

WIQl

+ W2Q2

.

(2.6.5)

1<4] ]s. tIle Volul11etric mean effective inflow as defined by equation 2'.37 at the plane
of component j.: Note that while the contrarota.ting propellers de,~elop equal torque,
the tllfUSt they produce differs by al)oul2%.This is due to differences in the induced
,·elocities~ alld tIle resulting hydrodynamic pitch angles at each propeller.
Figure 2.11 presents circunuerential mean tangential velocities induced far downstrean1 by the contrarotating pair of propellers and by the single propeller. Note that the
total tangentia.l velocity induced by the cant rarotating pair is very nearly zero, n1l1ch less
than that induced l)y the single propeller. This provides some insight into the increased·
effi~iency

of the contra-rotating propellers, sl~ce these s,virl velocities do not represent
any tl1rust, Ollly losses. Finite l)lade effects ~nd the required torque baJallce pre,·ent the
tangential velocities froln being identical1J~ zero for the contrarotating pair.
Figllre 2. ~2 sinlilarly presents t~e -circumferential mean axial velocities indtlCed far
downst ream. N'ote that tIle tot al axialveloci ty indllced by the contrarotating pair is
more' uniform a'nel less concentrated towa.rd the tip than that of the single propeller.
This effect is also connected \vith the increased efficiency. The axial velocitiesinduced by
the contrarotating pair are clo'ser to t~ose of the actuator disc. Sparenberg [100] sho,ved
that~ in the lin1"it of .light loading.and the absence of viscosity, the efficiency is bounded by
that of the actuator disc. As the c;ircumferentialm~atlindtlCed velocities approa.ch those
of the actuator disc ~ zero tangential velocity and uniform axial velocity~ the efficiency
should increase..
IThe forces presented here~ and thro1Jghout this chapter, do not include any viscous forc~s a.nd should
not be used 't.o determine the relative nlerits of various propulsor types.
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Figtlre 2.13: Optin1um circulation distributions for a vane-wheel propulsor.

2.4.5

The" Vane-Wheel Propulsor

The vane-\\·heel. as proposed by Grin1 [45] [44r' is a freely rotating device placed behind a
con\'entiona,l propeller. The vane-\\·heel propulsor increases efficiency by reclaiming part
of the energy lost in the propeller~s slipstrea.m and converting that energy into additional
tllrllst. The rotor of the. vane-wheel propulsor performs as a conventional propeller,
whereas. the vane-wheel has an illne~ part ,,~hich a.cts as a turbine, and an outer part
Wllich acts as a propeller~ producing thrust ..
~quaJ~ons 2.57~2.60 ca.n be used to find optimum circulation distributions for the \rane\\"heel propulsor. Since the vane-"rheel is freely rotating, it can susta.in no total torqtle.
Thus~ if the rotor is considered to b~ component # 1 and the v'ane-\vheel component #2~
the torque rati9 for the v~ne-wheel propulsor is q = Q2/Q1 = o. The vane-wheel rotates
in the same direction as the rotoro: typical1)- at about 40~; of the propeller's rotation rate,
and is some\\That larger in diameter than the rotor.
.
Figure 2.13 sho\vs optimtlffi circulation distributions for a \rane-\vheel propulsor. Note
that, 'as expected, the inner part of the _,rane-\\rheel a'cts as a turbine with negat ive loading,
\\~hile tht: ~uter pa.rt has positiv'e circulation and acts as a propeller. In this example both
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1J

rotor
.vane- \,- heel

0.2030
0.0116

0.0364
0.0000

Yane-\,-heel propulsor
4- bladecl propeller

0.21-16

0.0:36-1
0.0":389

O.21~6

O.S:J·j
0.781

Table 2.2: Forces acting on the vane-\vheel propulsor.

,the rotor and ,rane-\,?heeIhaye fouf. blcl.cles. The diameter. of this.ya~ew!leel, is. 25% greater
than the rotor's diameter. The lifting lines representing the components are separated
by a distance of 20% of the rotor diameter. The ya.ne-\\"heel is required to rotate at 40%
of tIle rotor's rotation. Here the propeller's ad\rance coefficient is 0.89 and the ·propulsor
is required to produce a thrust corresponding to CT = 0.69. ~1oderatel)T loaded theory
\vas emploY'ed and yiscous forces neglected_ /\ \vake contraction of 0.83 'vas assumed. An
optimum circulation distribution for a four bladed propeller \vith the same characteristics
as the rotor is alsopr~sented.
Table 2.2 gi,·es the forces acting on tIle \~ane-\\-heel propltlsor 2 and the single propeller.
Note that the torclue on the va.ne-\\"heel is zero~ as desired. ..~lso· note the increased
efficiency of the vane-,,~11ee] propL1I~or over the propeller 0l)erating alone.

2.4.6

Pre calld

PostSwirISt~t()rs

Propeller/stator combination.s are a special case of the two component propulsor. There
is no rotation of the stator blades and~ therefore, no power a.pplied to the stator. .A..lso
the ratio of torqtle bet¥leen the propeller and stator is" not typically constra.ined.. The two
compoI).ent optimization equations 2.57-2.60 can be greatly· simplified if all terms in'volv-

ing the stator's rotation and the torque ratio constraint a.re removed. If t he propeller is
assumed to be component #1 and t.he stator component #2 the equatiolls become:

2"~ane-\\·heel forces are ~ondimeTlsionalized ",ith the dianleter a~clrotation of the rotor.

,so
Afl

+ '\T pZl {

[ l~l

(1.)

+ WTl (1.) + ~l f 1(m )U;l,l (i, m)
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+L

]

f 2 (m.)fi;I.2(i,m) ~rl

m=l

+ f l it;l,l (m, i)f 1 (m)~rl }
M2

+ATP Z 2

L

it;2,l (m, i)r2(m)~r2'

m=l

for i = 1, ... "..~,11.

8H

~\fl

·c . .

af 2 (i)

-

0 = WIpZI

L

(2.66)

u;I,2(m., i)rl(m)rl(m)~rl

m=l

All

+ATpZl

L

m=l

u;112(m~i)rl(m)~rl
.

(2.67)

8H
BAT =

0

(2.68)
Equatio.ns 2.66-2.68 form a nonlinear system of .1.\11 +.1\[2+1 equations for the unknown
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Figure 2.14: Optimum circulet1 inn distributions for a propeller and pre-s\\~irl stator.

circulations and the Lagrange multiplier, AT- These eqllations can be linearized as befQre
and the linear s}-stem iterati\~ely' solyed for the solution to the nonlinear system.
Figllre 2.14, gives optimum circltlation distributions for a. propeller operating do\vnstream of a stator. The propeller and stator ha\"e the same diameter and are separated
axiallv l)v 20%1 of tllis dian1eter. TIley botll 11aye four l)Iades. The 1110deratel,- loaded
model \vas employed and viscous forces \vete neglected. TIle propulsor sees uniform inflow and the propeller is operating a.tan advance coefficient of Js ==0.69. The proptlisor
is required to dey~lop a thrtlst corresponding to CT =0.69. The optimum· cirClllation
distribution for a propeller opera.ting a.lone under the same conditions is also presented.
Note in figure 2.14 that the stator's circula.tion has sign opposite that of the propeller. Further note that the propeller's loading is sllifted inboard as compared to that
of the propeller operating alone. Table 2.3 gives the forces· for thispropellerlstator.
propeller / stator. 3 KGte that tl~e total efficiency is increased e,ren t.hough the statorgen~
erates drag rather tllan thrust.
.
Some insigllt into this increased efficiency ma~y ·be provided b)' figllre 2.1.5. This figure
giv·es the mean tangential velocity induced by the propeller/stator far dov~rnstream of the
'"

iV,

-

"

.

3The sta'tor forces are here nondimensi()nalized ,,"ith the propeller's rotation.
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,j3

propulsor. The propeller cancels tIle s\virl induced by thestator~< resulting in reduced
do\vnstream ta.ngential velocities. a.nd . therefore~ decrea.sed rotationa.l losses .
.Figure 2.1,5 gives the mean do\vnstream tangential \,~elocities for propeller/stators ,\.;ith
varying ntln1ber o~ blades. In each case the circulation distributions are required to 'be
optimum. The propulsors are each reqllired to generate the same thrllst as the four bladed
case . a.nd the propellers all opera.te at the same advance coefficient. As the lllimber of
. blades is increased in figure 2.1.j, the tangential velocity becomes .more nearly' equal to
zero. Nat surprisi ngly.. the actuator disc result is a.pproached \\~i th increasing number of
blades. Note that for finite number of blades, the optimtlm circulation distribution does
not generate zero mean ta.ngential ,"elocity far do,,~nstream,

Chapter 3

Hubs and Ducts
3.1
3.1.1

. Hub Effects
Hub Loaded Optimum Circulation Distributions

Up to this point the lifting line theory employed here has not considered the presence of
the hub as a solid bo~nda.ry. The hub' has been modeled in a number of ways witllin lifting
line procedures. Lerbs [73] and TachmindJi [102J treated the hub as an infinitely long
cylinder with two boundary conditions imposed on its surface. They required that both
the circulation a.nd the ra.dial velocit~y component be zero at the hub. Tachmindji solved
the potential problem for the "Betz condition with the addition of these hub boundary
conditions. Circulation distributions presented by Tachmindji are similar to optimum
distributions from the Betz criteria in \\·hich the presence of the llUb is neglected.
Lerbs and Tachmindji justify .their boundary condition on circulation by arguing
that, when approached from inside the hub, the circulation at the hub must yanish.
They furt~er a.rgue that the cir·culation must vanish at the hub ,,,,hen approa~hed from
outside the hub in order to preserve a continuous circulation distribution. From a modern
perspecti\T€ it is clear that there is no such requirement on the interior flow. Therefore,
this argument does. not justify a requirement of zero .circulation at the hub. Lerbs and
_Tachmindji also argued physically that pressures from the pressure side of one blade \\"Quld
equalize with those from the suction side of the next, resulting in vanishing circulation
at the hub. ,However, this' argument has not been borne out experimentally. 'Vang
[118] measured propeller circulation distributions with substantial amounts of.circulation
maintained well \\·ithin the hub's boundary layer.
McCormick [77] also modelled the hub as an infinitecyiinder.Hesolv~df()r the potential flow \\?hich satisfied the Betzcondition and a. condition of zero velocity normal to the
hub 'cylinder. Circulation distributions' presented b)~rvfcCormick show finite circulation
at the hub.· Thesedistril)utions also appear to tend to\vard zero slope -at the hub.
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Figure :3.1: Schematic sho\ving a vortex and its image.
Betz [.5] co·nsidered a reflection inside of the hub of the flow outside of the hu}) \vhen
determining Optim':lffi loa.d distributions for guide vanes placed do\vnstream of a propeller.
Similarly, I\:er\vin and Leopold [64] proposed the use of an image s:ystem of vorticity,
located within the hub c)Tlinder, to represent the hub. Tneimage s:ystem they adopted
was based on the kno\vn result that a pair of t\VQ dimensional v'ortices, of equal and
opposite strength, located on the s"ame line, induce no net radial velocity on a circle of
radius Th, providing
ri

=

r2

.J:...
r

(3. f}

Here r is the radius of the outer vortex, ri the radius of its imag~ and rh the radius of
the hub cJ~linder. This is shown schematically in figure 3.1.
It is assumed that the same result will hold approximately in tIle case of t\VQ helical
vortices of equal and opposite strength, provided their pitch angle is sufficiently high.
Kerwin and Leopold demonstrated numerically that the required cancellation of radial
velocities 'at the hub radius,for such a pair of helical vortices, is excellent for vortices
near the hub. The cancellation is not as good for distant elements. Ho\vever, the velocity
induced on the hub.by these elements,is small.
The vortex lattice model of the previous chapter is. readily adapted to accommodate
such. an image s)rstem. this is done by adding to the velocity induced by each vortex
lattice the velocity indtlCed by a corresponding ima.ge horseshoe.

[u:{n,m)]total = - u:(n,m) + [u:(n,m)]image '
[u;( n,~ m )]total = u;( n, m) + [u;( n, m ) Lmage ·

(3.2)
(3.3)
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Figure 3.2: Optimum l1u b IO,aded circulation distributions.
If the influence functions in equations 2.30 and 2.31 are replaced by the total influence
functions ~f equations 3.2 and 3.3 \\·hich include the velocities induced by the image
system, optimum circulation distributions \vhich include tIle effect of the image hub can
be solved for.
Figure 3.2 shows such circulation distributions for hubs of various diameter. Note
the finite values of circulation at the hub. Also note that the circulation distributions
have zero slope at the hub. This must be the case in order for there to be a continuous
circulation distribution at the junction of the lifting line and its image. Finally note '
that the hub circ~lation increases with the hub diameter. These results agree, at least
qualitatively, ",·itll those presented by ~lcCormick. The results presented here are for a
5 bla~ed .propeller,- operating at J s = 0.89 in uniform inflow and required to develop, a
thrust corresponding to CT = 0.69.
Caja [12] combined the previous chapter's vortex lattice, lifting line repres'entation
of the propeller, with a pa~el method. representation of the hub. Velocities induced by
the hub panels, in the presence of unit strength helical vortex horseshoes, on the lifting
line control points were determin~d. Figure 3.3 shows a 'single vortex horseshoe set on
a panel representation of a cylindrical hub.! A similar problem is 801\'00 for each of the
IThe trailing vortex horseshoes are represe~nted by quadrilateral panels, consisting of constant. dipole
sheets. The p.anels which make up each horseshoe areassignedidenticalstrength. Mathematically. these
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Figure 3.3: Panel method representation of a single vortex horseshoe set on a cylindrica.l
hub. Here the pitell angle of the horseshoe is 80 degrees. For this figure 25 circl.lmferential
a.nd 40 longitudina.l pa.nels ,':-ere used on the cylinder.
At vortex horseshoes represe'nting tIle propeller. The velocities induced at the control
points by the unit strength horseshoe vortices,in t'he absence of the hub, are added to
velocities induced by the hub in the presence of such vortices
,.

[u: (n~ m )]total [ii,;(n, 111.)] total

u:(n, m) + [u:(n, m)]panel me'thod'
u;(n, m) [u;(n, m')]panel method·'

(3.4)
(3.5)

+

Details of the panel method are supplied b.y Caja and in [62]. Caja solved equations 2.30
an~ 2.31 with the total influence functions of equations 3.4 and 3.5 to determine optimum
circulation distributions in tIle presence of the hub.
\i\lhile a procedure such as that emplo~yed by Caja is much too computationally intensive for most design ptlrposes, it doesallo\v for accurate computation of the velocities
induced b~y the propeller/hub interaction. Caja found good agreement bet\veen yclocities
predicted.~y a.n ima'ge representation of the hub and those of the panel representation for
panels· near the hllb, confirming the findings of I<erwin and Leopold [64]. Figure 3.4 gives
optimum circulation distributions from velocity influence functions determined from the
image represehtation of the hub and fr9mCaja's panel method representation. The propeller is 5 blad~d and is operating in uniform inflow.Js = 1.1.CT = 0.48. \'iscalis
effects are neglected a.nd the lightly loaded wake model is' employed'. Note the excellent
agreement between the two hub models.
dipole' sheets are equ"ivalen't to constant vortex· segments along the panel boundaries. Thus, the vortices
. on the interior of each strip cancel, leaving horseshoes made up of straight line segments.
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3.1.2

Hub Drag

In actuality the hub does not extend illfinitely fardo\vnstream. A force canOl therefore~ act
on the end of the hub. On actual propellers a vortex associated\vith the circulation on
tIle propeller blades is shed from the do\vnstream end of the hub. The hub experiences a
force in the drag direction due to the decreased pressure associated \vith thi's concentrated
hub vortex. \\Tang [118] experimentalI~y determined that a R,ankine vortex structure \vas
an appropriate model for this hub vortex.
In Wang~s sim'plified model for the hub drag, the hub is considered to be an abrtlptly
truncated cylinder of ra.dius rh- -The hub vortex is considered to be a vortex core of
strength r 0 and radius ro~ extending illfinitely fardo\vnstrean1 from the end of the hub
cylinder. A sketch of this model is given in figure 3.5.
The circulation distribution of a,n infinitely long Rankine vortex is given by

r RV = {

4.r2

for r :S ro;

r0

otherwise.

TO

(3.6)

The correspo'nding ,-elocity distribution is
U tRV --

{
•

Ar
2 0trT

fn
~
21rT

for r ~ TO;
other\vise.

(3.7)

The velocity' induced at the end of a senli~infinite R.a11kinevortex is silnply one-11alf that
of the infinite vortex. The pressure corresponding to this velocit)~ distribution is

p={

(3.8)
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Tal)le 3.1: Forces \vith and\vithout hub drag.
If this pressure is illtegrated over tIle llub disk, the follo\vi.ng force in the drag direction
is obtained.

Ph

= --.L (111 Th + 3) r~.
167i

(3.9)

ro

r

Note that this force is proportion'al to the" strength of the Rankine vortex squared. 0
is assumed to be equal to the total l)lade circulation at tIle 11Ub. In this case there is a
dra.g penalty associated \\"ith the presence of finite circula.tion
the hub. The radius of
the hub vortex core ffil1stbe empirically estimated or determined experimentally.
Table 3.1 gives forces on 5 bladed propellers in unifornl inflo\voperating at J s = 0.89.
Forces are gi\"'en for an optimum circulation distribution \vith the presence of the hub
neglected, for a distribution determined ·b~yuse of the image hub model and for this same
circulation distribution with the hub drag included. Forces are given _for several hub
vortex core diameters. The diameter of the hub is 20% of the propeller diameter. The
circulation distributions for this case are sho'\\"n in figtlre 3.2.
If the hub drag is neglected, the hub loaded circulation distribution shows slightly
increased efficiency over the hubless propeller. This efficiency gain is not realized \vhen..
the h·ub drag is included, in fact the efficiency is reduced by an amount which depends on
the hub vortex core diamet~r. For small hub vortex diameters the reduction in efficiency
can be substantial. An investigation into what parameters determine the size of the hub vortex would be of considerable interest.

at

3.1.3

Hub Vortex Cancellation

Th~ hub drag of equation 3.9 can be reduced, or eliminated entirely, in the case of multiple
sta.g~ propulsors. If the circulation shed onto the hub from each propulsor component is
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of opposite sign~ a cancellation of hub vorticity results. Since~ under the ID,odel eIIlploye.d
here. the hub drag is a function of-tIle strength of the concentrated hub vortex~ a reduction
in the strength of this vortex results in a decrease in the predicted hub_ drag.
~~n indication of the eff~ctiYeness9fastator in reducing the strength~ and hence the
a.ssociated losses~ of the hub \"ortex ~an be seen fron1 a. comparison of the photographs
sho'Arn in figure 3.6. These photogrnphs are of the propeller tested by Bo\vling [6] operating \vith and \\"itI10ut a pres\virl stator. Both photographs were taken at the design
operating conditiort~\vith the tllnnel set at the same cavitation number.
The hub drag can be included in tIle optimization equations for multiple stage propulsors. In the case of t\yO propulsor components, the hub dra.g is giv'en by

(:3.10)
\vhere f 01 and f 02 a.re the circtl1ation shed onto the hllb by component #1 and component
#2, respecti,oely. If the circlllation s11ed onto the hub isa.ssllmed under the discrete vortex
lattice model tobe that oft-he innermost control point of eachcomponerit, the hllh clrag
can be re\vri t ten as
-

(3.11)
If this hub d"rag term is included~ the auxiliary function for the
mization becomes

t\VO

co~ponent opti-

(3.12)
\\then derivatives with respect to the unknown circulation strengths are taken
tional terms arise from the hub drag.

8H

ar

1

(1)

fJH-

ar 2( 1)

= a=

." -

a=

... -

=

t\VO

(in ~: + 3) [2r (1) + r (1)] + ...
1:7r (In ~: + 3) [r 1) + 2r 1)] + ·.··
1~7r

2

1

1(

addi-

(:3.13)

l

(3.14 )

2(

The hub drq.g. must also bOe added to the thrust constraint. The resulting system of
equations is identical to that of equations 2.57-2.60, vvith the addition of terms involving

the hub dra.g.
This s:ystemof nonlinear equations can be solved for optimum circulation distributions
as in chapter 2. Figure 3.7 gives O!)tilTIUm circulation distributions so determined for
ap~ir of contrarotating propeller~. The propellers are rotating at the same speed in
opp~site directions. t11eirad,"ance coefficient is 0.89 and the total thrust corresponds to
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Figure 3.6: Propeller operating with and \vithout a pres\virl stator. The tunnel pressure
is lowered in these pictures in order to visualize the hub vortex.
.
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Figure ,3.7: Optimum circulation distributions for a pair of hub loaded contrarotating
propellers.
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"

CT = 0.69. Both propellers are 4 ~laded and are required to develop equal torque. The
moderately loaded model is employed and viscous forces neglected.
Note that the circulation distributions reach their maximum values at the hub. Further note tllat the circulation developed at the hub by the t\VO propellers is equal. Thi's
results in a nearly complete cancellation of the hub drag term. The hub loaded circulation distributions presented here are predicted to ~yield an efficiency· of 0.847 \"s. 0.841
for a hubl~s propeller-from the model used in chapter 2.
In a similar manner hub drag terms can be added to the optimization ~quations 2.662.68 for the propeller /stator. Figure 3.8 gives circulation distributions from this procedure.. Again note the large hub loading. As for the contrarotating pair, there is a. nearly
complete cancellation of the hub drag term. The particulars for this propeller stator
~re the same as those for the propeller/stator of chapter 2. The hub loaded circulation
distributions gi\~e an efficiency of 0.829 vs.O.811 for the hubless model.

3.1.4

The Equivalent Propeller

For the single propeller there is no possibility of.such circulation cancellation. Therefore,
in order to reduce the hub drag.. the circulation at tIle inner radii is tIsually arbitrarily
reduced fro'm the optimum distribution predicted under the hub loaded model. This
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Figure 3.8: Optinlun1 hub loaded circulation distributions for a propeller stator.

is often accomplished by simply neglecting the presence of the hub altogether \vhen
determining the desired circulatio~ distribution. The reqllirement of zero circulation at
the hub imposed by Lerbs [73] and Tachmindji [102] seems more attractive in the light
of a consideration of hub dra.g.
TIle a.ddition of 11Ub drag terms to tIle ~ptimization equations proved unsuccessful
for the single propeller. In the formulation employed here, the hub drag is linked to
the circulation at the innermost control point. The optin1ization process consistently
found the 'Circulation at this control point tobe zero, ,vhile not significantly altering the
circulation of tIle other control points from that of the hu,b loa.ded optimum. This resulted
in a procedure \\'hich was not convergent with increa.sed nllmbers of \"ortex horseshoes.
\\~ald 1117] point.ed out that the treatment of the optimum propeller with a hllbas an
infinitely long cylinder, was not correct, since this did not correspond to the geometry
of the ultimate \\~ake ""here the Betz condition must be imposed. \\'ald assumed that
the Betz condit.ion for optimum propeller loading must apply in the ultimate slipstream
\\·here the inner boundary has shrunk to zero radius. '\'ald presented a solution for the
infinite bladed propeller~ as well as approximate solutions for finite numbers of blades.
In Wald's solutions the circulation at the hub of the optimum propeller ~~as zero.
Andre,vs and-Cllmmings [3] propos_ed the u~e of an equivalent propeller, of zero hub
diameter, located far do\vnstrea.m. Optimum circulation distributions \vere determined
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Figure 3.9: Hub loaded circulation distribution and a circulation distribution unloaded
through use of an equi valent propeller.
.
for this· equivalent propeller and the streamlines ,vere traced back to the desired hub
dia.meter to find circulation distributions
the actual propeller. This procedure had
the advantage of allo,,"ing the lIse of existing lifting line tools for the determination of
optimum circulation distributions.
A similar idea is proposed here. Rather than zero hub diameter, the' hub diameter of
the equivalent propeller is taken to bethat of the concentrated hub vortex.. This \\riIlresult
in small, but finite, circulation at tIle hub. S~nce vorticity is convected do\vnstream \\"ith
the flo\v, an a.pplication"of continuity can be used to relate the circulation distribution
of the equivalent ·propeller to that of the a·ctua.l propeller. If velocities induced by the
propeller are neglected, and the inflo\v is assumed to be circllmferentially uniform,

of

i

_

re

7rr~rae(r)dr

Th~

= irp
. 7rrVap (r)dr.

(3.1.5)

Th

to

The su"bscript e·here is used to refer
the equivalent propeller,p to the actual propeller.
In the case of uniform axial inflow, this is simply reduced to a conservation of area

(3.16)
,

.

Figure 3.9 sho\\rs an. optimum, hub- loaded circulation distri1:>lJtioJ]. and a circulation
distribution unloaded b)rfinding a.n optimum distribution for an equivalent propeller
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(-)

Equivalent Propulsor

Actual Configuration

Figure 3.10: .A. sketch of a twos.tage propulsor \vhose components have different hub
diameters.
and then relating that distribution back ~o the diameter of the actual propeller. The
pro'pellers are 4 bladed, operate in uniform inflow at Js =0.69, have a hub diameter of
30% of the propeller diameter a.nd a.re required to dev'elop a thrust of corresponding to
CT = 0.69. The diameter of the concentrated hub vortex ,vas assumed here to be 5% of
the propeller diameter. \"iscous forces 1Ar ere neglected and the moderately loaded \vake
model was employ'ed. TIle diameter of the hub vortex was also used as the hub diameter
of the equivalent propeller. Note that the equivalent propeller procedure did result in
the desired unloading of the hub, as well as preserving the condition of zero slope of the
circulation distribution as the hub is approached. In this case the efficiency of the hub
loaded' propeller is predicted to be 0.7.52 w~en the hub drag is included, while 'that of
the hub unloaded propeller is 0.777. This is an increase in efficiency of over 3 percent
associated with unloading the hub.
It should be pointed_ out here that similar results can be obtained simply be ignoring
the pres~nce of the hub when determining the optimum circulation distribution, and
then forcing a zero slope condition at the hub of the resulting circulation distribution.
Of course, deciding how much of th~ circulation distribution to modify and\\"hat the
loading at the -hub should be, can prove problematic with such an ad hoc procedure. In
chapter 4 a procedure is presented whereby the propeller designer can unload a circulation
distribution to suit \vhate\rer req'uirements are imposed.
.T he idea of an equivalent propeller can also be used to address the problem of multiple
stage propulsor components which do ~ot have common hub diameter. Such a propulsor
is sketched in figure 3.10. This situation is not uncommon. However, in the present lifting

a
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line model~ components are assurped to share a common hub. It is appropriate to change
the diameter of one of the propu.lsor components so tllat a.n equivalent propuisor \\~ith a
single hub diameter is ·obtained. The optimum circulation distribution of the modified
component can then be related Back to the diameter of the actual component by a
application of equations 3.1.5 or 3.16.

3.2

Ducted Propellers

The idea of surrounding a propeller by a duct or nozzle is quite old. Ducted propellers
came into practical use after Stipa [101] and Kart [67] sho\ved experimentall~y that propul~ive efficienc)T could be increased by' lise of a duct in the case of hea\,l'y propeller 'loading.
The use of ducted propellers on ships, ,,"hieh require such propeller loadings, tugs, pus.hboats, tra,vlers~ etc., has become common practice. These ducted propellers are often.
referred to as "I{ort" nozzles.
Some insight int.o the increased efficiency of heavily loaded ducted propellers over
propellers operating alane~ may be Qbtained from the actuator disc arguments put forth
by Kiichemann and\\Yel)er [69]. In this theor:r the propeller is modelled by a. constant
pressure jump at the actuator disc, and the propulsive system of duct and propeller
imparts a uniform acceleration to all the fluid passing through it. The fluid is assumed
to be inviscid and incompressible and there is an unlimited, uniform, stead~y inflow of
fluid to the propulsor. The thrust deve.lopedbjr the propeller is allo\\~ed to be different
from the net thrust of the system. ,Therefore, a thrust ratio, 'T, is defined as

T

=

Tp
T

=

Propeller Thrust
Total Thrust .

(3.17)

!{ uchemann and \\;·eber show that the efficiency of such an actuator disc system is
oaiven bv
.J.
1]1

=

-2

.

... ·

-} + VI + ieT

(3.18)

The thrust' coefficient is determined from the total thrust.

CT =

2T
A V2"
P 0 s

(3.19)

The velocity at 'the actuator disc is giveriby

(3.20)
"Vheni

= 1,

equa.tion 3.18 and 3.20 recover the actuator disc results for a traditional
propeller. Note that an increased efficiency is predicted \vhen T is reduced. As the thrust
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ratio is lo,vered~ the portion Jpf the total ~hrust carried by the duct is increased. T'his
corresponds to an accelera.ti6~ of the flo\vat theactuat()r disc over that from actuator
disc theory for a traditional propeller. Such a dllctis kno\YTI as an a.ccelerating dtlct.
Decelerating ducts~ T > 1, ha.ve also been proposed. \\rhile the efficiency from equa.tion 3.18 is reduced for such a ducted propeller. the lo\ver velocities at the propeller plane
ma.:y proye adva.ntageous for reasons of ca,-itation reduction. A ducted propeller system
of this type is sometimes referred to as a pumpjet. In this case the duct experiences a
negati\re thrust~ or drag, force.
Equa.tion 3.18 a.lso S}10\YS ,,"hy ducted propellers have most often been apI)lied in
the, case of llea.\}!' loading. Since tIle term \vhich descril)es· tIle effect of the· duct. T, is
multiplied by tIle tllfust coefficient, tIle duc.t effect is la.rgest for large \ra.lues of CT. If the
actual duct must de\yelop enough thrust to provided an efficienc}~ gain once duct yisco~s
losses are accounted for, suell gains can be readily rea.lized onl~y' in the case of heavy
loa.ding.
Numerous practical and experimental investigations of ducted propellers have been
performed. Tllose of van ~Ianen [113] [11.5], Oosterveld [88] and Dyne [29] serve as
exan1ples ...A.s l11ethocls for the design and analysis of tra.ditional propellers have become
more sopllisticatecl so ha.ye those for ducted propellers. This trend can be seen in the
reviews by Sacks and Burnell [95] and by' \~reissinger and 1\laas [120], and by'· \vay of
example in the increasingly sophisticat.ed procedures of. Dyne [28],~Iorgan [81] [82J,
Glo,~er a.nd Ryan [39]. Tsakonas a.nd .Jacobs[107]~ Falcao de Campos [31], van Hauten

[109] and I~er\\~in et al [62J.

3.2.1

Lightly Loaded Ducted Propellers

Several researchers have proposed procedures for determining optimum circulation distributions for d.uc.ted propellers in the lin1it of light propeller loading. Tachrnindji [103]
solved the potential problen1 for the circulation distribution. \vhich.satisfled the Betz
condition on the vortex sheets, and the condition of zero normal 'velocity on an infinite
cy"linder representing the duct. He presented load distributions which showed increased
tip loading as' the gap bet\veen duct and propeller tip ,vas decreased. In the case of zero
gap bet\veen duct and propeller, Tacl1mindji presented a circulation distribution \vhich
fell off rapidly froll1 its ma~imum value to zero in the vicinit)r of the propeller tip.
·Sparenbe·rg [gil [98] saIyed tIle potelltial problem for the circulation distribution which
satisfied the Betz conditio'n on the vo'rtex sheets shed froll1 both tIle propeller and duct.
In this case the duct \tort-icity \\ras assumed to rotate ~·ith the propeller. Sparenberg
presented optimllffi bOllnd circulation distributions for the duct a.nd propeller for the
zero gap case. This reslllt ha.d finite loading at the propeller tip~ ,vith the- maximum
circulation acgie\"ed th~re. Sparenber"g demonstrated that in the limit of light loa.ding
any' .acceleration or deceleration of tIle flo\v due to the duct is of second order and~ thus,

r
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does not ch~nge the efficienc)T of the optimum propeller under linear theory. Sparenberg
[100] also sho\ved that, in this limit, the propulsor efficiency is bounded by that of the
traditional actuator disc .
George [35] made use of the Lerbs criteria to determine optimum circulation distributions for a zero gap dueted propeller. In George's model theduct\\~as represen~ed by ring
vortices which varied in strength both axiall~y and circumferentially. The circu.mferential .
variation is strength of these ring vortices neccesitated ~he use of \l'ortices shed from the
duct cylinder to model the trailing duct vorticity. For this purpose George employed
axially oriented, semi-infinite, line vortices. He presented circulation distributions which
11a.d finite loading at tI1e t.ip, but did not reach their ma.ximum value there. George ma.de
no mention of forces experienced by the bound ring vortices used to represent the duct.
In the present theory the duct "will also, for the ti:rpe being, be modeled as an infinite
cy linder. As for t l1e 11 U b ~ an image system of vortici ty is used to represent' tIle duct. In
this case 'the ra.dius of the image ,portices is chosen such that

(:3.21 )
Here T is the ra.dius of ~hehelical trailing vortex shed from the lifting line, Ti is the ra.dius
of its image, and Td is the radius of the duct cylinder. It is assumed that such a system
will approximately satisfy' the condition of zero radial velocity on the duct cylinde·r.
As was the case for the hub, the velocity influence functions must be modified to
ac.count for the presence of the duct~ . This is accomplished by adding to the \relocity
induced by a unit strength horsesl10e vortex, that induced by its ,image.

u;(n.,m)
[u;( n, m )]total
[u;( n, m )]total = u;(n, m)

+ [u;(n, m.)] image ,
+ [u;(n, m·)Lmage.

(3.22)
(3.23)

T'hese influence functions which include the ~ffect of the image vortex system can then .
be used in the optimization equations of chapter 2.
The vortex lattice itselfmust also be modifiedw vVhen there is no duct, the outermost
panel is inset one-qtlarter panel length in order to correctly capture the singular beha.vior
of the' cir~ulation distribution. This is clearly not the correct tip inset \vhen there is zero
gap between duct and propel"ler. In this case there should be no inset. In the case of
a propeller operating inside of a duct ,with small,but finite, gap, there should be some
"optimum" tip inset bet,vren zero a.nd one-quarter panel length, as the gap \raries from
zero to infinity.
Van Houten [109] performed numerical experiments \vith a lifting line approaching a
wa.ll in 'order to determine this "optiml:lm" inset. His experiments were performed on a
lifting line foil ~lith optimum loading, in the sense tha.t the induced drag was a minimum
for given lift. The "exact" circulation distribution was found for this cas~ by using a
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Figtlre ,3.11: Optimum ~ircula t ion distrib'utions for propellers operating inside of cy lindrical, '~image" ducts.

large number of vortex segments (400) and requiring tIle downwash to be a constant at
all control points. The solution ,vas then repeated ,\·ith a. small number of vortices, and
the inset was varied until a solution 'vas obtained \vitl1 the smallest mean squared error
between the calculated vortex strengtlls and the "exact" solution at the corresponding
control points. Fitting a curve to his results van Houten obtained the following formula
for the tip inset.
~ri _ { 0.. 30(9/ ~r)O.178 for gl ~r < 0.359,
(3.24)
~r 0.25
.
otherwise.
~7\ is the tip inset, ~r is the length of the panel and gis the gap length. This is the
spacing algorithm en1plo)red with the present theory in the case of ductedpropellers.
Figure 3.11 sho\vs optim~m cirClllation distributions for propellers represented by such
. a lifting line/ima.ge s:ystem. In this case the inflow is taken to be uniform. J s = 0.89.
CT = 0.69. The propellers are 5 bladed. Viscous forces are ignored and the \\~a.ke is
aligned under the moderately loaded model. The indi\~idual curves ,are for different gaps
bet,veen the propeller tip and the' duct cyli.nder. No'te tllat for large gaps the circulation
a.pproaches that _of a~propeller operating \vithout a duct. As the ga.p is decreased,! the
circulation distriblltion .becomes more tip loaded. In the limit of zero gap the circulation·
at the tip is finite~ reaching its maximum ,"alue there. These results agree qualitati\rely
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,

.'

no duct
.50~

ga.p
109(, gap
17(, gap
0.1 Y(l ga.p
0.01~;

ga.p

0.001 % gap
no gap

0.2147
0.2147
0.2147
0.2147
0.214 7
0.2146
0.2146
0.2148

0.0:384
0.0:384
0.0:381
0.0:377
0.0:376
0.0:373
0.0372
0.0:369

0.791
0.792

0.799
G.g07
0.809
0.815

0.818
0.825

Table 3.2: Forces acting on optimllID propellers operating inside of cylindrical ~"image'~
ducts. The ga.p bet\\"een propeller tip and tIle duct stlrface is given as a percel1tage of
the propeller diameter.
\vith those presented by Ta.chn1indji [10:31 in tllecC\s~,(?f ffnite gap, and Sparenl)erg [gil
in the zero gap case.
Table 3.2 gives tIle forces generated by the circulation distributions of figllre 3.11.
Nate that as the gap is decreased the propeller efficienc~"~ is -increaseq. This efficiency
'gain is due the increased tip loading brought about b); the presence of the dllct images.
This tip loading
made 'possible by a cancellafionby tIle image s:ystem of the axial
induced velocities near the propeller tip. In the case of zero gap, the tip vortex is
cancelled altogether by its image. Thus, the finite ,-alue of circulation at the tip. Similar
results are found fo~ a \ving approa.ching a \vall [62].
The lifting line representation of the propeller tan also be combined with a more
sophisticated representation of the duct. I(innas and Coney [66} do so by using a potential
based panel method to represent the duct. Figtlre 3.12 shoVJS such a panel method
representation of the duct and propeller lifting lines. \.relocities induced on t]1e lifting
line control points, by tIle duct panels, in the presence of up.itstrength, helical. vortex
horseshoes, are determined. These velocities are added to those induced by· the vortex
horseshoes in the absence of the duct as determined b~y the present lifting line model.

'is

[u:(n, m )]total = u:(n, m) + [ii:(n, m)]panel m~thod'
[u;(n, m)]total - ti;(n, m) + [u;(n, m)]panel method.

(3.25)

(3.26)

The inflow to the propeller lifting lines is further "modified to account for the velot,ities ,induced by ~he duct in the absence of anyhorseslloe vortices, as predicted by the
panel method. Thi~ modified inflo\v and influence fllnctions can be used inside of the
optimization equations of the previous chapter.

Figure :3.12: Panel method repres.entation of the duct and lifting line.
The described procedure finds tIle optimum radial circulation distribution on a propeller operating inside of a givoen axis:rmmetric duct. TIle panel method pro\~jdes the
thrust or drag generated on the duct, ho\vever, \"ariations of the duct force \",ith the,
propeller circulation 'distribution are neglected in tIle opti111ization procedure.
Figure 3.13 giyesa comparison of optin1um circulation distributions for a zero gap
ducted propeller ,vitIl induced velocities from the panel method a.nd from an image vortex
sy"stem. J s = 1.1-13'. C T =0.45. TIle inf1o\v
the duct is uniform. The wake is aligned
under linear tl1€Ory. \l'iscous effects are neglected. TIle duct geometr~y used in t11epa.nel
method is described in [66]. The inflo\v velocities to the propeller in the image model are
those induced b~r·the duct operating in the absence of the propeller. Note the excellent
agree.me~tbet,veen'tIle t\VO models. This agreement is reassuring, since" the panel method
procedure is much too computationall)~ intensive to be of great utilit)" when performing
parametric studies of variolls proplllsor configurations.
Further co~fidence 'in the image model can b,e gained b~y comparing the velocities
induced b~y the ima.ge system \,,,ith those from a more complete representation of the propeller and duct. It is hoped that the image system correctl~y captures the local interaction
velocities bet\veen the duct and propeller at the lifting lines. Figure 3.14 shO¥ts '''elocities
at the plane of t-lle propeller operating \vith ze~o ga.p between the propeller tip and the
duct surface. Thegeometr J and operating conditions for this case are described in chap-
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ter 6. The velocities sho\vn in this figure do not include the propeller's self induction~ but '
do include the infio~" and all duct effects.\"el()cities calculated by' the anal~ysis method
described in [62] are shown, as are ,"elocities calculated ~rith the s~ystem of image vortices.
TIle inflo\v to the image system is taken to be the flow at the plane of the propeller in
a duct sul)ject only to the uniform incoming flo\v, \vithout the presence of the propeller.
Kate that \vhile the full~y ana.l~yzed :flO\\~ differs quantitatively from that predicted b~" the
image s:ystem of lifting lines, the images ca.pture the local tip effect reasonably \vell. The
differences in the overall flow can be attributed to details of duct geometry.

3,.2.2

Duct Forces

Under the linear~ lightly loaded model of the 'ducted propeller the aceleration or deceleration of the flo,,,, due to the duct does not cllange the efficiency of the propeller I duct
system. This result ,vas obtained b)i Sparenberg [97} and can be readily deduced from a
Trefftz pla.ne analysis. Lightly loaded tlleory relies on forces actiD:g on elements of circulation placed in tIle flo\\" infinitely far do,v-nstream of the propeller, the Trefftz plane. The
addi tion of a rotat ionally' s.yrn_metric flo\v at the plane of the propeller does not create
, any disturbance velocities far do\vnstream. Thus the optimum circulation distribution
and the propulsor efficienc~y determined by an analysis carried out there is not effected
by" the accelerating or decelerating nature of the duct.
This result stan9.s in s~arp contra.st to the duct model of actuator disc theory, in
which any efficiency gains associated \vith the duct are linked to the thrust develop'ed
on the duct. In the combined lifting line/panel method representation of the duct~ duct
forces are predicted [66]. This method is of limited practical usefulness, however, due
to its computational expense. Some other, more computationally efficient,. approach
which combines lifting line theory ''lith a simple representation of the duct is, therefore,
necessary_
In order to provide an estimate of the total duct forces, and to predict any acceleration.
or deceleration of the flow at the propeller, a system of ring vortices at the radius of
the duct cyl~nder is added to the lifting line/image duct model. The continuous axial
distribution of duct vorticity is modelled b~y a system of discrete ring vortices. The
location' 6f these ring vortices is selected so that the distance between them is nearly
the same as the lengths of the bound vortex segments used to represent the propeller.
the location of these dtlct rings is f~lrther chosen so that the lifting lines. representing
each propulsor' component fall ~t the center of the interval between a pair of \rortex rings
representing the dtlct l)oundvorticity. A schematic of this vortex system is gi\ren in
figure 3.,15. The strengths of the-se ring vortices are selected such that they are a discrete
representation of either a NACA a ~ 0.8 meanline [1] ora sinusoidal distribution of
vorticity over the length of the duct.
'
The duct ring vortices model the axisymmetric mean modification of the inflo\\T to the
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Figure 3.15: Schematic of the propeller/duct vortex system.
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propeller dtle to the duct ~s vorticity~ as "well as proyicling duct forces. The image system
models the nonaXiS\9nlmetric
effect of the duct on the yelocity
inft. l..lence funct.i.ons. i\
..
....
sin1ilar representation of t.he duct bound vorticity \vas employed by Oosterveld
[88] \vith
.
a much sin1pler representation of the propeller. George [:35] also modelled the bound
vorticity in a Sill1ilar manner. but rna-de no mention of duct forces.
The velocity induced at the propeller l)y each of the ring vortices is calculated in terms
of elliptic int.egrals a.s descri bed by I{ uchemaI111 and \\?'eber [69]. IT nder the discrete model
emplo~yed here, the a.xial component of velocity at the propeller lifting line control point
i is given by a summation of the velocities induced by the individual ring vortices.
.

-

-.Nd

uapd(i) =
.

L

(3.27)

u:p)i, n)fd(n).

n=l

N d is t4e number of ring vortices llsed to represent the duct.f d( n) is the strength of
the nth ring vortex. 'it:Pd(i,n) is the velocit~y induced by the nth vortex ring~ of tlnit
strength, on theit11 propeller lifting line control point. The ring v'ortices induce no
tangential velocity component and the radial velocities do not create any force on the
propeller lifting lines.
The force acting on the rings is found from an: application of the I(utta-Jouko\vski
la\v with the viscous drag estimated through use of a t,vo-dimensional airfoil sectionq,l
drag coefficient. The total thrllst force acting on the duct is .simply a summation of the
axial forces acting on the individua.l rings.
~ .

Td

-

= -2P 7rTd ,?;{[ l'~(Td) + ur(n, Td)] f d(n) + [Va(r d) + ua(n, t"d)]CdCDd }~S.

(3.28)

The axial and radial component of velocity·, ua(n, rd) and ur(n, rd), induced by the propeller on the 71th ring vortex is considered to be the circumferential mean induced velocity.
Tllis velocity is efficiently' computed from th~ formulas of Hough andOrd\va.y" [49l.~s is
the spacing between the rings~ Cd is the duct chord length andCDd is the duct sectional
drag coefficiep.t.
.
~
~ptir:num circulation distributions for such a duct/propeller s)Tstem are detern1ined
by use of the previous chapters optimization equations. The inflow velocities are modified
to include the velocity" induced by the duct rings, and the influence functions include the
effects of the image horseshoes. Th~ thrust developed on the duct is subtracted from
the reqllired thrust in the sarnemanner that the propeller's viscous drag is added to
the required tllrust.i\n iteratiYe procedure is employed such that a specified ratio of
propeller thrust to total thrust, T~ is achieved. On ea.ch iteration of the solution of thecirculation optinlization equations~ a n.e'v estimate of the total dtlct circulation needed to
provide the desired duct thrust isenlployed. \Vhile the optimum circulation distribution
determined in this planner arrives at the desired thrllst distril)utiopit does not take
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Figure 3.16: Efficiency vs. thrust rat io for optimum ducted propellers as determined by
the current proCedtlre.
accou.nt.of the variation of duct thrust\vithrespect to the unknown propeller circulation
distribution.
This model f?f the ducted propeller is in some respects analogous to the moderately
loaded and \vake adapted theories for a. propeller operating in the absence of a duct. The
pitch of t,he trailing vortices shed from the propeller is here aligned with the inflo\v and
the velocities induced b~y the system of ring vortices.. The wake can be further aligned
'h~ith the lifting line's self induced velocity· field. Since the pitch of the helices changes
with the velocity induceel by the ring s~ystem,we expect the propeller forces and the
overall propulsor efficienC)T to change as the duct circulation is var,ied.
Figure 3.16 gives the o\rerall propulsor efficiencj~ vs. thrust ratio, as determined by
the present model for due ted propellers with optimum circulation distributions. J s =
0.60. CT = 1.20. The i~lflow to the propeller is assumed to be uniform and moderately
loa.ded ~a~e alignment· is employed. There is zero gap between the duct cylinder and the
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propeller blade tip. The duct l~ngth is one-half the propeller diameter and the p'ropeller
is located. at the midcllord axjallocation of the duct. The chord\vise distribution of duct
\rorticity is a.ssumed to be that of a NAC .~ a = 0.8 meanline [1]. R.esults with the viscous
forces neglected and \\"ith viscous forces included are presented. \Vhen viscous drag is
considered t~"pical· propeller chord lengths a'nddrag coefficients are assumed. The duct
drag corresponds to a t,vo-dimensional sectional drag coefficient of 0:0085.
Note in figure 3.16 that the efficienc~y for both the v'iscid and inviscid"cases is reduced
as the· thrust ratio is increased, for T > 1. This trend agrees qualitatively \v'ith the
actuator disc result also presented in figure 3.16. As the thrust ratio is lowered from
i = 1 the efficiency increases until a maximum value is reached and then falls. This is
.not in agreement \vith the actuator disc model, in which the efficiency continues to rise.
As the thrust ratio is decreased~ the thrust generated by the duct must increase~and,
thus, the duct loadjng and the velocitj1" induced by the duct a.t the propeller plane are
increased. The actuator disc model and the ring "rortex model both predict increased
axial velocities at the propeller plane as the thrust ratio is lo\\rered. In the ac~uator disc"
11,lodel no penalty' is paid for this increase~ axial velocity. This is not the case, ho\veyer,
\vhenfinite blade effects are considered in the lifting line model ...;\s the axial velocities at"
the lifting lines increa.se the "effective'~ a.d"vance ratio increases. As seen in the pre,-iollS
chapte~ propeller efficiency is reduced as tIle advance ratio, and, thus, the finite blade
effects~ is increased.
'
T~e tradeoff between this finite blade effect, and redll~ed propeller loading as it is
taken up by the duct, results in the efficiency maximum. 'This );ields an optimum valu"e of
duct loading of a'pproximately i = 0.9 in the presented case. Previous investigators [115]
[88], ~"ho relied on actuator disc models of the propeller, have used arguments involving
separation from the duct surface to explain experimental results \vhich show this same
trend.
The efficiency of unducted propellers under both the viscid and inviscid models, is
also given in figure 3.16.\\Then viscous forces are neglected, a clear gain in efficiency
is predicted for the ducted propulsor over the open propeller for most thrust ratios. At
'T = 1 this efficiency gain is· due entirel}" to the increased loading at the propeller tip made
possible by the tip v·ortex cancellation. Efficiency gains a.re no,vhere near as dra.matic
wheri the" viscous drag is considered. This is because a relatively large drag force is
experienced by the duct. ~arger gains over the open propeller are anticipated for lower
J s and larger CT It should be noted that in the present procedure the effect of duct thickness has so
far been neglected. Since ducts are often quite thick relative to their chord, 15% or more,
thickness effects on the velocity field can be significant. A simple method for including
this, thickness effect ·is to modify the inflo\v velocity field at the propeller plane, so that
it is the same. as tha.t produced by a' duct with the desired thickness distribution and
zero. angle· of attack and camber. This propeller inflow velocity field can come from
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lifting line
full analysis

lift.ing line
full analysis

zero gap case
0.10.51
0.28:3 0.0,514
0.1027
0.286 0.0·509
five percent gap case
0.0690
0.19:3 0.0.51.5
0.0743
0.191 0.0·515

2.10.j
2.126

0.9.50
0.9.52

0.690
0.690

0.900
0.892

Table .3.3: Total forces acting on two optimllffi ducted propellers .
. experiment or be calculated by a procedure such as a panel method. Since a single panel
. method run can be used for all duct and propeller geometries which share a duct thickness
distribution'! the computationa.l expense of such a procedure should not be prohil)iti\Te.
Ta.ble 3.3 presents forces acting on 1.\\"0 ducted propellers _with optimum circulation
distributions determined tllfough the described procedure. In one case there is no gap
bet\veen the blacle tip and the inner surface of the duct, in the other there is a ga.p
offiyepercent of the propeller diameter..Details of the operating conditions and the
propeller and duct geometries are provided in chapter 6. In l)oth cases the axisymmetric
inflo\v due to tIle duct thickness alone \\Tasfoundby use of the panel method described in
[62]. Forces are presented for optimllm lifting line circulation distributions, and from the
analysis method of [62] "rith blade and duct geometries chosen to, as near as possible, have
the lifting line circulation distributions~ Again, more details can be- found in chapter 6.
Note that the lifting line results compare favorably \vith those of the full anal:rsis.

3.2.3

Multiple Stage

D~ucted

Propellers

l\Iultiple stage ducted propellers are also of interest. Ducted propeller/stator combina_ tions are perh.a.ps the most na.tllral~ since the stator blades can also serv'e as the struts
. \\'llich support the -dllct. Such combinations have been proposed for the purpose of increasing propulsive efficiency [104] a,nd to protect the propeller from ice damage [121].
The ima.ge/ring representa.tion of the duct can be combined with the vortex lattice
model of cha.pter 2 for multiple stage Rropulsors. In the present ~"ork this has been done
for the case of two propulsor stages~ It is also a relatively simple matter to include an
image representation of the hub in addition to that of the duct. Since'hub loading resulted
in efficiency increases under the Ilfting line model for the case of t'~lO stage propulsors,
the image hub model is incorporated i~ the present \vork.
Figure 3.17 ,presents optimum circulation distributions for a propellerfpres\virl stator
operating inside of a duct. There is no gap bet,veen the tip of the stator blades a.nd the
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Figure 3.17: Optimum circulation distributions for a ducted propeller /pres,,~irl stator.

duct while t11ere is a ga.p of one percent of its diameter for the propeller. Note that,
asanticipated~ the stator circulation is nonzero at the tip, ,",while that of the propeller
vanishes. Since the ima.ge hub is included here, the circulation at the hub of both the
propeller and stator is nonzero, but the circulation distributionsha\re zero slope there.
The circulation dist ri bu tions of figure 3.1 7 are for a 5 bladed propeller and a 4 bl aded
stator. The inflo,,' to the system is uniform with J s =0.6 and CT = 1.2. The \\l'ake was
aligned tInder tIle moderately loaded model. \riscousforces \\"ere considered \vith typical
values of and CD assumed for the propeller. The chord length of_the duct is one-half the;
diameter of tl1e propeller. C Dd. = 0.00.8.5. The stator is located at the one-quarter chord
location of the duct ~_ the propeller at the three-qua.rter chord location. The chord,vised
duct- distribution
vorticity is assumed to be that of a NAC,,~ a = 0.8 meanline [1].
Ten percent of the total t.hrust is generated on the duct, T = 0.9. The efficiency of this
ducted propeller/stator is predicted to be 0.671 vs .. 0.641 for an open propeller at the
same operating condition.

c

of

Chapter 4
Other Considerations
In this chapter algorithms which have been added to the pre\riously described lifting line
model are described. These algorithms allo\v the propeller designer to estimate such
quantities as chord lengths and thickness distributions. These algortihms, and the lifting
line model and optimization procedures of cllapters 2 and 3, are together implen1ented
in a computer program [23] called MIT-PLL, referred to here as PLL. PLL can be used
to evaluate forces produced by a given circulation distribution, as \vell as to determine
optimtimcirculation distributions \\~ith the methods of chapter 2.
PLL was conceiv'ed as a tool for the preliminary design and ev'aluatioIi of marine
propulsors.. As such~ muel1 effort \\'as expended in making this code both fast and simple
to use. The procedures described here \vere required to be both computationally efficient
and to need a. minimum of a.ddi tional data.

4.1

Minimum Chord Lengths

The radial distribution of chord length is a necessar~y input to the viscous force calculations of the circulation optimization procedure, as well as to any final propeller design.
In order to minirillze viscous d~ag forc-es it is desirable to keep propeller chord lengths as
~hort as .possible. "However, strength and cavitation considerations place limits on ho~'
short these chord lengths may become. PLL can compute a radial distribution of chord
length which minimizes viscous drag and ensures a fair blade sha.pe, v.~hile meeting some·
simple constraints on cavitation and ~trength.
Smooth chord distributions are obtained by defining the chord shape ~"ith a third
order b-spline [93J. The b-spline is described by either four or five 'vertices which, in the
case of an unducted propeller or ~onzero gap between duct and propeller, define a chord
distribution varying 'from a root chord. length at the hub to zero at the tip. The location
of theb-spline vertices ,are adjusted until the chord lengths are ever)'\vhere greater than
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the minimum values obtained from the stren.gth and cavitation considerations described
below.Var a ringed or zero gap clucted propeller, tIle cllord is no longer zero at the
propeller tip.

4.1.1

Cavitation Constraint

For the purp"ose of determining minimum chord lengths, the propeller foil section is
assu~ed to be aNACA 66 (T~IB modified nose and tail) thickness form [i) \\9ith a
NACA a ,= 0.8 meanline [1]. Brockett [7] presents figures sho\\"ing minimum pressure
coefficient versus angtllar variationin angle of attack for these sections. These figures are
known as "bucket" diagrams. Optimum values of the minimum pressure coefficient ,vhich
allo\v for the large.st variation in a.ngle of atta.ck, for the smallest value of the minill1um
pressure' coefficient can be read from these bucket diagrams.
Brockett g~nerated a figure gi,·ing tIle thickness to chord ratio and camber to chord
ratio as functions of the minimum pressure coefficient, such that the optimum location in
the bucket diagram is achieved. J{roeger [68] mapped this figure to the following equation,
setting the local cavitation number, 0'( T), equal to the ~inirnum pressure coefficient.

, u(r)

f(r))2

= 26.6.7 ( c(r)

(!(r))

(!(r)) (t(r))
(t(r))
c(r) + 3.033 c(r)

+ 8.09 c(r) + 10.0 c(r)

·

(4.1 )

c(r)" gives the chord distribution as ,a function of the radius, r, f(r) gives the camber,
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and t(r) the thickness. Solving for the chord djstribution \ve have:

c(r)

=

[S.09j(r) + :3.033t( r )]
20"( r)

+

)[S.09f(r)

+ 3.033t(r)]2 +40"(r)[26.67f2(r) + lOf(r)t(r)]
.
.
20"( r)

(4.2)

If the camber is approximated \vith a linearized~ ideal, two-dirnensional··camber then

K/(r) = Cdr) =
c( r )

L}r).,

(4.3)

~ pl,"· (r) c( r )

vvith K = 1.5.03.j for tilis section [1]. CL(r) is tIle local lift coefficient, L(r) the lift
force and 1f *(r) tIle local velocity. t-nder tIle liftil1g line model used b~y PLL"L(r =
pV*(r)f(r), thus f(r) = 2r(r)/[1{\:"*(r)]. \\7"ith this a.pproximation for the camber and
eql)ation 4.2, a minirpum chord length at eacll radius can be fC?und given the section
thickness. circulation~ local velocity and ca,~itation number. The local cavitation number
o

)

.is itself simply' a function of these quantities and the shaft centerline depth.

4.1.2

Additional Constraints'

. The thickness to cllord ratio is additionally constrailled to be less than some value,
typically 0.2. In other \vords, the section thickness is required to be less than t'\?enty
percent of the cl10rd. This is done in order to ensure tIle validity of typical propeller
design and anal~ysis n1ethods to be used after the lifting line design is complete. This
.also allows f<?f the use of approximate methods when computing the stresses a.cting on
the propeller· blade.
A further constraint on the cllord lengtll is supplied by placing a limit
the local
lift coeffi.€ient, C L . This has the effect of constraining the camber to chord ratio to
be less than some value. This constraint is intended to model local strength and flow
considerations. The maxi~um value of the local lift coefficient
llstlally chosen to be

on

is

about 0.6.
A minimum chord length at the propeller root must also be specified. This is intended
to reflect propeller strength considerations since stresses are usuall~Y' greatest at the hub.
It is suggested that either approximate stress calculations be ca.rried out in order to
determine this' root chord' length, or that pre\rious propeller designs be used as a guide.

4.1.3

Chord Length Optimization :Procedure

Since. tWQof the described constraint~ on chor'dlength are functions of circulation and·
induced velocit)r, and since these quantities are. to some extent themselves functions of
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Figure 4.2: T)rpica.l cllord length distributions.
the chord length, it is a natural step to Inake tIle selection of chord lengths part of the
circulation optimization procedure. Tllisis done by using the procedure described above
to determine chord lengths after e"ach circulation optimization iteration. If chord lengths
'are optimized,! they a.re also updated after each iteration of the \\rake alignment procedure.
This means that the chord lengths may' be optimized even if the circulation optimization
is not employed.
.
Figure 4.2 presents some typical radial distributions of chord length from the described
prodedure. CUf\teS are presented for a range .of required thrust. Note that as the propeller
loading is increased the chord lis increased.

4.2

Blade Strength and Thickness

.A radial distribution of thjckness is needed for any final propeller design. It is also
necessary" for the cllord length. optimization procedure described in the previous section.
For this reason a simple procedure for the estimation of a minimum root thickness has
been added to PLL. The ability· to modify an input thickness distribution or have one
sup.plied by PL~ has also been included.

ABS Rule Ca.lculation

4.2.1

"The minimum root t11ickness is provided from an a.pplication of the 6A.merican Bureau
of Shipping fllie on propeller strength [20]. This rule uses quantities \v11ich describe the
propeller geometry, material and loa.ding to determine a minimum root thickness. Th~
needed qua.ntities are either estimated by' PLL or supplied by the llsef. Two ri.lh:~s are
implemented, one for controllable pitch propellers the other for "normal" propellers. This
is beca.use of the large hub diameters associated V\rith controllable pitch propellers.

Selection of the Thickness Distribution

4.2.2

Once a minimllffi root thickness has l)een determined tIle input thickness distribution may
be scaled so that the root thickness becomes the minimum required by the ABS rule, or
some other value desired by the user. PLL can also supply a thickness distribution. The
PLL thickness distril)lltion varies linearly from the root thickness to a specified thickness
at the propeller's tip. If optimum chord lengths are being determined withPLL. it is
suggested that the}~ be reoptimized after modifying the thickness distribution~ since the
optirnum chord lengtl1s may change \\"ith the thickness distribution.

4.2.3

Approxinlate Stress Calculation

An approximate calculation of stresses acting on the foil lIas been included in PLL·. The
method used is that of ~Iorgan [30} as implemented by I{roeger [68]. Stresses acting
on the blade sec~i.on at the leading edge, tra.iling edge and point of maximum thickness
~te computed. The section is assumed to be a modifiedN6.\CA 66 thickness form [7]
with an a = 0.8 meanline [1]. This method assumes tha.t centrifugal stresses are .small
enough to be neglected a.nd.uses a simple correction to change the local lift coefficient to
a three-dimensional camber.

4.3

Hub and Tip Unloading

For a variety of reasons including cavitation, strength and efficiency it is sometimes
to reduce tIle loading near the hub or tip of the propeller. For this reason
a means to redistribute propeller circulation has been built into PLL. This process is
carried out b~y' subtracting a hub/tip linloading function, t, from the given circulation
distribution. r unloaded(r) = f(r).- f(r). The wake is then aligned, and the circulation
scaled, until the desired forces a.re obtained.

d~sirable
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4.3.1

Series Representations of Circulation

\"~e have found that under the vortex lattice model used by PLL the circulation distri-

bution must l:?e fair and ha.ve tIle proper square root singular beha"ior at the ends of the
lifting Ijnes. If this is not the case, large discontinuities in velocity may result. A small
discontinuit~y in circulation \vas found to produce a large one in velocity. \\I'e were pleased
to find that the PLL optimization procedures al\va~ys produce circulation distributions
\\yhich behave properly.
In order to modify circulation distributions in a manner vlhich maintains fairness
\vhilealso maintaining the proper singular behavior at the root and tip a set of series
expansions for circulationhaye been employ'ed. By a.dding or subtracting proper. amounts
'of terms in these series the desired hub or tip unloading can be achiev'ed.
In the case of a propeller ,,·hose blades are modelled by lifting lines \\!"itht,vo free
ends, the circulation distributioll ha.s a. square root singularit~y at both the hub and tip.
In 'this case a sine, or Glauert, series is llsed to represent the load distribution. IndiYidual
terms in this series can b~ written as

t = .,4 sin(n1rf)

(4.4)

the radius of the hub, A gives the size of the unloading term and the integer n
gives its "order". If n = 2 then f(r) can be used to shift load from the hub to th,e
rh is

tip or vice-versa depending on the sign ofA. n = 3 unloads both the hub and the tip
simultaneously. These sine series unloading functions are shown in figure 4.3
If the hub is modelled as a solid bOllndary and tIle tip is free the circulation has zero,
slope at the hub and is sCluare root singular' at the tip. In this case the follo\\ring function
is used to unload the hub. '

(4.5)
A again gives the ~ize to the unloa.ding term. n no\v determ~nes ho\vglobally the 'effect
of the unloading is felt. The larger n tIle more -the unloading is localized to the region
near the hub. A sir,nilar function is used to un19ad the tip_.

(4.6)
In this case .th~ unloading is increasingly localized to the tip with increasing n.. The
unloading functions used when the hub is modelled as a solid boundary are shown infigurefig: hseries.
If a solid boundary is presen. t -at the tip, but not the hub, the circulation distribution
is n<;>,v square ro<;>t singlilar at the hub and has zero slope at the tip. In this case the hub
unloading term is given, by
"

f'

=

AJI -

p2 p

2n

-2 ,

(4.7)

I
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Figure 4.3: Sine series terms used for hub and tip unloading.

Figure 4.4: Hub an~ tip unloading functions used \vhen the hub is modelled as a solid

boundary.
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Figure 4.5: Hub and tip unloading functions used \vhen tllere is a solid boundary at the
bla.de tip.
and th'e tip unloading term by

t = ,4)1 -

p2(1 - p2)2n-2 ,

(4.8)

\\t"here p = 1 - r. The unlading functions used \\?llen there is a solid boundary at the tip
are shown in figure 4.5.
No unloading has been implemented in the case \vhere the circulation distribution at
both the hub and tip have zero slope.

4.4

Effective Wake Calculation

The velocity field" that describes the ship's wake in the absence of the propeller is defined
as th.e n,?minal inflow. ",Tith the propeller present; the,flow through, the'propeller plane
is contracted and accelerated through the interaction of the propeller induced velocities
and the ship's wake. If the nominal inflow is not a potential flow, then superposition of
the nominal 'inflow and the induced veloci ties does not accurately model this flow. The
effective wake is a modified nominal inflow \vhich can be added to the in,duced velocities
to give the correc~ total velocity ~eld. This effective inflov'· is defined as the total veloc.ity
in the presence of the propeller, minus the potential flow velocity field induced by the
propeller itself. If there is no vorticit:y in the i~fiow field, this definition reduces to the
usual result that the total velocity is the linear'superposition of the inflow in the absence
of the pr6p~11er, and tIle velocity illduced by the propeller
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,Figure, 4.6: A n~minal inflow \vake a~d an ~ffectivewake from the algorithm implemented
in PLL.
The effective wake calculation i~plemented in PLL is a modified version of that
developed by Van Houten and used in\\TI{PROC [110], \vhich was in turn based on a,
method developed by Huang and Groves [52].
To anal~yze the mean flow, the assumptions of steady, inviscid, incompressible flow
about an axisy~metric body leads to an equation of motion that is further modified by
some assumptions about the flow upstream of the propeller:
• the induc.ed velocities are irrotational,'
• the axial vel<?city gradient is small compared to the radial velocity gradient .as in a
. boundary layer,
• the energy in a stream tube is constant.
Under these assumptions the governing equations for the flow can be written in a finite
difference form. In ",,\r!{PROC and PLL the axial induced velocities needed for thisfillite'
difference- effective wake calculation are approximated with actuator disk theory. The
-finite difference ~ffe<;:tive wake calculation as implemented by VanHouten is described in
an appendix. Van Houten also added the ability to handle tunnel wall effects and higher'
wake harmonics to the method of Huang and Groves.
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Figure 4.6 gives results from the effective \vake calclllation implemented in PLL. The
nomina.l inflow and its.effective \\!ake corresponding to a CT of 0.69 are shown. Note that
\relocity from the outer radii is redistributed invvard as the streamlines are contracted
by the actuator disc. For t)rpical inflow wake profiles this procedure results in increased
veloei ties "seen'~ l)y the lifting lines.

4.5

Optimum Operating Conditions

The previously descril)ed procedures for determining the propeller load distribution and
chord lengths require the input of the propeller diameter and its rate of rotation. Often
·one or both of these quantities is not kno\vn at the outset of the propeller design process.
For this reason a procedure for d~termining the propeller diameter or rpm which pro\i.des
a given thrust for the highest propulsive efficiency at a given ship speed is included in

PLL
Figure 4.7 gives efficiency vs a.dvance coefficient for optimum, 5 bladed propellers as
determined by the optin1ization procedllre. In one case the advance c·oefficient is varied
by changing the rpm and holding the propeller diameter fixed. In the other J is varied by
changing the diameter for a fixed rpm. In the results presented here both the circulation
and chord distributions are determined by the optimization procedures. For the fixed
diameter case C T = 2T/(pVjAo) = 0.69. \Vhen the rpm is held constant, it is fixed
to the value \vhich corresponds to J = Vs/(nD) = 0.89. In each case the propeller is
required to generate identical thrust.
The procedure implemented in PLL allows for either the rpm or the 'diameter of a
propeller to be optimized while the other quantity is held fixed. Itis assumed that the
variation of rpm for a fixed diameter \\'ill pro·duce a unimodal (single maximum) curve
of efficiency vs rpm. Such a curve is generated by a balance of high induced drag at low
propeller rotation rates and large viscous drag at 'high rpm '8. A similar assumption is
made concerning efficiency and propeller diameter. In this case the induced drag is large
for small diamet~rs and the viscous drag is high for large diameter propellers.
The optimum rpm or ship speed can be determined by iteratively applying the circulation and ,~hord optimization procedures. I(roeger [68] determined the Fibonacci method
to be the fastest procedure available for determining the optimum propeller rpm for a
fixed diameter. This method determines the optimum diameter or rpm to within some
.specified range. of uncertai,nty. Upper.and lower ·bounds on the quantity to be varied are
determined, and then a Fibonacci series is used to pro\t-ide new estimates of the optimum
value. A detailed description of t.his process is given in [68].
'
In the case of multiple stage propulsors, the optimum rpm or diameter of one component can be determined, while the diameter and rpm of the other is held fixed.PLL does
not currently allow for the determination of an optimum diaIIJ~ter fora ducted propeller,
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and, naturally, the rpm of a stator cannot be optimized.

4.5.1

Deterl11ination of Ship Speed

. i\nother typical problem is that of finding the maximum Sllip speed for a speci~ed powering. Here the designer is given the a.v"ailable horsepovler, th.e propeller"s rotation rate
and a relationshipbetV\i'een the reqllired thrust and the ship's speed.
The fixed torque procedure of chapter 2 can be used to determine a propeller circulation distribu~ion producing the largest possible thrust for a fixed propeller torque
and rotation. Given an initial estima.te of the ship speed, a maximum thrust may be
.obtained. ..A. ne,\Tship speed corresponding to this thrust can then be found from the
relationship bet\veen thrust and ship speed. This process can be carried out iterati\"ely
until the ship speed has been determined to ,,"ithin some specified value.
Such a procedure has been implemented in PLL for the case of a- single propeller.
The relationship bet,veen thrust and velocit~y is provided by assuming that the thrust
coefficient, CT = 2T/(pT!§Ao), is a specified constant. This is approxima.tely true over
small velocity ranges. This procedl.lre could be easily extended so that the designer
provides a more exact relationship as ,\'ell as to the case of multiple stage propllisors.

4.6

Non-Axisymmetric Pre-Swirl Stators

It is well kno,v"n that the placement of stators upstream or do~rnstream of a propeller can
result in a reduction of rotational energy" losses, and therefore higher propulsiv"e efficiency.
In addition anona.xisy"mmetric arrangement of stator blades can alter the inflo,v to a
do\vnstrearn propeller in such a \vay that unsteadj" forces and cavitation are reduced.
Both of these concepts a.re Vv"ell established. Papers b~y Larimer,et al [71] and Gearhart
and 11arboe [33] reviev,~ patent literature on pre-swIrl guide vanes extending back to'the
first decade of this century. They also describe their experience \\-ith a nonaxisymmetric .
pre-s"Tirl stator arrangement on a United States Coast Guard boat.
While the .meth.ods of previous sections can be used to determine optimum circulation
distributiQnsanq performance estimates for a propeller operating do\vnstream of a stator,
they do not account for nonaxisymmetriesof the inflo\v or the stator blades. The lifting
line model c~n be readily adapted~ ho\vever, to handle such nonaxis~ymmetric stators.

4.6.1

The NonaxisYIllIlletric Lifting Line Model

The inflow velocities to the nonaxisymmetric stator are not required to be circurnferentially uniform, rather they are allowed to vary. both radially and circurnferntially. The
lifting line~ are also allowed to differ in loading and angular spacing. If the interaction

r·
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bet\veen the propeller and stator is ignored, the velocities induced by". this system of lifting lines are steady since theinfo'\'" velocitJ~ seen by the stator blades does not vary \vith
time.
The lifting lines representing the stator can be discretized\vith a vortex lattice. The
trailing vortices are considered to be straight, semi-infinite~ line vortices aligned in the

axial direction. An application of the law of Bioi and Savart. provides formulas for the
velocities induced by both the bound and trailing vorticity. These formulas· are provided
in appendix A. The velocities in"duced by this vortex system on control points on the
stator lifting lines is computed. These velocities are added to the inflo\v velocity and the
velocity induced on the stator b:r tlle propeller. TIle ,"elocity induced by the propeller is
'assumed to be that of the axisy"mmetric modeL Forces and moments acting on each of
the stator blades is calclllated from a. local application of the I{utta.-Jouko,vski la\v and
the usual viscous drag relations.
\lelocities induced b)· the stator are also calculated at a number of circumferential
locations at tIle axial plane of the propeller. The calculation of these velocities is substantially more time consull1ing than tha.t of the axisymmetric case, since the -velocities
. must be found at a. large number of circumferential locations, and the velocities induced
by each blade must be calculated independently. The resulting velocit~y field can be added
to the nonuniform. inflo'v to give the total nonuniform velocity seen by the propeller.

4.6.2

NonaxisYIIlrn~tric Circulation

Distributions

A nonaxisymmetric pre-s\virl stator can be used to modify the cir.cumferential distribution
of tangential and radial velocities seen b)'" the propeller. If the undisturbed inflo1}l velocity
field varies about the propeller disk~ a properly chosen set ofpre-s\yirl stator blades can.
be used to reduce this variation. Reduced velocity fluctuations at the propeller can result
in a reduction of cavitation anq unst~ady forces. The location of stator blades and their
radial distribut~ons of ·circulation must someho\v be (:hosen in. order. to prov"ide both a
high propulsive efficiency· and· obtain a reduction in the velocity fluctuation.
\\rhile methods for automatically determining such a circulation distribution have
not yet b~en developed, tools for assisting the designer in selecting circulation distributions h.ave been implemented. If the foremost design consideration is one of propulsive
efficiency, the stator circulatio.n distribution a,reraged over the blades should be the optimumdistrib'ution of the a.~isymmetric stator. The PLL code allo\vs the designer to scale
the optimum axisymmetric stator circulation distribution for each 'blade of the nonaxisymmetric stator. If the goal is. a reduction in the variation of tangential velocity the
load distribution might be scaled by a factor proportional to the tangential component
of inflow at each blade's angular position.
Examples of how this lifting line procedure can be used for the design of a nonaxisymmetric stator are provided in [22] and [.59], as well as in chapter 6 of this thesis.
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Figure 4.8: Tangential velocities at the plane of the propeller.

4.6.3

Experilllental Verification

.J\n experiment was performed by Bowling [6] in the ~,IIT "later Tunnel in order to provide
data for correlation with the theory. The goal of Bo~"ling'ls no;naxis)rrnmetric stator test
was to generate a flo\v inclination b)9 a circumferential v'ariation in the loading of the
stator blades. The lifting I.ine code was used to determine the required circulation for
each of nine stator blades. The actual stator model \vas designed \vith nine adjustable
pitch blades \vith sy'mmetrical sections. The pitch angle of the blades was set so-as .
. to best approximate the desired circulation distribution as predicted by the 1IIT-SSFI
stator lifting surface code [.50].
The model was placed in the tunnel and the circulation at several radii was determined
for the most heavily and most lightl~,r loaded blades. This Vlas accomplished by mea-Silring
the velocit~y ~t a large number of points along closed contours surrounding the stator
bla.des. 1he circulation "tas then calcula.ted by numerical evaluation of the integral
(4.9)
The result, together with the lifting surface predictions of circulation was used in the
lifting line model to predict velocities at the plane of the- propeller."
.
Laser doppler velocirneter mea.surements vleremade of the tangential velocity field
induced by the stator at the plane of the propeller. A plot of the data at r / R = 0.75 is
gi\ren in figure 4.8. Note the velocity fluctuations associated ,vith the indi,,~iduaI stator
blades. These are tj~pical of the lifting line predictions. The. effective flow inclination
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Figure 4.9: i\onaxis}rmmetric stator operating in the
inclination.

~IIT

"later Tunnel. Note the flo\\,1

can be deduced from the first harmonic of the tangential velocit:y and is approximately
4 degrees at this ra.dius. This result is comparable \\yith tIle lifting line pred,iction.
A direct impression of the flow inclination can be seen from tIle photograph ill' figure 4.9 \vhich shows the cav'itating hub Yortex generated b)' the stator.

Chapter 5
Determination of Blade Geometry
The methods of the previous chapters can be used to determine much of the blade
geometry". Optimtlffi radial distributions of circulation can be found from the procedures
of chapters 2 and 3. Chord and thickness distribu~ions can be estimated from the methods
of chapter 4. The ra.dial distril)utions of rake and ske\v are also assumed to be kno\vn.
Ske\v are usually determined through consideration of unsteady forces [25] [89] and rake
through considerations of strength [87] and physical arrangements.. The selection of
these quantities will not be discussed in the present work. The problem is, therefore,
one of finding the blade pitch and camber v;hich produces the prescribed distribution of
circulation.
In this chapter the use of existing propeller design methods to determine the geometry
of nontraditional propulsors, such as contrarotating propellers, is described.

5.1

Propeller Blade Design

A brief digression to explain tIle propeller blade geometr)' is, at tllis time, appropriate.
\\Te here consider a propeller consisting of Z identical, symmetrically arranged bla.des,
a.ttached to ~ hub tha.t is rota.ting at constant angular velocity w about the x-axis. As
show~ in, figure f5.1, the blade is formed starting with a midchord .line defined para.metrically by"the radial distribution of skew angle Om(r) and rake JJ{m(r). By advancing a
distance ±!c(r) along a. helix of pitch angle ¢>p(r), one obtains the blade leading a.nd
trailing edges. ,The surfa.G~ form~d by these helical lines at each raditlS gives a. reference
Sllrface upon \vhich the actual blade sections are developed. These sections tan be defined in standard airfoil terms by. a chordwise distribution of camber ~f(s), and thickn~ss
t(s), ~lhere s is a curvilinear coordinat-e along the helix.
Kerwin [57] gives a revie\v of analytical me~hods for the design of marine propellers.
~1 uch of t~e follo\ving discussion is a.dapted from his presentation.
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Figure .5.1:

Prop~ller

blade geometry.

. If the aspect ratio of the blades is lligh, tIle lifting line theory originated b~r Prandtl
[91] is appropriate. In this case .the three-dimensional flo\v is considered to be twodimensional at each radial blade section, with the inflo\v velocity field there altered \vith
the velocity induced by thevorticit~y shed from the lifting lines. The blade geometr:~ is
th'endeterrnined by combining the lifting line results with theoretical or 'experimental,
two-dimensional, section data. This approach succeeds for aircraft propellers, ,vhich
generally have very high aspect ratio blades and operate in relatively uniform inflow.
Marine prop~lleT, however, are usually constrained to have low aspect ratio blades,
since they are limited in diameter,' and co:nsiderations of strength and cavitation limit
the lift per u~it blade ~rea that the~y can produce. As a result, marine propeller designs
based. on Jifting line theory have not been found tobe satisfactory. For this reason marine
propellers were long designed on the ba.sis of systematic series of model experiments.
A number of researchers d~veloped design methods based on combining lifting line
theory with lifti~g surface c:orrections to section camber and angle of attack~ The methods
of van Manen [112] and Eckhardt and 1·1organ [30] are examples of this approach. This
was followed b~y the development <;:>£ ntlmericallifting surface methods. Pien [90), I(erwin
[58] and v'an ~'Ianen and Bakker [114]· made early contributions. toward suchcompllter
based methods. Such efforts have continued to the present time. Here, a brief description of one
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Figure .j.2: \lortex lattice .representation of a propeller.
lifting surface design code, PBD-IO, is given. PBD-IO, de\,-eloped by I{erwin,. along ~ith
an analysis procedure developed by Greeley, was published jointl}~ by these two authors

[43].
Under lifting surface theor~y t~le blades areidealiz~d as sheets of singularities~ usually
sources and either normal dipoles or vortices. This idealization is ~ linearization of the
governing equations for the velocit:r potential for an in,,·iscid, incompressible flo\v about a
lifting body in the limit of zero thickness. The source strengths are directly proport.ional
to the streamwise derivative of the thickness function. In a design method such as PBD- .
10, the vortex strengths are prescribed.
Expressions fo~ the velocity can be found by differentiation of the velocity potential.
The resulting singula.r integrals can be evaluated by direct numerical integration. This
is done, for example~ in thePROPLS code developed by Brockett [10]. Alternativ·ely,
a. vortex lattice procedure may be emploY'ed, as is done in PBD-IO. In PBD-IO the
continuous distribution of vortices and SOllrces are replaced b~y a set of concentrated
straight line elements, ,vhose end points lie on the blade surface. vT~locities are computed
at suitably placed control points. bet\yeen the elements. 'As for the lifting line problem,
care must be taken in setting tIp the geometrical a.rrangement of lattice elements and
control points in order to ensure proper convergence. ..~n example of such a lattice
arrangeme.nt is given in figure 5.2. Con\rergence of a propeller vortex lattice system \vith
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Figure ·5.3: Propeller blade geon1etry as deternline'd by PED-IO.
increa~ednumbers of lattice eleJ;llents i I1 Potllthe chord\"lis~,~pcl. spanwise directions is
illustrated by Greeley and Kerwin [43]. FOf such a vortex lattice the computation of the
induced velocities is reduced to a geometric problem of finding points on the mean blade
surface, and then summing the velocities induced by the SOtlrCe and vortex lines.
In PBD-IO an initial estimate'of tIle blade pitch is used to compute the total fluid
velocity at the blade control points. TIle surface of the l)lade is then adjusted in such a
V\:oa~y that tIle normal component of velocity is zero at the control points. This process
is repeated~ using the adjusted sllrfa.ce as the ne,v reference surface, until convergence is
obtained. The trailing \Tortexv;ake is sinlilarly aligned \vith the resultant flow. Details
of these procedures are given ill [43].
Figure 5.3 gives a typical propeller blade 'geometry as determined by PBD-IO. In this
case the circtllation~ chord and thickness distributions ,vere determined from the PLL
lifting line model ..The distributions of ske\v and rake used here are somewhat arbitra.ry.
The Vortex lattice representation of this propeller is that sho\vn in figure 5.2.

5.1.1

Consid,eration'of th,eHub

The presence of the hub as a solid IJoundary is ignore~ in the PBD-IO procedure. In
chapter 3 we saw that \\'hen hub effects were considered the optimum circulation distribution was, in the vicinity of the hub, substantially' different from that of the hubless
cas~. Similarly, 'we expect the circulation distribution of a given blade geometry to be
infl~enced·by the prese'nce of the hub.
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If the presence of the I1Ub is considered~ theres\lltis a mixed design! analysis problem~
·The hub is considered to be a l)qd~y of re"vollltion ofkno\,~n sllape on \vhicll the normal
component of total fluid velocity n1ustvani.sh. Ho\yeyer, the shape of the blades \\"11ich
produces the prescril)ed circulation distriblltion is still to be determined. \:"'"ang [118]
modified the PBD-IO procedure to aceOllnt for the presence of tIle hub. \\Tang~s procedure
is known as PBD-ll.
In PBD-II the h1tb is represented by a. distribution of dipoles. The hub surfa.ce is
tiled with quadrilateral and triangular panels \vhose vertices lie on the surface of the
h~b. Ea"ch panel is considered to be a. constant dipole sheet \vith unknown strength..
[t.Iathematically such a dipole slleet is .equiyalent to constant vortex segments along the
.panel boundary [46]. Therefore the hub~ as ,veIl as the blades, is represented by a vortex
lattice. The·mixednatureof thedesignl analysis problem is. perha.ps. no\vrnore apparent.
The vortex elements representing tIle hub are of unkno\vn strength, but their geometry
is fixed. The vortex and source elenlents representillg tIle blades ha,·e kno\\:n strength~
but their geometry is not determined.
,
. A..n iterati\"e solution procedure to tllis prol)Iem is employed. TIle velocit:r field generated b~y the initjally' hubless blades js used as the onset flo,v for the hub solution. TIle
boundary value, prol)lem for tIle unkno\vn hub vortex strengths\"llich prov'ide for zero
velocity normal to the llub in tllis onset .flo\v is then solved. The velocit~y field thus
generated is added to the onset flo\v used for the next iteration of the blade solution.
This process is continued until a con\~erged result is ,?btained. T):pically three or four
iterations are necessary.
In PBD-ll the llub is consideted to be a body of revolution, closed both upstream
a.nd downstream of the propeller, as illustrated in figure .5.-1. The vortex elementsrepresenting the hub ~.re positioned so that at the hub/blade junction they are aligned\\~ith
corresponding elements of the blades. The hub panelling is further arranged so that
a similar alignment occurs with the elements of the trailing vortex wake. After each
iteration of the blade solution the hub must be repanelled, since the blade shape has
changed.
.

·,1
I

The hub geometry of PBD-ll differs from that of the usual hub in that, typically,
the actual hu'b extendsupstreanl into the 11ull. In tllis case the 11ub is usually modelled
as extending infinitely far upstream. In order to cancel the increase in the axial velocity
due to PBD-ll's artificially closed hub, the inflow to the propeller can be modified with
that. of an axisymmetric l)ody operating in uniform potential flow.
A comparis'on of the blade geometries generated b~y the PBD-IO and PBD-l1 procedures is of interest. For this purpose the lifting line code, PLL, ,vas used to generate three
circulation distributions, for which blade geometry would be determined. An optimum
distribution from t.qehubless model, an optimum hub-loaded distriblltion, and an unloaded hub distribution created through use 9£ ·an "eqllivalent'" propeller were generated.
These circulation distl'il>utions are sho,vn in figure 5.5. In each case the lifting lines are
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Figure 5.4: PBD-ll hub and blade geometry.
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Figure. 5.6: Blade geometries determined. by PBD-IO and PBD-ll for the "hubless"
circulation distribution .
.considered to be operating in open vvater with J s = 0.89. The thrust from the lifting
line model corresponds, under moderately loaded theory, to CT = 0.69 {or each of these
circulation distributions. Viscous forces \vere included \vith typical values of the drag
coefficient 'assumeq. The chord, rake and ske\v are the same as those of the propeller
shown in figures .5.3 and 5.2.
Figure 5.6 gives radial distributions of pitch and ca.mber as determined by the two
codes for, the ~'hubless"circulation distrib~tion. The quantity describing the camber
in figure 5.6 is the maximum value of the camber at each blade section divided by
the chord length' there. The pitch is given as a ratio of pitch to diameter, PI D~ where
P =21fr tan(q,p)'. Note that, as expected, the distributionsfromPBD-lOare quite similar
to those' of PBD-II .at the Quter radii, but differ near the hub. \Vhen the presence of
the hub is considered, the PBD-II algorithm, the pitch and camber at the hub must be
significantl)TTeduced from that determined by PED-IO in order to obtain zero circula.tion
at the hub. This implies that a propeller with the roughly constant pitch and camber
distribution predicted by PBD-IO would have substantial loading at the hub.
In figure 5.7 a similar comp'arison is performed for the hub loaded circulation of
figure 5.5. Again th,e blade geometry at the outer radii asdetermin~d by the two models
is similar. Near the hub, however~ the pitch and camber- goes up dramatically for the
PBD-IOprediction. This is not unexpected, since in the PB.D-IO formulation 'there is
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Figur~ 5.7: Blade geometries determined by PBD-IO and PBD-ll for the hub loaded
circulation distribution.

no boundary at the hub and, ~lithout such a boundary, tIle circulation must fa.II to zero
there. In fa.ct, it· is some\vhat of a stlrprize that a con'gerged resllit ,vas achieved for
thehubless fqrmulation at all. Note that the PBP-II geometry \\"hich provides this
h ub .,loaded. circulation distribution is not dissimilar from theP13 D-IOprediction for the
hubless distribution. This reinforces the idea that if the hub is neglected" altogether the
resulting blade geometry will produce large loadings at the hub.
Figure 5.8 gives the blade pitch and· camber for the hub unloaded circulation distribution. In this case the blade geometry predicted by the t\\10 methods is very nearl)! the
same over th~ enlire span of the blade, although PBD-l1 predicts slightly higher v"alues
of pitch ~t the inner radii. The geometries for the hub unloaded circulation distribution
do not show ffiCirked differences between the two rnodelsbecause tIle hub unloading results in bound vorticity being shed into the wake awa.y from the hub, where it does not
produce stronOg blade/hub interactions.
Figures5.6~5.8 indicate that 'if the hub is not included in the design procedure, large,
unanticipated hub ioadings may ~esult. However, if a hub unloaded circulation distribution is desired, the PBD-IO model ma~f be sufficient. It should be noted that the forces
developed by these three circulationdi.stributiop.s under the three models; PLL, PBD-IO
and PBD-ll, differ onl~y by a few percent.
o
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5.2

Blade Design for Multiple StagePropulsors

The design of multiple stage propulsors is complicated b.ythe mutual interaction between
the propulsor components. Lifting surface methods which account for these interaction
velocities have been developed. Nelson [86] used such a procedure to design contrarotatirig
propellers for torpedoes. Nelson's design had the finite circulation at the hub anticipated
from the lifting line results of chapter 3.
Chen and Re~'d [18] adapted the PBD-llcode to the case of contrarotating propellers.
In their procedure the single propeller lifting surface model is used in a.n iterative rna.·nner
to d~termine- the bla.de geometries and interaction velocities. Chen and, Reed compared
the from their lifting surface model \\,ith results for propellers designed with PBD-ll
for the onset flow predicted by a lifting line model. They concluded that interaction
velocities calc~l~ted from, the lift~ng .line model are sufficiently accurate for desig-n use
vvhen the propeller loadings are moderate, and the propellers are not too close to each
other.
'
In the approach adopted here lifting line results are used for the interaction velocities. Circumferential mean interaction veloc.it.ies from the PLL code are added to the
inflow velocity field to form the total onset flow used in the lifting surface model. Since
hub'loadi~g ",vas found to be of importance for multiple stage propulsors, the PBD-ll
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Figure 5.9: A vortex lattice repres.entation of a nonaxisymmetric stator.
procedure, in \\~hicl1 the presence of the hub is considered, is used for the lifting surface
calculation. Chen and R.eed [18] describe the use of such a proceduFe to design contrarotating propellers. These authors collaborating with I(im [19] also describe the design of
a vane-\\yheel propulsor.
It should' be noted that in the described design procedure only steady propulsor forces
are considered. Since the velocity field' induced on the downstream component is expected
to have considerable circumferential 'variation, an estimate of unstea.dy' forces is necessary
for any final propulsor design. The dev"elopmentof reliable methods for the prediction of
such unstea.dy forces for multiple stage propulsors is an area for future research.

5.2.1 .propeUer/Stator Design
Lifting surfa.ce design methods can also be used for the design of propeller/ stator combinations. Nelson's method for the, design of contrarotating propellers [86] has been
modified to allow for an upstream set of nonrotatingblades [76]. In chapter 4 the possibility of nonaxisymmetric stators is discussed. In the present work a vortex lattice,
lifting surface code for the design and analysis of nonaxisymmetric stators, SSF-l, is
used in conjunction' with existing propeller design and analysis codes for the design of
propeller/stator combinations.
.
The SSF -1 code, developed by Hsin [50] [59], makes use of a vortex lattice repre-
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sentation of the nonaxisY'mmetric stator. Figure 5.9 sho\vs the lattice arrangement for
such a stator...;\n image vortex lattice is used to represent the hub inSSF-l .. The core
routines of Hsin ~s procedure solve tIle analysis problem for the stator. In other words
these routines find the unkno\\'n source and dipole strengths, and thus the circulation,
for a given blade geometry operating" in a specified onset flo\v.
The design problem of determilling the blade geometry which produces a prescribed
distribution of circulation on each blade is attacked through an iterativ'e application of
this analysis procedure. In addition to producing the desired circulation distributions, in
SSF-1 the stator blade sections are further required to operate at ideal angle of atta.ck.
This is equivalent to requiring that tIle leading edge suction force be zero at all radii of
,each stator blade.
Two constraints have thus been established: tllat the local vailleof the'lift coefficient,
C L = 2f /,Isc, be equal to a prescrilJed \"alue and that the leading edge suction force. Cls,
be equal to zero. Lan [70] gives the follo\ving formula for the leading edge suction force.
CLS

=

2c(r~\I(r) (~~/(r,s)vs))2,

(.5.1 )

Vwl'here A1(r) is the leading edge s\veep angle at radius rand i(r,s) is the vortex strength
per unit area
aulas.
Under the assumption that CL(r) and Cls(r) are functions of t~:,o unkno\vn variables,
section angle of attack~ o(r), and maximum camber, fo(r)~ the nonlinear equations defined, by the constraints can be solved iteratively by repea.tedl):, solv'ing the nonlinear
system..
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Equations 5.2 and 5.3 are solved \\~itll a Newton-Raphson method. The chord\vise dis- _
tribution of c~mber is given by some specified meanline...A.t each iteration of the overall
. proc~dur~, 8C L ( r)· is set equal to the difference bet\veen the current lift coefficient and
the requir'ed value. Similarly, 8C's(r) is set equal to -Cts(r). In order for this scheme
to converge quickly a good first guess at the final solution is necessary. One method to
obtain such 'a> guess is to linearly extrapolate or interpolated a:( r) and Fo( r) until the
prescribed loadings are achieved. The leading edge singularity can then be removed in
the solution of equations 5.2 and_ 5.3.
The circulation distributions and onset flows used in theSSF-l procedure are obtained
from PLL. The lifting line model is also used to generate input quantities for the propeller
design cod~. Propeller/stator geometries from this procedure are presented in chapter 6
and in [22].
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Figure.S.IO: Ducted propeller \\1ith five percent gap between blade tip and duct.

5.3

:Pllct~.d Propeller

Design

Several methods have been d~veloped for the analysis of the flow around ducted propellers. Such methods have advanced in parallel \vith methods for the analysis of conventional propellers.
In the first generation of these methods the propeller was modeled through use of
actuator disc., lifting line or lifting surface theories. The duct was represented in linear
theory by distributing ring ~lortices and sources on an approximate mean surface. Representative works in that area have been published by ~:Iorgan [81), Caster [13] and Dyne

[28].

.

In the next generation of analysis and design methods the duct was treated in non-"
linear theory by distributing surface vorticity on the duct and the propeller was treated
\vith actuator' disc-or lifting line theory. Ryan and Glover [94], Gibson and Le\vis [94],
and Falcao de Campos [31] have made contributions in that area.
In all the previous methods the interactions between the duct and the propeller were
assumed to be axisymmetric. This assumption was relaxed in the next genera.tion of
analysis methods where the nonaxisymmetric problem is solved for the duct and propeller.
\lan Routen [109] and Feng and Dong [32] have publish~d works in'that area.
Recently, Kerwin, Kinnas et al. [62] have developed an analysis method where the
duct is treated by using a potential based panel method and the propeller by using
a lifting surface metho~. This method provides predictions for the nonaxisymmetric
pressure distribution on the duct and the duct thrust. Figure 5.10 gives a panel and
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lattice arrangement from their model.
The design methods for ducted propellers have follo\ved the evolution of the ~nalysis
rpethods. They mostly consist of a "trial and error ,~ procedure. For a. specified advance
coefficient, thrust coefficient and .a given thrust division bet\veenduct and propeller, a
preliminar~y design is determined. That design is then consequently modified and verified
by using a.ny of the previousl~ cited ana.lysis methods, until the design requirements are
satisfied.
.
In the present work a systematic method for determining the appropriate propeller
and duct geometries, \vhichwill develop the optimum propeller loading and the required
propeller and duct thrust i~ described. The propeller a.nd duct sections a,re also required
,to work at near ideal angles of attack so that the occurrence of flo\v separation and/or
cavitation is minimized.
The initially de,termined duct and propeller geometries are analy·zed through use of
[62]. The resulting propeller and duct loadings are compared against the initial design
objectives. The propeller and duct geometries are then appropriatel)rmodified until the
design objecti'ves are met within acceptable accuracy.

5.3.1

The Ducted Propeller Design Procedure

The goal of the procedure presented here is to design a ducted propeller \vhich develops
a required total propulsor thrust \vi th a sp ecified distribu t ion of thrust bet~~een propeller
and'duct. The propeller' is to have an optimum radial distribution of circulation, \\·ith the
blade sections operating a.t, or near~ their ideal angles of attack. The duct should also be
operating at its ideal angle, in some average sense. The propeller's operating condition
and many geometric quantities: the propeller's chord, rake, skew' and thickness~ the
duct '8 chord and thickness; and the meanlines and thickness distributions for the duct
and propeller bla(~e sections, are given. The optim~m propeller circulation distribution,
the blade,pitch and cam,ber and the duct angle and camber are to be determined.,
First, the propeller lifting-line model is u'sed to find an optimum propeller circulation
distribution. The inflow to the lifting-lines is taken to be the velocity field seen at the
plane of the propeller created by a duct with zero a.ngle a.nd camber and a specified,
thickness ,distribution as analyzed b)' the method of [62]. This duct is subject only to
the incoming flow ~ ,vithout the presence of the propeller. In the lifting-line model the
duct, as described in cllapter 3, is represented by the combined effects of this inflo\~l from
the duct operating at zero angle and \vithout- a propeller, the velocities indllced b:y an,
image system of lifting lines, and the velocities induced by ring vortjces representing duct
circulation.
The remainder of the design procedure can be broken into t\\~O halves. In the first half
of the design process a duct/propeller generating the desired propeller thrust is obtained.
The duct ,is further r~quired to have only a. small a.mount of total, circumferentially
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averaged circufation. \\-~e \\:,ill refer to this as .the design of a neutral duct. In the second
half of the design procedure the angle of attack of the "duct and its can1ber are modified to
a.chieve the required distribution of thrllst bet\veen duct and propeller. In both parts of
the design procedure the propeller shou~d have the '~optimum'~circulationdistribution.

5.3.2

The N eutralDuct

. ~s well as determining the radial distribution of circulation on the propeller blades~ the
lifting-linem9del is used to calculate circurnferentially aV'eraged radial velocities induced
by the propeller on a cylinder at the duct'5 nomin"al radius. These velocities are used to
"predict approximate streamlines~ ,\~hich a.re used to provide a first guess at the neutral
du,ct's angle of attack. If these streamlines are also used to" provide duct meanlines, the
ducts take on "S'!' shapes sin1ilar to those predicted bj~ 1Iorgan [80].
Next, the propeller pitch and camber distributions which produce the desired circulation distriblltion mus~ be estimated. In the case of a relatively large gap bet\veen the
duct and propeller, tllis can be done \vith an existing~ lifting-surface, propeller, design
code [43]. The velocity field of the zer.o angle duct operating without a propeller taken"
to be the inflo\v to the propeller in this case. In the case of small or zero gap between
duct and propeller, two--dimensional \\~ing t1:leory applied to the lifting-lines may _produce
adequate estimates. In either case, the propeller pitch and camber determined at this
stage is only a first guess at the final distributions.
This first estimate of propeller I duct geometry is then analyzed using the previously
descri bed, duct / prop~ller, analysis code. This analysis provides us ,vi th the forces acting
on the current duct and propeller, as \veII as distributions of circulation and velocit~y at
the propeller plane. i\t this point tIle angle of attack of the duct is modified in order to
more nearly achieve zero total circulation about the duct. A reasonable estimate of how
much to change the current duct angle can come directly from two-dimensional wing
theory. T,he duct circulation can be relate~ to a flat-plate lift coefficient and the lift
coefficient can then be related to a change in angle of attack. In the same manner the
propeller pitch and camber are also modified in order to obtain the desired circulation
" distribution as determined by the lifting-line optimization procedure.
The d'uct/propeller is once again analyzed, now with the updated values ofdtlct angle
of attack and propeller blade pitch and camber. This process of anal~ysis and correction
can be repeated until the total circ.ul~tion about the duct is negligible and the propeller
achieves the required radial distribution of circulation.

is

5.3.3

The Thrusting Duct

The propeller/neutral duct is the starfing place for a propeller/ducf\\?hich develops the
"required distribution of thrust. The Cllrrent propeller should alread~ydevelop the desired
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propeller thrust. The nelltral duct also has"a total thrust or dra.g force operating on it,
not necessarily tIle desired amount. The duct experiences a. viscous drag force, \\?hich in
the current method is simply assumed to be that associated \vith the duct's velocity? of
a.dvance and an empirically obtained dllct drag coefficient.
The~duct also experiences a force associated "vitI1 tIle propeller/duct interaction. This
force is present~ and can be substantial~ even ,vhen tllere is zero total circulation about
the duct. The propeller/duct analysis code provides us\\"ith an estima.te of this force.
At this point the tota.l thrtlst acting on the duct is determined by subtracting the
viscous drag from the in\"iscid duct thrust. This is then compared \\"ith the amount of
thrust desired from the duct. The difference is the a.dditional reqllired duct thrust. An
'estimate of camber and additional angle of attack \vhich must be added to the neutral
duct can be made from 2-D \ving theory as before.
Once again propeller l)la~e pitch and camber distributions are estilnated. The analysis·
code is used to predict velocities and forc~s acting on the ne\v duct/propeller. The dllct
a.ngle and camber and the propeller pitch and camber are modified to a.chieve the desired
duct thrust and propeller circulation. This process is repeated until the desired values
of thrust and circulation' are obtained. Figure 5.11 provides a flo\\·chart for the design
procedure.
Examples of propeller/duct geometries .determined through use of this procedure
gi ven in the next chapt.er.
.

are
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Figure .5.11: Flo\\~chart presenting a.n overview of the ducted propeller design procedure

Chapter 6
Illustrativ~

Examples

In this. chapter several propulsor designs are presented.. Each is intended to illustrate
specific aspects of the design process~ or the design of a certain propulsor type. "'it}l the
exception of the first example, only selected portions of the overall design procedure are
described.
In the first example a, propeller is designed for a' human powered submarine. In
th.is c~se the design process is followed fr<?ffi the initial powering estimates through the
construction of the actual propeller.
Next a comparative study of various propulsor types is presented. In this study
the relative efficiencies of propulsors designed for the same ship operating condition is

examined.
In the third example the design of a nonaxisymmetric pre-swirl stator/propeller is
presented. Here the ship's po\\'er pla.nt is assumed to be. fixed and. the design must
.proceed accordingl~y. Special empl1asis is placed on the nonaxis:ymmetric aspects of the
stator design.
Finally several ductl propeller designs are presented. In these examples duct and
propeller geometries are determined so that specified distributions of thrust between"
duct and propeller are achieved.
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Figure 6.1: Exterior vieVI of HPSlcarus.

6.1

The Design of a Propeller for
Submarine

a HUrnanPowered

In order to illustrate the overall propulsor design process using the tools and procedures
described in this thesis, the design of a propeller for a rather unusual application~ a huma.n
po\vered submarine, is presented.Tl1e lluman powered subn1ersible Icarus, desig"neci, built
and powered by 11IT stu~ents \\'ith the support of the Sea Grant College Program, was
the ~IIT entrant in a ra.ce for such subma.rines sponsored bj" the H. A. Perry Foundation.
Here the design of the propeller for this submarine is follo,ved from the first conceptual
design through to the construction of the actual propeller.

6.1.1

The Subtnarine Hull and Power Train

The submarine was required to be free-flooded and 110use two SClTBA equipped divers.
Two ra.ce formats yvere anticipated:' a 100 meter dash and a one-kilometer closed loop
course. Submarines were also to be judged on cost effecti,'eness a.nd innovation. The
submarine was additionally required to hav"e a turn radius to both port and starboard
of less than qO feet. Several other requirements dealt with safety concerns but did not
significantly impact the overall submarine or propulsor design.
One diver was required to pilot the submarine, the Qtherwould serve as its power
plant. Early in the submarine design process it was decided that the diver acting as the
"'engine" would tran~n:I-itpower to a propeller shaft by pedalling on ,a bicycle gear like
apparatus. In order to minimize the (l-iameter of the submarine, and thus its drag, the
divers would lie either prone or recumbent.
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)

Hull Shape
Length Overall
Diameter
Length/Diameter
Location max. diameter
Prismatic Coefficient
Displa.cemerit
\\tetted Surface

Gertler .58-4165
200.0 inches

28.·5 inches
7.0

40% of LO .A
0.60
44.5 cu. ft., 1.27 tons
90.9 sq. ft.

Table 6.1: Cha.racteristics of the human po\vered submarine hull.

FOOl PedU (2)

Di&k PivOl

Figure 6.2: The propulsion drive train.
Th~

hull shape of the submarine was selected· on the basis of the Gertler /DT~vIB
Series 58 data (36]. The size of the submarine "vas determined by the vol ume needed for
thet\vo occupants, their life support, and their propulsion and control activity'. Table 6.1
gives some characteristics of the selected hull and figure 6.1 a sketch of the submarine
exterior.
The design team considered a variety of power transmission schemes ranging from
sprocket and chain to shafts and gears. The system which was finally settled upon was
unconventional, utilizing a cable a.nd pulle~ system. Such a system provides a number
of advantages including reduced· cable drag and bea.ring losses, low cost, long life and
maintenance free operation. Figure 6.2 illustrates the propulsion design train.
The stern of "the submarine "ras a.rticulated· in order to provide enhanced ma·neuverabili~y. Figure 6.3 ShO~TS a cuta.,va.:y view of the articulated tail section. Further details
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Figure 6.3: ~~rticldated tail section (top vie\v).

I Speed I Resistance I Power I
5 kts

7 kts

17.4 Ibs
34.1 Ibs

0.27 hp

0.52 hp

Table 6.2: Preliminary po\vering estimates.
of the submarine design and fabrication are provid~ in [41]. A number of other unique
design details or special purpose devices~ including buoya.ncy compensators and an underwater ergometer are described in this paper.

6.1.2

Preliminary Propeller Design

Based on the series da.ta., the resistance estimates of table 6.2 \\~ere provided for the
propeller des~gn. The two speeds \vere thought of as cruising and sprint conditions. The
pO\\J"er figures presented in table 6.2 simply come from the product of resistance and ship
speed. The project organizers considered these to be reas0!1ab1e estimates of the available
power for the purposes of preliminary design. Since the actual po\ver levels depended
entirely on a diver~s a.bility to pedal underwater \vhile breathing through a regulator,
there was more than a little uncertainty' in these powering estima'tes. When reduced to 'a

nondimensional thrust coefficient both conditions reduce to CT = 2T/ pAo 1'1

= 0.05,53.
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An aI~ost clea.n slate was presented to tIle propeller designer. There were no definite restrictions on the propeller diameter , number of blades or rot.ation rate. Those
constructing the submarine and its drive system ,vere \villing to confrontthe challenge
of designing and building a drive system fota multiple stage propulsor if a significant
performance enhancement could be obtained.
.
The PLL lifting line procedures were used to ·provide initial estimates of propulsor
efficiency,a.nd operating conditions. La.eking an actual inflo\v 'velocity profile at the plane.
of propeller, that sho\vn in figure 6.4 was assumed. For this preliminary design it \vas
fllrther assumed' t.hat the diameter of the hub \vQuldbe20% of the body diameter.
The blade th'ickness at the root of the propeller was assllrned to be 2% of the propeller
diameter. '
First single propellers '~lere in\:,estigated. The PLL optimization procedures were
used to determine span,vise distributi.ons of chord length and circulation. T"vo a.nd three
bladed propellers and propellers of var:)ling diameter were investigated. In each case PLL
was used to determine the optimum propeller RP11. A summar~y'of the results of this
investigation for the five knot operating condition is ShO"lll in table 6.3. Horsepo\\rer was
used as the figur.e of merit for this investigation since efficiency, as defined for this thesis,
is a function of the \vake and ,vould vary Vw"ith propeller diameter for propellers a.bsorbing
identical horsepower.
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Diameter

RPT\I

Horsepo\ver

feet
T\\'o bladed propellers
2.4
150
0.281
3.0
94
0.279
4.0
55
0.280
Three bladed propellers
2.0
177
0.28.5
2.4
0.282
123

2.6

102

3.0

78

0.282
0.28:3

Table 6.3: Preliminary single propeller performance estimates.
The results in table 6.:3 are for the five knot op~ra.ting condition. Over tIle range
of ship speeds considered here the nondimensional thrll~tcoefficientl1aspeen~ssumed
constant. Since cavitation is not an issue for this propulsor, due to its relativel)r small
diameter and thus rotational v~elocity·, the propeller geometry for an optimum propeller
will be the same for the entire range of Sllip speeds. The nondimensional forces and the
advance coefficient are also the sar:ne as long as the thrust coefficient is fixed. The RP~f
scales with Vs and the horsepower \vith ~,§.
The results of table 6.3 sho\v that a t\VO bladed propeller of approximately three
feet in diameter is expect~.d to be the best choice. This propeller is predicted to ha,"e
an efficiency of over 91 %. This high efficiency is not tlnexpected due to the very light
lo'ading allowed b~y the lack of a constraint on tIle propeller diameter.
A cont'rarotating propeller was also investigated under the same set of design assumptions.First, an ~stimate of the potential efficiency gains for a contrarotating propeller
was made. Results pre~ented by Cox, and Reed [24] indicate that in the limit of light
loa.ding a contrarotating pair of propellers can reeo'ver approximatel)T one-half of the induced losses of a single propeller. All of the induced losses are not recovered because
some percenta.ge is associated with finite l)}ade effects. For the tllree foot diCl.lTIeter ~ two
bladed single propeller rOlJ.ghly one-half of the predicted losses were 'viscous.\\Then viscous forces \vere ne.glected the propeller efficienc:y jumped from 91 % to 95%. If viscous
forces are a.s'sumed to be a.pproximately the same for the' contrarotating pair, only a two
to three percent increase in efficiency for tIle contra-rotating propellers is indicated.
To confirm this estimate PLL was .llsed to design a. contrarotating pair of propellers.
The dia~e,ter of both propellers \vas set to three feet. Both propellers ,vere t\VQ bladed.
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TheRP~1 of the forVv'ard propeller ,vas fixed at 90 and the optimum RP~l of the aft

propeller "vas determined. The propellers \vere required to develop equal torque. The
efficiency of this contrarotating pCl:ir \vas,Jo~.lnd .to _be 7] = 0.932 vs 0.912 for the single
propeller, a 2.2%) gain.
It \vasfelt tllat \vhen an actual propulsor \vas constructed such a. smaIl efficienc)r
gain could not be realized, Bearing and power tra.nsmission losses associated \\'ith the
more complicated mechanical system necessitated by contrarotating propellers \vould
not be negligible. Since the torque generated by the propulsor is so small a.n~·· benefit
due to a potential torque balance for contrarotating propellers would also be small. It
,vas, therefore, decided not to further in,Yestigate the contrarotatingalternativ·e...\t this
. time it \va.s also decided to dismiss the consideration of other nontraditional proptllsor
alternatives such as a propeller/stator combination because of the small potential gains in
efficiency. Of course, tllesE:' decisions \vauld have tobe recoIl~idered if a smallerdiameter~
'more heavil~y loacled propeller ,vas reql1ired for some reason.

6.1.3

Detailed Propeller Design and Fabrication

As the construction of the submarine progressed decisions \vere made \v~ich impacted on
the propeller design. The location of tIle propeller at. the stern of the boat was fixed a.nd
this resulted in the hub diameter being set to 3 inches in order that the hub be flush
with the hull. Data on the inflo\v to the propeller also lJecame available. The Gertler
58-4165 hull shape is often used as a test case for boundary layer studies (for example
see [15]), and extensive testing and predictions have been made of tIle flow about this
bod),.. The details ·of the boundary layer depend strongl~y on tIle Rey'nold'snuml)er and
surface roughness ~ ho\vever, the boundary layer thickness at the propeller. pla.ne could
be estima.ted on tIle basis of tIle available literature to be about! inch. This is small
enough v.;. hen compared to tIle propeller dianleter to. be ignored in tIle present design~ The
potential ~o,v solu tiona-boll t the h nil \\"as used to estimate the inBo\\" to the propeller and
is shown in figure 6.4. Note that this wake is much less severe than that of the original
estimate.
The thickness of the propeller blade sections was also examined. Rough estimates of
the strength of materials ,vhich might be used for the propeller led to a decision tl1at
a blade thickness of one-third of an inch at the root would suffice. Since PLL imposes
a maximum ,value on the ratio of thickness to chord when determining the bla.de chord
lengths, the blade thickness distribution had an impact on the chord lengths for such a
lightly loaded propeller. These chord lengths in turn infi~enced the, visc.ous losses. \Vhen
these new parameters ,vere used -to eva.luate optimum propeller performance tIle results
shown in table 6.4 ~ere obtained.
A diameter of three feet \va.s no longer found to be optimum. The use of an even
larger diameter propeller was indicated. However, there was some concern over a propeller
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Diameter

RPJ\l

120

Horsepo\\·er

fEEt
3.0

:3.5
4.0

4..5
3..5

Optimum RP~1
0.28.5
106
0.283
83
0.282
67
57
0.282

I .90 I

0.284

Table 6.4: Estimated single propeller performance.
diameter considera.bly la.rger than the diameter of the l1ull. It \vas estimated that the
extend to a diameter of slightly over 3.5 feet and tllis ,,"as cll0sen a.s'
a limiting diameter for the propeller. A slightly higher than optimum propeller rotation.
rate of 90 RPi\f ,vas selected in order to better match \vhat ",ras expected to be the
"~ngines'5" most efficient pedalling rate.
Optimllffi circulation distributions for this operating condition were determined \\'ith
and without consideration of the presence of the hub. Tllese distributions are shown
in figure 6.5. Differences in performa.nce bet\veen the t\VO cases were predicted to be
negligible. The predicted chord lengths for the propeller ,yere qllite small, varying from
just under t\\~O inches nea.r the root to one-half inch near, tIle tip.
The next step in the propeller design process was to determine the propeller blade
geometry. Since the aspect ratio was found to be relatively large, the blade pitch and
camber could be estimated on the basis of classic'al lifting line 'theory. To do so the
velocities acting at the lifting lines are used as inflo,v to two-dimensional wing sections.
The local pitch and camber of these sections is selected so as to produce the desired radial
distribution of cir'culation. PLL provides such pitch and camber distributions under the
assu~ptit?n that the blade sections hav'e anNACA a = 0.8 meanline. Figure 6.6 gives
the radial 'distributions pitch and camber for the hubless and hubloaded models. Note
that these distributions are very similar.
Pitch and' c~mber distributio,ns \vhich include the three-dimensional, lifting surface
effects were also calculated. Included in figure 6.6 is the pitch and camber predicted by
the PBD-IO lifting ~urface design .code. Note that these distributions differ only slightly
from those predicted by PLL. This is due to the high blade aspect ratio. In many respects
this propeller is more like an aircraft propeller than a tJ'lJical marine propeller. The pitch
of all these distributions falls off at the hub due to the lower inflow velocities the~e. In
cont~ol surfaces \~;ould
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the case of uniform inflo\v the pitcll \vould be very nearly constant.
TIle pitcl1 and canl1)er distributions predicted'b~y PBD-IO were fa.ired in order to
obtain smooth distributions. These [aired distributions \\"ere used for the final propeller
and are also sho\vn in figllre 6.6. Figure 6.7 is a one-third scale plan 'vie\\T of the final
blade design. Figure 6.S' is a computer depiction of the final propeller design.
A table of offsets and full-scale dra\ving of the propeller blades \vere produced. Profiles
of the two-dimensional blade sections \vere also generated at a number of radii. These
profiles ,,,,ere used to construct gauges, \vhich \vere, in turn~ used to check the dimensions
of the actual blacle sections.
Two propeller bla.des \\"ere fal)ricated from .2fj"'l1)y 2~~ aluminum bar stock, by Derek
,:\1055, an undergraduate student at ~IIT. The rough planform \vas cut by a band sa\v.
?\ext, the suction side \",a.s milled until the desired t11ickness distribution ,vas approximatel~y achieved. The suction surface \vas then hand filed for smoothness. The h~lf
completed blade ¥.'as then carefully t\visted until the desired pitch distribution ,"as obtained. The riearl~y flat pressure side ,vas tllen hand filed to the design overall t11ickness.
This process led to blades ,vhich \vere \vi.tllin one-thousandth of, an inch of the design
geometry at the measured stations.
Additional blades were made from carbon-fiber. The mold used for this purpose \\'as
created from one of the aluminum blades. These carbon-fiber blades proved relia,l)le, and
most ~f the submarine operations have utilized these lighter, more flexible bladesr

6.1.4

Postscript

The team racing the submarine seemed quite satisfied witll their propeller. Alas, the race
itself did not go \\~ell. Sea conditions and underwater visibility on the day of the race
were not good by the time the i\IIT submarine was 'called on to perform. The submarine
experienced maneuv'ering difficulties \vhich those present attributed to the current and
poor visil~ilit~y. TIle propeller became fouled in an anchor line \\While rounding a mark and.
the MIT boat did not complete the COllrse.
However, the- race team seemed convinced that they had one of the fastest boats
present. Further, the boat was selected the best student design a.nd \vas awarded the
perpetual,trophj' of the American Society of Engineering Education. In view of the
cancellation of most of the in-the-\vater speed events at the Florida competition, this
design award \vas one of the few prizes awarded by the Perry Foundation not clouded by
the weather-induced contro\Tersy. At the time of this writing there are tentative plans to
perform a time trial. The possibility' of another race helq in better conditions has also

been discussed.

rh,e propelle~ designed for the humarl powered submarine is striking in its resen1blance
to an aircraft propeller,. This resembfance ~hoiIldnot be surprising since the dia.meter
limit.ations~ whicl} force typical marine propellers to much higher loadings and smaller
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Figure 6.7: One-third scale plan view of propeller blade designed f~r the human powered
submarine.
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Figure 6.8: C·omputer depiction of. human powered submarine propeller.
blade aspect ratios, were not present in this case. This propeller illustrates the importance
of an analytical approa.ch to propeller design. The use of series data would have led
toa more traditional marine propeller,of smaller diameter, with a significantly lower
predicted efficienc:y.The fact that the PLL algorithms led to Vv~hat appears to be the
appropriate design for this problem provides increased confidence in the design procedures
presented here.
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Figure 6.9: Computer depiction of a vane-\,·lleel propulsor.

6.2

A Comparitive Study of MarinePropulsors

The comparatiY€ study~ presented here is loosely· based on the parameters used for the
design of a va.ne-\\,heel propulsor described by Chen,. Reed and I{im [19]. The design
procedure \vhich the)r employed \\~as generall)' that described in this thesis .. They made
use of an ~arly version of the PLL code for their performance estima.tes and to determine'
optimum circulation distributions. The lifting surface theory dev1"eloped by Brockett [10J
was llsed to deter:q1ine the propeller blade geometries. They found relatively good agreement between the predicted performance of the vane-,vheel proptllsor and that mea.Sllred
in model tests.
In this st~dy· the current PLLcode is used to examine the relative efficiencies of various
propulsor alternatives for the same sllip operating condition. PLL is used to determine
optimum distributions of circu.lation and chord length. rypical values of blade thickness
and drag coefficient are assumed. TIle propulsor is required to generate a thrust of
553,600 lbs. and is to operate in a uniform inflow velocity of 34.81 ft/sec. The centerline
of t'he shaft is assumed to be submerged to a deptll of 30 ft.
First a· baseline pro'peller \vas considered. This propeller \vas taken to be fi\~e bladed
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I
hubless

hub loaded
hub unloa.ded

Js
0.762
O.74i

O.i47

liT
0.3022
0.290,)
0.2904

0.0.572

0.640

0.0549

0.629·

0.0547

0.632

Table 6.5: Baseline propeller forces.

and have a diameter of 21 ft. The rotor of the vane-,\~heel propulsor described in [19] is
also five bladed a~d of likediam~ter.The required thrust corr~sponds to CT = 1.325.
Optimum circulation distributions determined \vith and without the presence of the hub
considered are shown in figure 6.10. In both cases the PLL code was also used to determine the op~imum propeller rotation rate. \\Then the pr~sence of the hub ,","as considered
a hub unloaded circulation distribution \vas also examined and is sho\vn in figure 6.10.
Table 6.5 gives a summary of the performance results. The efficiency of the baseline
propeller will be assumed to be ." = 0.632, that of the hub unloaded distribution. This
value for efficiency agrees almost exactly ,vith that given in (19] for the rotor operating

alone, ",

= 0.633".

The efficiency· of varie-\vheel propulsor for this operatillg condition ,vas then exan1inoo.
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circulation distributions.

The rotor ~ras assumed to be five bladed and have a dialneter of 21 ft. The rotor RP!\,l
,vas chosen to correspond to J s =.0.7.5, very near that of the optimum single propeller.
Nine bladed vane \vheels with diameters 10, 20, 30 and 40 per<;ent larger than that of
the propeller \\~ere considered. Optimum circulation distril)utions for tIle rotor a.nd \Tane",·heels were determined. Figure 6.11 gives the vane-,vheel circulation distributions. A
contraction ratio of 0.83 was assumed for the propeller's slipstream and the vane-","heels
were located one-quarter of the rotor's diameter downstream of the rotor.
Table '6.6 gives the forces acting on the vane-wheel propulsors. All forces are' nondi·mensionalized with the diameter and rotation rate of the rotor. \\,"'hile the propeller's
RP1Yl was fix~d for each propulsor, the optimum vane-~~heel rotation ,vas d.etermined and
is al~o gj,~en if ta.ble 6.6. The overall propulsive efficienc~y of each propulsor is given in
this table along ¥lith the percenta.ge increase in efficiency· as compared with the baseline propeller. Note that as the diameter of the vane-wheel is increased the efficiency
.
'
Increases.
.
The vane-wheel designed by Chen et al [19] was 30% larger than the rotor and rotated
at 40% of the rotor '5 rotation ra:te . Forces for this vane-wheel propulsor are also given
in table 6.6. The rotation selected for this propulsor is quite close to the optimum value
as determined bjl PLL. In the design presented. in [19] the circulation distribution of the
vane-\vheel a.nd propeller ,vere unloaded at the hub. Forces from PLL with a similar
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Js

I KT

\!·ane-wheel 10% la,rger
rotor
0.750 0.2688 0.0,509
vane-,vheel 1.672 O.02.j9
0.0000

0.686

8..5

\Tane-VY"heel 20% larger

0.700

10.8

\fane-wheel :30% larger
0.7,50 0.2608 0.0494
vane-wheel 2.010 0.0317
0.0003

O.iD.5

11.6

\lane-lAJ"heel 40% larger
rotor
0.750 0.2619 0.0494
vane- ,,.l heel 1.999 0.0308 -0.0001
30% larger (hub unloaded)
rotor
0.750 0.2697 0.0504
vane-wheel 2.010 0.0235 -0.0001

0.708

12.0

0.696

10.1

30% larger (DTRC experiment)
a.i7I 0.2970 0.05.57
rotor
\Jwane- wheel 1.928 0.0170
0.0004

0.692

9..5

rotor
yane-\vheeI

0.7.50
1,9:31

0.2641

0.0288

0.0499
0.0003

rotor

Table 6.6: \Tane-\vheelpropulsor forces. \lalues are nondimensionalized with the diameter
and rotation of the rotor.
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Figure 6.12: Circulation distributions for the contrarotating propellers.
unloading are also presented in table 6.6 for a vane-\\rheel of the same diameter. The
efficiency increase of 10.1 % over the baseline propeller predicted by PLL is quite close to
the 9.5% measured by Chen et aL
Of course, in order to obtain tIle efficienc~y gains from the 'vane-wheel the phy·sical
arrangement of the ship and considerations of unsteady hull excitations must allow for
the larger vane-\\yheel diameter. If a vane-wheel \vith diameter greater than that of
the propeller is acceptable, a larger diameter propeller might also be indicated. PLL
,vas, therefore, used to consider a propeller "\\~ith diameter 1.3 times that of the baseline
propeller. The optimum rotation rate for this propeller was found to be 65% that of the
baseline propeller. The efficiency of the large diameter propeller is predicted to be 0.709
a 12% increase over that of the baseline propeller and a slight increase over the vane\\rheel pr"opulsor of like diameter. It should be noted that this large diameter, low RP~l
propeller would incur shaft diameter and weight penalties,- including the need for larger'
reduction ge'ars, etc. The hull excitat.ion from ,such a propeller might also be increased.
A contrarotating pair of propellers was also considered. They were assumed to have
the same diameter as the baselin~ propeller and be separated by a distance of one-quarter
propeller diameter. ,The for,vard- propeller was five bladed, the aft four. The propellers
\\1ere required to hq.ve equal and opp~site rotation and torque. The rotation rate was
specified to, be J s = 0.93.5 which corresponds to the optimum rate for a single propeller
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required to generate one-half the tllrust of the contrarotating pair. Figure 6.12 gives the
circulation distributions for the co~tra.rotating pair. The propulsor efficiency is 7] = 0.724,
a 14 ..5% increase over that of the baseline case.
Similarly a. stator operating do\\rnstream of the propeller ,vas considered. This posts,virl stator was taken to be nine bladed and have the same diameter as the propeller.
PLL was used to determine the optimum circulation distributions on ,the propeller statqr
as ,veIl as the propeller '5 rotation rate. Figure 6.13 gives the circulation distri butions.
The propeller's rotation was found to correspond to· Js = 0.86, 86% of the baseline
propeller's rotation rate. The efficiency of this combination was found to be "., .~ 0.696,
a 10% increase over that of the baseline propeller~The efficienc.y is comparable to that
of th~ van~-\vheel propulsor without the increased propulsor diameter.
A ducted single propeller was also considered. The propeller diameter was that of the
baseline propeller. The gap between the tip of the propeller blades and the inner surface
of the duct ~la~ taken to be zer9. The duct was assumed to develop 15% 'of the total
thrust and to have a chord lengtll of one-half the propeller's diameter. The propeller
operating condition ,vas J s = O. 7.5. T~e efficiency of this "ducted propeller was predicted
to be 1] = 0.679 a 7.5% increa.se over that of the baseline propeller.
Finall~y a. ducted propeller/stator\\"as investigated. The stator Vlas taken to have
the same qesign characteristics as the earlier propeller I stator combination. .~s for the
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C~T

= 0.6625

T}

%~1]

T/

0.7:33
0.779
0.80:3
0.779

6.3
9.6
6.3

Ducted Propeller
Ducted Propeller /Stator

0.746
0.797

1.8
. 8.7

I

0.70·5
O.i24
0.696
0.679
0.737

19.2 ~ 0.792

I

C~T

= 2.6.5

%~7]

17
0..508

o/(,!lry .

11.6
14.6
10.1

0.607
0.614
0..591

19.:j

20.9
16.:3

7.4
16.6

0.576
0.636

13.4
25.2

2.5.3 ~ 0.687

I 3.5.:3

O. 6~32

Single Propeller
\Tane-\\rl1eel Propulsor
Con trarot a tingPropellers
Propeller /Stator

"----_ _
~~_ct_u_at_-o_r_D_is_k_ _~ 0.874

CT = 1.32,5

~

Ta.ble 6.7: Performance summar~r for yarious propulsor alternatives. CT is based on the
diameter of the single propeller.
ducted single propeller~ the gap bet,veen the propeller blades was assumed to be zero as
\vas the gap between duct and the stator blades...A.gain the duct was required to develop
15% of the tota.l thrust a.nd t? ha.v·e a chord length of one-half the propeller's dia.meter.
The propeller operating condition was taken to be the same as that of the unducted
propeller/sta.tor, J s = 0.86. The efficiency of tllis ducted propeller/stator was predicted
to be 'I = 0.737 a 16.6% increase in efficiency over the baseline propeller.
Similar studies ,vere performed for the same conditions, but with required t11rusts
of one-half and t\vice tllat pre\riously described. Efficiencies for the various propulsors
for the three required thrusts are given in table 6.7. Percent increases o'ver the baseline
propeller for each C T a.re also given in tllis table.. The ideal or actuator disk efficiency
for each thrust coefficient is also presented .
.4..11 of the propulsor a.lternatives examined shovl tIle trend of decreased efficienc~r \vith
increased thrust coefficient apparent in the actuator disk results. The percent difference
in efficiency bet~een that of the single propeller and the ideal efficiency, the acttlator
disk result, increases with the thrust coefficient. This is a,n indication that the induced
loss~sincrease \,·itll the required thrust. If this is the case Vle would also expect the
percent increase in efficiency of the other propulsor alternatives to increase with the
thrust coefficient~ since the idea behind these propulsors is one of decreasing these losses.
This trend b,orne out inthe results presented in table 6.7. Note that all of the propulsor
alternatives show an efficiency gain over the single propeller.
Of the unducted propulsors the contrarotating propellers show the largest effi~iency
gains for each thrust coefficient. The efficiencies of the vane-\vheel propulsor and the
propeller/ stator combination are comparable for small CT , ho\vever, for larger thrusts
the vane \\theel shows -an efficiency" advantage. Since a propeller/stator arrangement is
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likel~l to be mechanically much simpler than a vane-\vheel propulsor such an arrangement
is probably preferred for small thrust coefficients. \\1hile the ducted single propeller
sho",~s efficiency ga.ins over the propeller a.cting alone~ these gains are smaller than those
predicted for the multiple stage propulsors. At all but the smallest v'alue of CT the
ducted propell~r/stator combination sho\yed the la.rgest gain in efficiency. For lightly
loaded propellers the \:-iscous drag of the duct is a not insignificant part of the total
drag. Since the stator blades could be used to attach the duct to the shaft a ducted
propeller / stator is not an unlikely combination.
The results shown in table 6.7 are fa.r from comprehensi\re. A number of the' design
para.meters used here were chosen arbi traril~y. The gains in efficiency predicted in t.a.ble 6.7
. should, ho,vever~ provide an indication of general trends for various propulsor alternatives.
They also g'ive a 'realistic indication of the magnitude of the efficienC)T gains which might
be expected.
The actual selection of the propulsor ty·pe for a given application must also include
consideration of ma.ny factors in addition to efficiency. Considerations of the ship'5
physical a.rrangement~ the cost of mantlfacture and maintenance of the v~rious propulsoTs
and of shafting a.nd reduction gears in the case of contra-rotating propellers, considerati~ns
of unstead~y forces, etc. must all be taken into account. For this reason the efficiency
result~ of this section ,viII be allowed t'o st~nd alone, without a discussion of the relative
merits of the variouspropulsor alternatives considered here~
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Figure 6.14: Computer generated depiction of a propeller operating behind a nonaxisymmetric, pre-swirl stator.

6.3

Design of a Nonaxisymmetric Pre-swirl Stator

In order to compare the performanc~ of an optimum propeller with an optimum propeller/stator ,the' described procedures are here used to carry out a sample design. The
design presented here is for a United States Coast Guard, 41 foot utility' boat. Larimer, et
al [71] reported on their experience with a propeller/stator on this b'oat. Further testing
and an economic analysis of the results has been presented by Sedat et al [96]. Analysis
of their prop'ell,er / stator and additional details of the design presented here are provided
in [22].
In this example a ne,v prop~lsor 'vas designed for a given shaft arrangement and
powering. The propeller rotation rate was selected to be 1250 R.P~1 at the design ship
speed of 23 knots. This operating condition was selected so that the engine would be
operating !lear the optimum point on its fuel map. From a regression of the full-scale
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trial data it was determined that the propulsor must generate 283:j Ibs. of thrust in order
to achieve the design. ship speed.
The inflo\v to the propeller was assumed to be radially uniform. Due to an inclination
of the propeller shaft and the trim of the boat, the flo\v at the propulsor was assumed to
be inclined by 13 degrees'. This flo\\' inclination results in a once per propeller revolution
variation of 22 ..5% of ship spee~ in the tangential and radial inflow veloci'ties seen by
a propeller operating alone. This fluctuation of the tangential inflow velocity in turn
produces unsteady forces and the possil)ility of unsteady' propeller cavitation. TIle nonaxisymmetric stator ,vas to be designed in such a ,vay so as to both increase the overall
propulsor efficiency and reduce the varia.tion in tangential inflo\v velocity at the propeller.

6.3.1

A Propeller Design

A propeller for operation without a sta.tor was designed for comparative purposes before
going on to the design of the propeller/stator. The PLL lifting line code \\"as llsed to
investigate the effect of different numlJers of propeller blades on propulsive efficiency.
Propellers of 3, 4~ 5 and 6 blades \vere investigated. In each case PLL was used to
determine the optimum propeller diameter as ,veIl as the circulatio.n distributions and
chord lengths. The distributions of blade .thickness, skew and rake as well as the hub
diameter was chosen to be the same as that used for tIle baseline propeller tests of [71].
These quantities along \\'ith the chord, pitch and camber of the new design are given in
table 6.8
The optimum propellerdia.meter, required horsepo\ver and efficiency of the various
propellers is given in table 6.9. The design process \vas continued ","ith the three bladed
propeller. The PED-IO code \vas used to ~nd the blade pitch and camber needed to
generate the load distribution determined from PLL. The geometry of this propeller is
given in table 6.8. The geometry of tIlis propeller is further illustrated,in figures 6.15
and 6.16. '

6.3.2

Propeller/Stator Design

For this example much of the propeller/stator geometry was assumed to be known. The
stator was specified to be five bladed with adiameter of20i ches. Table 6.10givesother
Il
specified stator geometric quantities. The propeller chord, thickness, ,skew and rake are
taken to be that of the baseline 'propeller tests of [71] and are gj'ven in table 6.11. PLL
was used to determine the o,ptimum propeller diameter as well as· optimum circulation
distributions for both the propeller and stator. The stator was here assumed to be
axisymmetric an,d t~ have the samehllrJ diameter as the propeller.
Since an image sys~ern of vorticitj"r ,vas used to represent the hub in PLL, the circulation distributions for both the 'propeller and stator showed the expected hub load-
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radius

r/R
O.12.j,j
0.2000
0.3000
0.4000
0.·5000
0.6000
0.7000
0.8000
0.9000
0.9.500
1.0000

pitch
PjD
1.2304
1.170S.
1.1608
1.1624
1.1-196
1. ~ :381
1.1272
1.1027
1.05:34
1.0160
0.9681

;ske,v

rake
rake/D

degr~es

-0.017:3

0.00

0.1626

-0.0161
-0.0144
-0.0128
-0.0111

~4.4S

0.2078
0.2670

-0.009·5
-0.0079
-0.0062

-0.0046
-0.0037

-0.0029

-5.38
-4.6,)
-3 ..56

-2.24
-0.20
2.81
7.01
9.63
12.63

chord

c/D

0.3241
0.:3780
0.4271
0.4671
0.4809
0.4385
0.3700
0.0000

camber
~fo/ c
0.0244
0.0313

0.0286
0.0285
0.0244
0.0211
0.0196
O.Oli3

0.0204
0.0267
0.0;336

thickness

tiD
0.0346
0.0321
0.0288
O.02.j5
0.0222
0.0189
0.0157
0.0124
0.0091
0.0074

0.00.58

Table 6.8: Geometry of propeller designed for 1250RP~I· at 23 knots. This propeller is
2.5.44 inches in diameter and has 3 blades. It is predicted to develop 2835 Ibs. of thrust
for 286.3 SHP.

Number
of Blades

3

4
5
6

Diameter

feet
2.12
2.03
1.97
1.92

SHP

efficiency

286.3
286.6
287.8
289.4

0.710

0.709
0.707
0.703

Table 6.9: Optimum propeller diameter, SHP and efficiency as determined by PLL fot
propellers
with . vary'ing number of blades.
.
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Figure 6.1·5: Plan vie\v of the 3-1)laded propeller geometry as determined by PLL a.'nd

PBD-IO.

Figure 6.16: ·A depiction of the PBD-IO vortex lattice for the 3-bladed propeller.
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radius

chord

rake

skew

thickness

r/R

c/D

dEgrees

tiD

O.237.j

0..5222

rake/ D
-0.2611

0.3000
0.4000
0..5000
0.6000
0.7000
0.8000
0.9000
0.9·500

0.4862
0.4286
0*:3710
0.3134

0.00
-0.82
-2.14
-3.4,5
-4.77
-6.09
-7.42

0.0393
0.0377
0.0352
0.0327
0.0301
0.0270
0.0234
0.0190

1.0000

0.25·56
0.1982
0.1406
0.1118
0.0830

-0.2431
-0.2143
-0.185,5

-0.1567
-0.1278
-0.0991
-0.070:3
-0.0.559
-0.041.5

-8.i5
-9.41
-10.00

0.016.5
0.0138

T'able 6.10: Stator bla.de chord, rake~ ~ke,v and thickness at radii for input to the computer
codes.

', ...

radius

r/R
0*123

0.200
0.300
0.400
0.500
·0.600
0·.700
0.800

0.900
0.9·50
1.000

rake
rake/D
-0.0173
-0.0161
-0.0144
-0.0128

-0.0111
-0.0095
-0.0079

-0.0062
-0.0046
-0.0037
-0.0029

..,'.

skew

chord

camber

thickness

degrees

c/D
0.1239

laic

' tiD

0.00
-4.48

-5.38
-4.6.5
-3.56
-2.24

-0.20
2.81
7.01
9.63
12.63

0.1731
0.2349
0.2927
0.3442
0.3852
0.4063
0.3898
0.3128
0.2318
0.0000

0.0961
0.0789

0.0598
0.0444
O.032i
0.0245
0.0194
0.0162
0.0138

O.012i
0.0113

0.0346
0.0321
0.0288
0.02·55
0.0222
0.0189
0.0157
0.0124
0.0091
0.0074
0.00.58

Table 6.11: Kondinl;ensional rake, ske\v, ellord, eaml)er and thickness as a function of
radi'us for propeller 'of the propeller / stator pair'.
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Figure 6.17: Optimum circulation distributions as p_r~dictedby PLLfor propeller/stator.
ing. Figure 6.17 S}10\VS tllese circulation distributions along \vith distributions for a. propeller/stator pair'for \vllicll the presence of the hub \vas ignored. The optimum propeller
diameter ,vas 'fotlnd to be 22..5 inches. The propeller "·as predicted to absorl) 270.-1 SlIP,
corresponding to an efficiency of 0.752. This is an increaseirt efficiency of just tInder six
percent o\ter ~hat of the optimum three bladed propeller.
Next the 'propeller pitch and cam~er needed to generate the desired circulation' distribution was determined.' At the time this design was carried out the PBD-l1 code
was note available. Therefore, the PBD-IO code wa~ modified so as to include an image'
system of vorticity in order to represent the hub. This modified version of PBD-IO was
used to determine th-e blade pitch and _camber presented in table 6.12. The inflo\v to the
propeller was taken to be the velocity field induced by the stator as determined by PLL.
Figure 6.18 gives a plan view of the propeller.
'
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ra.dius

pitch

camber

rlR

P/D

laic
0.03.52
0.0604

O.14~32

0.8674

0.2000

0.9·518

0.3000
0.4000

1.0609
1.1328
1.1709
1.1918

0.·5000
0.6000
O.iODO
0.8000

0.9000
0.9,500
1.0000

1.2028
1.2035
1.1956
1.1911
1.1489

0.0483
0.03:39

0.02,51
0.0199
0.0180
0.0185
0.0231
0.0306
0.0503

Table '6.12: Pitch and camber distributions as determined by the version of PBD-IO
mo'dified to include an image representation of the hub.

Figure 6.18: Plan viev; of the propeller designed for operation with" the pre-swirl stator.
.
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Next PLL "vas used to investigate the effects of nonaxisJ~mmetryin the stator design.
The stato~ blades ~?ere placed on the side of the' propuIsor disk \vhich experienced decreased tangential velocity due to the flo\v inclination. Blades were placed at angular
positions of 27 degrees, 72 degrees, 117 degrees, 162 degrees and 207 degrees from top
dea.d center. The circulation on each of the blades ,vas taken to be the mean circulation,
of the axis)rmmetri.<:.d,esign multiplied by a scale factor. The two outer blades~ located
at 27 degrees a.nd 207 degrees, were given 90 percent of the mean per blade circulation.
The blades at 72 degrees and 162 degrees carried the mean per blade circulation and the
central blade 120 percent of the mean. Thus, the overall mean per blade loa.ding \va.s
that of the axisy'mmetric stator as deternlined by PLL.
PLL was then used to calcula_te tIle velocities and forces of the nonaxisynlmetric
stator. Total stator forces predicted for the nonaxisYll1metric stator were found to be
in good agreement ,,·itll those of the equiy'alent axisy'mmetric stator. Figure,6.19 gives
the mean tangential inflo\v velocities at the plane of the propeller operating ,,"ith and
,,:ithout the stator. Kate the. substantia.l reduction in the tangential ,""elocity fluctuation
at the inner ra.dii.
In an effort to furtller quantify ho\\' n1uch the stator io'evened out~· the inflo\v to the
propeller, the unsteady variation in the propeller's angle of adv'ance was calculated. T~is
pitch angle includes the inflo\v velocitj~, th~ propeller's rotation and tIle velocit)~ indllced
by th~ stator on the propeller, but does not included the ,velocity induced by the propeller
on the stator.
/=1 (

fJr,

8) -tan.
_
-1
.

(
T

l:t

~ia (r. 0) + U a (r, O)stato.r ..... )

(r~

0)

+ Ut (r~ O)st.at.or + wr
.

.

(6.1 )

•

This angle ca.n be thought of as the local blade angle of attack.
Figure 6.20 plots tIle maximum variation in advance angle vs . radius. One. curve is
pitch angle
for the propeller operating alone. Nate that the magn_itude of the v'ariation
is much larger at the hub than at the tip. At the' outer radii the rotational velocity is
dominant'. Results for the propeller operating in the mean tangential velocity field of the
stator are also presented. Since the tangential velocity field near the hub is increased,
the fluctuation of the advance angle is some\vhat reduced. Finally' results are shO\\'ll for
the ptopelleroperating downstream of the nonaxis~,~mmetric stator. Note the further
reduction in the fluctuation of the advance angle, especially in the vicinity of the hub.
The current stator clea.rly reduces the excursion in ta.ngential velocity near the hub,
but has little effect near the tip ,of the propeller. If a reduction of unsteady cavitation or
forces were an overriding concern a larger diameter stator ,,~ith more blades and increased
tip loading could be designed. _Such a stator would, ho\vever, result in a substantial
decrease in the overall propulsor efficiency due to increased viscous losses associated
with a necessar}T increase in blade area.
Finally the actual blade geometry of the nonaxisymmetricstator had to be determined. Before the stator analysis and design code, SSF -1, could be used. for tllis ptlr-

in
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Figur 6.19:' Angular variation in tapgential velocity at the plane of the propeller presented at a number of radii. The dashed line is the inflow due to the 13 degree flow
inclination. The solid line is the same flow as modified by the pre-swirl stator design.
The velocities are nondimensionatized with the ship speed and the radii \vith the propeller
radius.
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Figure 6.20: Radial distribution of maximum v"ariation in propeller advance angle.
pose, the difference in hub diameter bet,veen the stator and the propeller had to be taken
into a'ccount. The circulation distributions of the stator blades, determined under the
assumption of equa.l hub diameters~ \vas related to the circulation distributions of the
a.ctual stator with its larger hub diameter by a application of equation 3.15.
SSF-l was then used to find the pitch and camber \vhich provided the desired circulation distribution on each the stator blades. Table 6.13 gives these distributions.
Figure 6.21 sho\vs ayortex lattice representation of this geometry. .~ computer generated depiction of the final propeller/stator design is provided in figure 6.14.
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radius

r/R
0.237
0.300
0.400
0.500

0.600

Pitch 4~ngle (degrees) for bla.de at
....)0
207 0
162 0
117 0
-(
1-

')-0

80 ..j.)
82.60
8.j.40
87.6.j
89.34

O.iOa
0.800
0.900
0.950
1.000

90.6i
91.0.5
91.08

0.2:37
0.:300
0.400

0.1,57

90.88
90.5·j

0.137
0.110

83.54
85.98
89.4,)

92.42
94.91
96.90
98.39
99.40
99.72

0.113

0.092

0.600

0.077
0.068
0.065
0.068

0.700

0.800
0.9.50

0.062
0.066
0.070

1.000

D.Oi.)

0.900

93.80
96.76
99.08
100.74

101.33

7:3.01
76.2·5
80.90
84.95
88.39
91.23
93.47
9.5.10
95.68
96.12

99.91. 101.76
Camber (fo/c)
0.160
0.147 G.IO.S
0.140
0.130 O.09.j

0.,500 . 0.089

0.074
0.06.5

77.57
81.00
8fJ.92
90.18

0.072
O.Oi7

0.108
0.091

0.079

0.073
0.072
0.076
0.080
0.086

0.081
0.070
0.062

0.0.57
O.O·5.j
0.056
0.058
0.060

68.46
70.77
74.19
77.28
80.05
82.49
84.62
86.42
87.20
87.90
0.087
0.079
0.068

0.0.57
0.051

0.0.50
0.0.52
0.054

0.0.56
0.050

Table 6.13: ,Pitch and can1ber distributions for the nonaxisjTmmetric stator blades as
determined by ·SSF-l
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Figure 6.21: DeI)iction of the nonaxis~ymmetric stator design. \liews of the stator from'
the front and fromabov"e
are presented.
!
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Ducted Propeller Designs

In the two examples \vhich follo\v the described procedures are used to d'etermine duct and
propeller geometries. In each case the required forces and propeller operating conditions
are taken as given, as are man~y of the geometric quantities. The focus of theses examples
is on finding the optimum propeller load distribution, the propeller's pitch and camber
w4ich realizes this distribution, a.nd the duct angle and camber which provid(:' the required
division of thrust.

6.4.1

Zero Gap Case

'In this example the effective gap bet\veen tIle tip of the propeller blade and tIle inner
surface of the duct \\~ill lJe conside.r~d as equal to zero. Here the propeller is to operate
at an advance coefficient of J = 'ls/(nD) = 0.6 and the duct/propeller is to generate a
tota.l thrust given by a t11rust coefficient of C T = T/(!pl.ilA o} = 2.0. Five percent of the
total thrust is to be generated by the duct, i = Tpj(Tp + Tn) = 0.9·5. The inflo\v, to the
propulsor is here taken to be uniform and equal to the shjp speed, Vs.
\'le also specifj! much of the duct and propeller geometry. The distribution of propeller
thickness and chord are specified as those employ"ed in theWageningen KAt\. series [Ill],
and are presented in table 6.14. The skew and rake of the propeller are set equ"al to zero.
The chordwise thickn¢ss andcaITIber distributions are given by a modified NACA-66
thickness form [7] and a N~~CA a = 0.8 meanline [1]. This mean line and thickness form'
are also used for the duct. The chord length of the duct is the same as the radius of the
propeller. The maximum thickness of tl1e duct is taken to be fifteen percent of the chord.
The center-plane of the propeller is located at the duct mid-chord.
F'irst a duct of the desired thickness and zero angle of attack was run in uniform
inflow. The velocities at the plane of the propel1e~ were then used as the in~ow in the
lifting-line model. TIle lifting-line code was then run in order to determine the optimum
'propeller ~irculation distribution~Thiscirculation distribution is presented in figure 6.23.
Note that the circulation at the blade tip does not falloff to zero. The presence to this
tip loading -implies, that the propeller circulation_ must be transferred to the duct and is
not shed' into the wake as a tip vortex.
An initial estimate of the propeller blade pitch was made by adding an angle of attack
determined f;rom 2.. D ",ring theory to the hydrodynamic pitch angle. The first guess at the
blade camber was also determin,ed from 2-D wing theory. _Streamlines from the liftingline model were used to deterrp.ine a. first guess of 10 degrees for the angle of attack 'of'
the neutral duct.
The combined lifting-surface/panel method was then used to anal:yze this propellerduct geometr:y. The ,resulting propeller circulation distribution and the total circulation
abo~t the duct were used to adjust the geometry of both the duct and propeller. This
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Figure 6.22: Ducted propeller \vith zero gap bet\veen blade tip and duct.

radius

chord

thickness

r/R

c/D

tol D

0.182
0.300
0.400
0.500
0.600

0.179
0.208
0.232

0.039
0:031
0.023
0.016
0.015
0.015

D.iOn
0.800
0.900

0.254
0.273
' 0.288,

0.299
0.306

0.950 ' 0.308
1.000
0.309

0.015
0.015
0.015
0.015

·Table 6.14: Radial chord and thickness dis~ributions for the zero-gap propeller.
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Figure 6.23: Circulation distributions at the plane of the propeller ,,"itll zero gap l)et,,,,een
duct and propeller. G = r /(rr Dl's).

process \\J"as repeated several times until' the ~verage circulation ab.out the duct was
'negligible and the propeller circulation was nearly equa.l to the optimum distribution.
T'able 6.15 gives the initial and final propeller pitch and ca.mber distributions. The initial
duct angle was 10 degrees. The duct angle which actually achieved zero net duct circulation is 14 degrees. This difference is not unexpected due to the strong propeller/ duct
interaction when there is no gap between duct and propeller ..Figure 6.24 illustrates the
final propeller blade geometry and figure 6.22 shows the duct and propeller geometr~y as
discretized for the analysis code.
The f,orees acting on· the propeller' and duct are presented in table 6.16. \'Then calculating these forces the viscous drag on both the duct and propeller blade sections was
computed \yith an assumed 2-D airfoil drag coefficient of CD = D /( !pvrgc) = 0.008,5.
Forces predicted from the lifting line model and from the anal)1sis of the final blade
geometry are shoVtrn in table 6.16.
Note that the neutral duct very nearly generates the required five percent of the
total thrust. This force is not assoc.iated ,vith the total circulation around. the duct, but
rather with the local duct-propeller interaction. In this zero-gap case the propeller-duct
interaction is quite strong and this force relatively large ..The character of this interaction
can be seen in the pressures on the innrt duct surface shown in figure 6.25. The jump
in pressure fro~ one side of the propeller blade, () = 0 d~grees, to the other side, (J = 72
degrees, is indicative of this interaction. Note that there is no pronounced suction peak
at t,he d.uet's leading edge, \\rhich indicates that the duct is close to its ideal angle of
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radius

r/R
0.182
0.300
0.400
a.·jOG
0.600
0.700
0.800,
0.900

0.9·50
1.000

pitch PI D
final
in] tial
0.6273 O.i860
0.9096 0.9820
O.96·j7 0.9987
0.9804 0.99.54
0.9919 0.994,5
1.0025 0.9910
1.01.)--1 1.006·5
1.0:351 1.0350
1.0469 1.0380
1.0608 1.0220

camber ialc
initia.l
final

0.0000

0.0000

0.0237

0.0289

0.02.55

0.0310
0.0272
0.0252

0.0232

0.0204
0.0178
0.0156

0.0137
0.0129
0.0129

0.0220
0.0194
0.0172
0.0165
0.0165

. Table 6.15: Radial pitch and camber distributions zero-gap propeller.

Figure 6.24: Propeller blade geometry for the zero-gap design .

....

lifting-line
final anal~ysis

!{r
0.283
0.2"86

j\Q

CT duct

CT total

T

0.0,514

0.1051

2.105

0.950

0.0509

0.1027

2.126

0.952

Table 6.16: Total forces a.cting on the zero-ga.p propeller/duct.
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Figure 6.2,5: Pressure coeffi~ients on the inner surface of the zero-gap duct. The circumferential coordinate is given in degrees and run,s from the suction side of one propeller blade to the pressure side of the:next. The chordwise coordinate varies along
helical strips aligned with the blade tips. The duct pressure coefficient is defined as
C p = (p - poo)/(~pV§).

1,50

Figure. 6,,26: Chord\vise circulation distrib~tions on the propeller blade for 'the zero gap
design.
attack.
The propeller circulation distribution from final analysis i~ plotted in figure 6.23
along \vith the optimum circulation distribution.. If the velocities at the plane of the
propeller lifting lines are input back into the circulation optimization algorithm a ne\v
optimum distribution can be obtained. This distribution is also shown in figure 6.23.
Note that the three circulation distributions are very nearly the .same. Figure 6.26 sho\\'rs
tIle distribution. of bound votticity on the propeller blade. Note that, with the exception·
of the tip section, the blade appea~s to be operating at its ideal angle of attack.
The thrust generated by the duct/propeller interaction very nearly~ equals the desired
duct,thrl;lst. For tllis reason noa.dditional camber or angle of atta.ck was added to the
duct.

6.4.2

Finite Gap Case

In this example the gap between. the tip of the propeller and the duct is five percent of
the propeller ra.dius. The propeller is to operate at an advance coefficient ofJ = 0.89
and, the du·ct/propeller is to generate ~ total thrust given by CT = 0.69. Ten percent of
this thrust is to be generated on the duct,. ie., T = O.90.The inflow to the propulsor is
again taken to be uniform a~d equal to the ship speed, ~lS.
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radius

chord

thickness

r/R

c/D

0.182

0.2022
0.2846
0.:3456

tal D
0.043:3
0.0:376
0.0:328

0.3959
0.4323
0.4487
0.4417
0.4020

0.0280
0.0232
0.0184
0.0136
0.0088

0.342:3
0.1,500

0.0064
0.0040

0.:300
0.400
0..500
0.600

0.700
0.800
0.900
0.950
1.000

Table 6.17: Radial chord and thickness distributions for the five percent gap propeller.
The skew and rake of the propeller are set equal to zero. The propeller chord and
thickness distributions are given in table 6.17. The chord,vise thickness and camber
distributions are given by a modified NACA-66 tllickness form [i] and a NAC .~·o = 0.8
meanline [1]. This mean line and thickness form are also used for the duct. Again the
propeller is to be located at the duct midchord and the duct chord is taken to be equal
to the propeller radi us.
For this design the same general procedure \\"as follo\ved as for the zero-ga.p case.
. Figure 6.27 presents the optimum propeller circulation distribution predicted by' the
lifting-line code. Note that the circulation falls off to zero at the propeller tip when there
is a nonzero ga.p bet\veen duct and propeller. Again the pitch and camber distributions
which provide the required circulationdist.ribut~oninside of the neutral duct are estimated, as is the duct angle. After five iterations of analysis and modifications to the
propeller a.n~ duct a neutral duct design was arrived at. Figure 6.28 gives the propeller
geometr_~y. The neutral duct angle is 4.5 degrees, compared \vith an illitial estimate from
the iifting line streamlines of 2.25 degrees.
The forces from analysis of the neutral duct/propeller and from the lifting-line method
are presented in table 6.18. Notice th.at the force acting on the neutral duct is quite small
compared to that generated in· the case of zero-gap between duct and propeller. This
time camber and angle will have to be added to th~ duct to produce the desired div'ision

of thrust.
,After nine iterations of modifying duct angle and camber in order to achieve the
desired duct thrust, and of changing the propeller b~ades' pitch and camber to achiev'e the
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Figure 6.27: Propeller circulatjon for the five percent gap design.

Figure 6.28: Geometry of five-pe~cent gap propeller inside of the neutral dllct.
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lifting-line~

'no rings
neutral duct analysis
lifting-line
final duct analysis

J\T
0.193
0.196
0.19:3
0.191

I{Q

0,0442

0.0466

0.0,515
O.O.jl.5

C'T duct
0.0000
0.0099
0.0690
0.0743

C r total

r

O~621

l~OOO

0.641
0.690
0.690

O.9S!)
0.900

0.892

Table 6.18: Total forces acting on the five percent gap propeller/duct.

Figure 6.29: Geometry of five-percent gap propeller illside of the thrusting duct.
desired propeller circulation, a final design \vas obtained. Figure 6.29' gives the propeller
geometry and figl.lre 5.10 shows the geometry use~ in the propeller/duct analJ~sis code.
The final duct angle \vas 3.85 degrees\\·itll the maximum duct camber 2.9 percent of the
duct chord.
The forces acting on this final duct design are given in table 6.18 along with those for
the neutral duct. forc.es predicted by the lifting line model are also presented. Kote the
close· agreement between the lifting line prediction and the anal)~sis of the final design.
The propeller cirClllation distribution from final analysis is plotted in figure 6.27 along
\\tith the opti,mum circulation distribution. The circulation distribution obtained by using
the velocities from the fin,al analysis 'in the optimization procedure is also presented in
figure 6.27" As \-vas the case for the zero ga.p design the three distributions are very nearly

the same.

Chapter 7.
Concluding Remarks
~Iuch of the ~Tork presented here isa synthesis of the efforts .of earlier researchers. FollO\\Ting is a list of 'A'"hat the allthor considers to be some of the key ne'" developments of

this effort.
• The development of circulation optimization algorithms for multiple sta.ge propulsors and the inclusion of hub a.nd duct effects in these algorithms.

• The development and synthesis of a lifting line code which can treat a ,,'"ide range
of propulsor t)Tpes in a consistent manner.
• The development of a relatively simple model for tIle ducted propeller which takes
into account both the "end-plate" and "accelerating'" effects of ducted propell~rs:
• The demonstration of a design procedure for ducted propellers in which the bla.de
and duct geometry is determined so as to produce a specified blade circulation
distribut.ion
and distribution of thrust bet\veen duct and propeller.
.
.

• The description of the propeller design process using modern methods with and
empha.~is
the design of nontra.ditiona.l propulsors.

on

7.1

Future Considerations

The circulation optimization procedu're presented here makes use of a classical variational
approach to the constrained optimization problem. This problem can also be attacked by
numerical methods for nonlinear programming. The literature on such methods is vast.
~Ia,ny methods ~llo\\'" for the possibility of inequalit:y constraints. These are of particular
interest. £A. constraint~. by' wa.y of exa.mple, on tip vortex ca.vitation could be formulated
in terms of some function of circulation being less than a specified value. The circulation
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optimization proced ure could then be made to consider cavitation inception as \\~ell as
,efficiency.'
The important concept to be carr"ied over fron1 tllis thesis to a new optimization
algorithm is the idea of entering the method \\~ith a discretized version of the constrained
optimization problenl. ~A. discrete formulation of the problem a.llovls for the consideration
of propulsor geometries of theoretica.ll}· unlirnited complexit~y. Propulsors of more than
two stages, or more unusua.l propulsor configurations such as vertical axis propellers or
sculling oars could be investigated. The discrete formulation of the problem also makes
it a relatively· simple matter to cha.nge details of the model \\~llich is used to represent
the propulsor. The importance of this ca.pability can be seen in the use in this thesis
,of panel method representations for the duct and hub to confirm the results of simpler
procedures.
An _optimization procedure \\911icl1 incorporates a. more complete representation of the
propeller and its trailing vortex wake might be of interest. In such a procedure the shape
of the chordwise distribution of circulation could be sp-ecified with its ma.gnitude varying
radially in some unkno\vn manner. The blade geometry would be linearized about some
reference geometry much as is done in current lifting surface design procedures. Such an
optin1ization procedure \vould provide the complete propeller blade geometry and could
more accurately model the propeller's \\~ake geometr)r.
The current lifting surface blade desig'n procedures are some\\"hat inflexible. T11is
does not appear to be due to an)~ limitation imposed b~· the underl~ying theory, but
rather to the structure of the computer codes, which-from the perspective of advances
in computing capability-were written quite long ago. A more modular, lifting surface,
design and analysis code vVllich COllld handle a \-vide variety" of propulsor t)~es \vould
complement the PLL lifting line procedures.
PLL does not automatically a.llo\\l' for hub diameters which differ between propulsor
components. ~lodifications to the code in order to allo\\" for this possibility would enhance
its usefulness.
In·the current work unsteady propulsor forces·and cavitation·\vere only briefly touched
upon. Since they' play a crucial role iIi many design applications this is done \\·i th some
regret. Unsteady analysis procedures for a single propeller opera.tion in nonuniform inflow
have beeri.·developed [61] [55]. The use of such procedures for the anal~ysis of the unsteady
interaction between components of multiple stage propulsors should be investigated and
new procedures -developed if necessar~.

7.2

Some Final Remarks on Propulsor Design

There are frequently exa.mples of propulsor

geometr~y for \\~hicl1

dramatic increases in
efficiency are cited. Such claims are usually true, but onl~y in some limited sense. ·For

example substantial efficiency i1fcreases ,rere measlired for a propellerfpre-,s\\"irl stator
COllll)ination tested on a l~SCG -11 foot utility boat [71]. These large gains ,,,"ere relative
to the propeller in current service ..:\ significant fraction of these gains was also aCllie\ted
simply by use of a. better propeller..-\ subsequant investigation showed that under current
economic conditions the best option for this boat is a ne,v propeller, but no stator vanes

[96].
The genera.l design procedures described in this thesis provide tools for exa:mining
,such claims. The PLL code is particularly \\"ell suited for the realistic evaluation of many
propulsor geometries. In the case of the utility boat mentioned above the PLL proce- ,
duresconfirm t ha t only relati vely sm~ll efficiency ga.ins are possible for a propeller / stator
,combination over'a.n optimum single propeller [22].
In section 6.2 a. nUll1ber of propulsors designed for several operating conditions \\~ere
examined. The results presented in table 6.7 sho\v tllat dramatic. ga.ins in efficiency oyer
an optimum sillgle propeller are only possible ,,-hen the induced losses, and tllerefore
the blade loadings, are large. If the design constraints allo,v the propeller to be lightly
loaded, the potentia.l gains in efficiency for novel propulsor geometries are small.
In chapter 3 it \vas sl10,vn that drag associated \vith loadillg at the hub of a single
propeller can significa.ntl~y reduce the overall proptdsiv'e efficiency. For this reason the
propeller should be unloaded at the hub. Traditional, constant pitch propellers often
ha."e si'gnificant h~b loading~ a.s do many 'propellers designed with computer methods
\vhieh do not account for the presence of the hub. Hub boss fins have been proposed as a
means of increasing propulsive efficienc~y [3-1]. These are small radius blades which rotate
~'ith the propeller a.nd are placedbet\veen the propeller lJlades. A lifting line analysis
of such a configuration sho\ved no efficiency' increase. The)! could be used, ho,vever, to
unload the hub. Of course, a propeller designed so that the hub \vas properly unloaded
l;\tould not benefit from the use· of such hub boss fins.
\\?'ith the exception of hub unloading the procedures presented in this thesis recover
traditional, results for circulation and blade geometry of single propellers. Ho\vever. these,
procedures can also be used for the design and e\·aluation of less traditional propulsor
alternatives such as contrarotating and 'ducted propellers. They can also be used to design
propellers for' unus.ua.l operating conditions, such the propeller for a huma.n po\vered
submarine described in section 6.1. A design method \vhich is sj~stema.tic and provides
consistent reslilts over a \vide range of propulsor t)rpes is essential for the eva.lua.tion of
the use of !10ntra.ditional propulsors. The method presented in this thesis is intended to
fulfill this role. '
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Appendix A
Velocity Calculation Algorithms
A.I

Self-Induced Velocities

Hsin [,51] compared severa] metllocls fo.r tIle calculation of the self-induced velocity. He
found the Lerbs- \\"rench asymptotic forn1ulas to be both the fastest and most accurate
of the methods.
If t~e vortex system is assumed to lJe purely helical and to extend infinitely' far in
both the upstream and do,vnstream directions, then the flo\v is independent of the helical
coordinate. Thus" the flow is two-dimensional in terms of rand O.
The potential problem for this t~ype of flow Was posed by Goldstein [40] and solved
independently by !{a,\vada [,54] and'Lerbs[73]. A derivation may be found in Appendix I
of Lerbs' paper.
The res,ulting potential ca~ be expressed in terms of infinite sums of modified Bessel
functions. For internal flow (r c :5 r v):
<p.
I

Z
= -.-..;
2
I

+

.Z211" 1 {xh + 2hr ";;;1
~ ImZ (rnZ)
. (mZrJ )} ,
Trc. K ,mz (rnZ)
Trv x sm
v

and for external flow (r c

4>e·

(A.l)

> r v ):

=

(A.2)
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v

\",here h = Tv tan (3, and
= r.p - x/h and I is the modified Bessel function of the first,
kind, K is the modified Bessel function of the second kind. Here;' is the strengt hof the
trailing vorticity, r v is the radius of the vortex and r c is the radius of the control point.
For axial and ta.ngential components of induced ",-elocities, the effect of the vortex
s~~stem bet\veen T = -':)0 and x = 0.. the plane of t.he lifting line, is equal tO,the effect
of the vortex system bet\veen x = 0 and x = 00, therefore:

1 oiP
2r oc.p

(.;\.3)

Ut= - -

Thus, the axial a.nd tangential velocities induced by Z llelical \~ortex lines of unit strength
'can be expressed as follo'vs:

for

Tc

:5 r v ;

\vhere
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=

F2

=

n.Z
,712
Enlnz{ Trc)K
nz {Trv);
~

nZ
nZ
LnKnz(Trc)I~z(Trv).

,00

(A.6)

n=l

Note that these are the influence functions for a single 11elical element of trailing vorticity.
These influence functions can be combined to form velocities induced by the complete
vortex horseshoe, since the bound vorticit~y induces no velocities on the lifting lines.

u:(m,p) u;(m,p) =

ua(m, p) - ua(m,p

+ 1),

Ut(nl,p) - Ut(m"p

+ 1).

(.~.7)

( ~~.S)

The numerical results obtained by Lerbs [73] and \\lrench [122] [83J were derived
through the use of asymptoti~ formulas for th'e modified Bessel functions of the first and
second kind 'I ~.nd K. \\rr~nch's ,a.pproach gives better accurac)r and has been us€'d in the
subroutine LERBS of the propeller lifting line progra.ms LLL2 and PLL:
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F2

:::::

1 (1 + Y5 ) 0.25 {
1 .
'-2Zyo 1 +y2
U-l

1 [ 9Y5 + 2
3 y 2 - 2 ] 1 "(1
1 ~}
-242 (l+yJ)1.5+ (1+y2)1.5 n +U-l)) ,

(.~.9 )

,",,,here

(.;\.10 )

and

y=

1
,Yo =-r v tan 13
tanJ3
Tc

(/\.11)

Hsin al~o sho\ved that the calculation of propeller induction factors with this proce-

dure should be performed with double precision numerics.

A.2

Circumferential 'Mean Velocities

The time-avera.ged velocities induced by' one propulsor component on the other aTe equal
to the circumferential mean velocities calculated in the rotating reference frame of that
component.
A horseshoe vortex of strength r '~li th lat tice points at radii r VI (p - 1) and r VI (p)
will, by Kelvin's theorem, induce a ta.ngential circumferential mean velocity on a control
point, at radius rcJ(m.) of the other component, of:

u·t]J" (m n) =

{

0,
0,

5>0,
-zr

21rTc)

(m)

S ::; 0,
S<O,'

-oo:5xf~oo
x f < 0;

(.~.12)

Xj>O;

where

( A~.13)
That'is, the tangential velocity vanislles everywhere outside of the slipstream of the
horseshoe vortex, and is proportional to f(p)/r cJ (m) inside the slipstream. The tangential
circumferential mean velocity induced by both the bound and trailing vorticity can be
found from equations ~.\.12 and /\.13. '
Since the circumferential mean velocities induced on, the other component by the
bound vortices are only tangential, the problem no,v is to solve for the circumferential
mean axial and radia.1 velocities induced by the trailing ·vortices.. B)" comparing a variety ~f computa.ti~n methods with resp"ec.t to accuracy and computation time, Hsin [,51]
concluded that Hough and Ordv'lay's formulas should be used for this application.

170
Through Fourier ana.lysis of the velocity field, Hough and Ord\vay (""*9) deri,,~ed formulas for the induced velocities of an actuator disk in terms of elliptical integrals. These can
be 'thought of as the velocities induced by a propeller l,vith an infillite number of blades.
Since the circumferential mean velocities are the av"erage of the sum of loca.l induced
velocities along a circle (\vith an infinite number of points), we can apply the follovving
formulas to calculate the circumferential mean velocities.

(..\.1.5)

Here

(.\ .17)
\\·here

q

=

, xJ + (rcJ(m) -

1+

2r c } (m)TVl(p)
1

s

=

t

-

sin-

rv/(p)r
.

[JXJ+

(rc](~)-rVI(p))21'
(~;\.18)

and

Q_l2 is the Lengendre ftinction of the second kind and half integer order .
Ao is the

Heumann~s Lambda

function.

C 2 is the same as C 1 except the r c , Tv inequalities are reversed.
The tangential velocity due to a vortex horseshoe is obtained directly from equation' A.12. The axial and radial velocities are found by combining the results of equations A.14.and A.16, since there is no contribution from the bound vorticity to these
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A.3

u:J.l(m.p) -

UU J >I(1n,p) - Uaj,l(m"p

+ 1).

(~\.19 )

u;J"(m,,p) -

ur))l(m,p)- UrJ ,t(ln,p + 1).

(:\.20)

Asymmetric Stator Velocities

For asymmetric stators, the trailing vortices are assumed to be straight lines~ and the
\\pake geometry is assllmed to be fixed.
. If \ve have the coofclinate, (0, -r )(n1) sinS, Tv) (m.) cos 8) of a lattice point ffi. \\~hich
sheds a trailing ,"portex of tlnit strength. from a statord.enoted component j, and the
coordinate~ (.r f~ -r c sin (), r c cos 0), of a field point "olliell tIle velocit~y is induced upon~
then the x~ yand z components of the induced velocity can be obtained b:y a direct
applic.ation of the la\v of Biot and Savart.
V
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53
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where 0, () are positive for conterclock\vise., and:
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axial, tangential andradial components of the induced velocity
, to the trailing vorticity are therefore:
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0

.These velocities can be integrated an~lytically:
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r; -

\vllere G = J.;} +T VJ (nl)2 +
2rCrL.j(rn)cos(B - 8).
Similarly. the velocitjes induced by the bound vorticit~y can be obta.ined. If t11e m th
elemen t of component j is surrounded by lat tice points \\:'1 th radii r m ), r (m + 1) ~ then
this element is just one bound \,·ortex segment in the presented, lifting line model. Let
this bound vortex have unit strength~ then the axial~ tangential and ra.dial components
of velocity induced b~~ this bOllnd vortex are:
tI) (

- J:..- rc sin(tJ 4rr

-

8)H

1
.--xf cos(B - 8)H
41r

-~xJ sin(O 4rr

A.4

v]

8)H,

(.\.2.5)

Vortex Ring Velocities

Formulas in terms of elliptic integrals are given by l~iicheman and \\'?eber [69] for the
velocities induced by a ring vortex. These formulas are implemented in the PLL code.
A vortex filament ~·hich forIlls a circle of ,radius r v is called a vortex ring. V'/e use the
coordinate s)rstems (x,r,O) and (x,y,=), ".. ith x in the direction of the axis of the ring.
The ring is here assumed to be located at x = O. The Biot-Sa"vart la\v in vector notation
IS

N = ~ R x ds
47r R3

(

A.27

)

giving the velocityvectorN induced l)yan element of length ds = rvdO v of the vortex
ring at the point (x,r,8)br (x~y. z).' ds/ds is the unit vector tangential to the vortex
ring at the position of the vortex elem~nt. With the unit .vectors i,.j, k in the directions
of the x,y,z axes, ds/ds can be written as

ds
ds

.

= 01 + COS

() .

vJ - sin Ovk.
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R is the radius vector from the ,rartex element to the control point:

R

= xci + (r c sin Be -

r v sin 8v )j + .(r c cos Be

-

Tv

cosB1J)k

(.\.29)

with
(~-\. 30)

Hence,

+x c sin 81-.j +J:c cos Ouk
-

-[rccos(8 c - (}u) - ru]i

+ Xc sin Bvj + xccosOvk.

(.t\.31)

The x component of tIle velocity· induced by tIle wilole vortex ring is obtained from
. "an integration round the circumference:

21r

ua(x,r) = -

4~rv 1

Jx 2

+:2C:(:~~:~O~Olc _ ()upd()v

(A.32)

(xc/r v and rc/r v have been replaced by x and r for simplicity). The integral can be
expressed conv·enientl~yby \\'Titing
ua(x, r)

= - -r - .

4rrr v Jx 2 + (r

. . . 1.
. . . . 11
+ 1)2[x 2 + (r - 1)2]

(i\.33)

where

II

= 2r4(K -

D) - r(r

+ l)E.

(.~.34)

K, E and D are complete elliptic integrals as functions of k.

K(k)

=

r/
fo

D

-

viI -

1 VI l viI 7r

E(J..·) =

2

/2

1r /

2

o

1
do
k 2 sin 2 Q
.

k 2 sin 2 ado
. K - E
do.=-k 2 sin 2 Q
k2

sin2 Q

with

k2 =

4r
.
(A.36)
z2+(r+l)2
The radial velocity component can be found in a similar manner from equations 6~.27
and A.31:
_
r
U = -. 2x(2K
,.. . - 2D - E)
..
(A.37)
a

.

27l"r'

JX 2+ (r + 1)2[x 2+ (r -

1)2]

·Appendix B
On the Tip Loaded Optimum
'Thedisc~ssion presented here is due to I(erwin and is essentially the same as that given

in [60].
The classical solution for the optimum radial circulation distribution £0110\\'8 from the
original,vork of Betz [-1], \vho treated the case of uniform inflow, and Lerbs [73]~ \vho
considered the influence of radial variations of the circumferential mean \\-'ake. i\lore
formal treatments of tIle problem \vere given subsequently by \\rehaus~n [119] and ""im
[123], who confirmed the earlier results. The solution can be stated very simply b~y the
kinematic relatiorishjp~
tan t1i(r)
H
(B.l)
- --,::===
tan,B(r)
J'v~(r)/Vs'
~l'here

the constant H sets the desired level of thrust or torque. ' .'
This result is correct in the lin1it of vanishing loading, where the propeller induced
velocities are small compared to the relative onset flo\v, and \vhere the path of the trailing
vortex sheets can be assumed to follow the streamlines of the undisturbed flow. However,
this result is generally applied ,vithin the frame\vork of the theory of the "moderately"
loaded propeller" , in which the pitch of the trailing vortex wake is adjusted to match the
induced flow at the 'lifting line.
Clearl~y one can satis(y equation B.l in this case, bu't ,,~ill the result be opt-irnum?
Loukaki~' [75] found efficiencies higher than that given by equation B.l by appl:ring a
systematic search procedure to the determination of the eleven term sine series approximation to the circulation. The result~ng circl)lation distributions found by Loukakis were
characterized by a high concentration of loading at the tip~
Being somewhat ptlzzled b~yLoukakis'findings, . one of the. presentaut~ors (Kerwin)
recomputed the efficiencies of the tip loaded circulation distributions \\~ith the same lifting
line code, modified to keep the trailing vortex wake at the pitch of the undisturbed flow,
and found that the restllts ~Tere al,,"ays lower than for the circulation distribution obtained
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17.5

CT
10
20
40
80
160

panel solution
panel sol ution
panel solution
pa.nel solutiqp
panel solution

Ind. Fact: B-1\: Opt.
Ind. Fact: Lerbs Opt.

0.806:36

0.68467

0.80681

0.68636
0.68679
0.68690
0.68693

0.80697
0.80704

0.80706
0.81011

0.79:368

0.68693
0.6869:3

Table B.1: Convergence test

by applying equation B.I. The anomaly wastherefore adirect consequence of the radial
va.riation in trailing vortex pitch introduced by moderately loaded theory. This, of course,
did not ans\ver the qllestion of \vhether Loukakis'findings \vere physically correct or not~
and it is perhaps sufficient to say that this issue is still controversial.
T11is question has come up again for two reasons. First of all, \\"e \vere concerned
\vith the question of 110\\' to optimize multiple component propulsors, \vhere it \vould
seem desirable to use moderately loa.ded lifting line theory'. But in addition, Brockett
and Korpus [9] [8J have recently presented lifting line results \vhjch again sho\\~ that
increased loading at the tip increases efficiency. They sho\v results for· a five term sine
series representation of the distribution of circulation \vllicll produces an efficiency'which
is higher than that obta.ined by appl~ying equation B.l.
It seemed that one possible explanation for both Loukakis' and Brockett and I\orpus' results was associated with the Lerbs lifting line procedure which both employed
(although in somewhat different forms). The efficierIcy resulting from the five term circulation distribution found by Brockett and !(orptlS ,vas therefore computed using the
present v'ortex lattice method with increasing nunlbers of panels. Calculations were also
made using Lerb '8 induction factor method for the same set of circulation coefficients and
for the Lerbs optimum distribution obtained from equation B.l. To make the comparison
as pure as '. possible . no viscous drag was included in this exercise. For both runs \\~ith the
Lerbs induction factor program, the thrust coefficient was set equal to the value obtained
with the present vortex lattice program using 160 panels. The results shown in tableB.l
confirm the results obtained by Brockett and !(orpus, and lay to rest any doubts about
the role of numerics in this issue. The efficiency obtained from the-vortex lattice procedure has converged to five significant digits (a challenge for the experimenter) and differs
from the Lerbs r~sult by four tenths of a percent.
Another question is .whether the variational- approach somehow produces a local op-
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Figure B.1: Efficiency as a function of circulation distriputiQll, clerivecl from a linea.r
combination of the present results and those of Brockett and l(orpus. (0.0 = Brockett
and I{orpus, 1.0 =.all present theory') The \vake is aligned using moderatel)· loa.ded
theory~

timum. To check this, an optimum circulation distribution for Brockett and I~orpus'
example was first computed using tIle vortex lattice optinlization procedure of chapter 2.
For present purposes,' it is sufficient to say that it{s essentially equivalent to results
obtained from equation B.l. The resulting efficiency' isO. 794, ""hich agrees to three
significant digits with that obtained from the Lerbs induction factor code. A set of calculations were then made with circulation distributions consisting of linear combinations
of the two differently obtained optima. The res.ult is shown in figure B.l, which sho\vs
that no local optimum exists, and that the 'Brockett and I(orpus distribution yields the
highest efficiency obtainable with such a linear combination. The same exercise was repeated with the pitch of the trailing vortex \vake forced to remain at the undistllrbed flow
angle., and these results are shown in figure B.2. No\v the conclusion is opposite, vlith the
circulation distribution derived from the present vortex lattice procedure being optimum'.
This confirms the ea.rlier finding that the circulation' from equation B.1 obfained from
Lerbs procedure produced higher effi'ciencies than those obtained b:r Loukakis \\Then the .
. trailing vortex wa.ke was fixed. .
The 'results given by Brockett' and !(orpus are therefore confirmed as the true five term
opt.imum circulatioI;1 distribution in accordance \vith moderately loaded lifting line theory.
But what is the optimu,m if the circulat.ion is ~llowed to be an arbitrary fU'nction of ra.dius?
This can be approaclled either by progressively increasing the number of terms·in the sine
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Figure B.2: Efficiency as a function of the circulation distribution as in th~ previous
figure, except that the \\"ake is here constrained to follo\\' the undisturbed inflo\v.

series, 'or in the case of the vortex la.ttice method, by increasing the number ()f panels. To
implement the latter~ a crude systematic search 'technique ,\·as incorporated in the vortex
lattice program, whereby' the circulation of one panel "vas incremented by a small amount
and the entire circulation scaled to yield constant thrust. If the efficiency increased,! the
circulation increment \vas kept, other\vise it was discarded. The procedure was repeated,
systematically moving back and forth along the radius, running o\rernight on a personal
c·omputer. The authors should emphasize that this unsophisticated optimizer (\vhich
only involved a dozen extra lines of code) was only, intended to be run once.
The r~sults \\~erespectacular. B:y morning, the ideal efficiency ,vas up to about 97%,
and the induced velocity at the tip ,vas almost three times the speed of advance! In
a.ddition to demonstrating that there is no limit to the absurdity of the optimum circulation distribution. for a moderately loaded lifting line, the exercise showed clearly how
the model defeats itself. A sharp increase in loading at the tip increases the pitch of the
tip vortex (in this case the wake pitch increased from 35 degrees to 69 degrees in the last
two percent .of the radius) which then decreases the induced vel<?city everywhere inside
the tip. The tip panel has high ·induted drag, but all the panels inside have essentially
zero drag, or possibly' even propulsion.
.
There is ·clea.rly something wrong \vith this physically, and the answer can be found,
at least qualitatively', in the wa.y a "real" '''ortex sheet deforms behind a \ving or propeller
blade tip .. Perhaps it is easiest to consider the simple c,aseof an elliptically loaded' wing,
where .lifting line theory predicts consta.nt downwash over the span. The equivalent of
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moderately loaded propel1~r theory would place th~ tra.iling vortex sheet on a plane inclined at a. 'constant angle equal to the induced angle at the lifting line. Both observations
a.nd compliiat ions b~y a \"a.riety of "vortex' chasing ~~ methods sl10w, on the con trary~ that
the middle of the vortex sheet moves do\vn at a rate faster than that given by the flow
angle at the lifting line, and tha.t the tip region moves up relatiye to this same reference
pla.ne. The up,vard movement of the tip vortices is a result of the rolling up and diffusion
of the viscous region in the interior of the vortex sheets. Moreover, as the wing loading
is increased, the rolling up process, and hence the up¥lard movement of the tip vortices,
takes place more rapidly.
Laser-doppler anemometer measurements in the ~IIT \\yater tunnel by 11in [is] and
.subsequent experimenters have sho\\"n the same behavior for marine propellers. Similar
numerical results ha,"e been presented recently by I(eenan [55] and by numerous inyestigators in the a~ea of helicopter \\"ake trajectories, for example !\Iurrnan and Stremel [85)
and !\tIorino and Bharaduaj [84].
A relati vely simple propeller ,vake alignment scheme 'vas devised by Greeley a.nd I~er
\vin [43] and found to agree ,veIl \vith existing water tunnel observations. This procedure
\vas therefore used to determine the initial \\-Take geometry for the Brockett and }~orpus
example, both for the classical optin1urn and for their five term, tip loaded, circulation
distrib~tion. This \vas done by running th~ 1'1IT-PBD-IO lifting surface design program,
v""hich incorporates this \vake model, for both circulation dist"ributions. The axial induced
velocity at the tip obtained from the \vake align.ment procedure was 0.18.5v:, compared
with a value of O.562Vs obtained from moderately loaded theory. Clearly the high axial induced velocities at the tip predicted from moderately loaded lifting line theory do
not materialize ,\\"ith this \vake model. Furthermore, the efficiencJ~ of the tip loa.ded propeller according to the lifting surfa.ce calculations, was slightl)" less than for the classical
opt~~um load· distribution.
This is not considered to be conclusive evidence that the classical optimum cannot
be impro\T.ed upon, since the \\:"a.kealignment_ scheme is not necessarily accurate for such
an extreme load distribution. If fact, \ve were pleasantly surprised that it converged at
all. Nevertheless~ the trend is expected.
To conclude this discussion~ it is OUf opinion that the tra.iling vortex "lake geometry
associated wi t.h moderately loaded lifting line theory can only be regarded as correct in a
gross sense, a.nd cannot be relied upon as regards to the change in radial distribution of
pitch of the trailing vortex sheets brought about by a change in radial load. distribution.
The tip loaded· optimum solutioi1suc~eedsonlyas a result of a predicted. local increase

in pitch of the trailing vortex sheet at the tip, which probably cannot be achie\red in a
real fluid. Therefore~ until such time as an· accurate, complete, \~iscous solution of the
vort,ex wake region _becomes pra.ctica.l, the optimization problem should best be solved
\vithin the fra.mework of linear theory.·
It- should be· empathized that the question of whether or not high tip loading can
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increase efficiency should not be confused with the eva.luation of the merits of a.dding
physical bounda.ries such as ducts, bands or tip fins. In these ca.ses linear theory will
ShO\\T that increased loading at the tip ,viII be optimum.

Appendix C
The Effective Wake Calculation
The effective \vake procedure described here is a modified versiqn of that developed by
Van Routen and used in \\l'KPR.OC [110], which in turn is based on a. method developed
by Huang and Groves [.52].
The t"'0 governing equations of the flo\v into the propeller given belo,,,, fol10\," from
assuming that the flux in a streamtube is constant.

(C.l)
and
(C.2)

\vhere U x is the mean nominal axialyelocity, up is the mean axial· velocity into the
propeller plane, r is the fio\\' radius in the nominal \vake and r p is tIle flo\v radius as it
enters the propeller plane.
Integration of the first governing equation over a stream tube annulus gives the finite
difference form of the equation. This provides a. "numeri.calmethod of solv"ing for the
contracted flow radii in the propeller plane..
T Pi + 1

=

-c+

Jc 2 -

4BD

2B

where i is the index of the radius and

B -

2U~'+1

C =
D -

- rPi (U Pi +1

F -

(r:+ 1 -r;)(2.u xr + 1 +u x .)

+ u Pi

U pi )
2 '
- r p, (U Pi + 1
p ,) -

+ 2u

-ri(U'Xi+l -
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F

UXi )(ri+l - ri).

(C.3)
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The definition of the effective \vake_ Ue~ is used to modify the second governing equation given by equation C.4 belo\\·:

= (He + ua)du e

U.rd:r

(Co-t)

Thefini te difference form of equation C. 4 is used to solve for the effective veloci t y.

+ 'l.la

UQ.i+l

(C ..5)

l

2

The axial induced velocity, ua(r), is obtained by using actuator disk theor~y to calclllate
the integrated induced velocit~y.

(C.6)
For a propeller in uniform flo\v of velocity \1, actuator disk theory gives:

Qa

_

T1

1r"

-

-JeT + 1 -

1

(Co7)

,

2

where CT = 2T/(p,.'~27r) and T;::= t.he propeller thrust. For a propeller in a shear flo\v t~e
present program assumes that this equation still holds. If ,/ is taken to be the volumetric
mean effective wake velocity:

1

Qa = 211" . .

1

.

ue(r)rdr

JeT +? 1 -

"rH

1

.

(C.S)

-

The distribution of induced velocity is arbitrarily taken to be the following:

ua,(,r)
- = 1, Uama.z

((r
-r
2
1-

H, )

-1

)4

(c.g)

rH

where U amax is obtained by integrating ua(r) over the propeller disk and appl~rillg equation C.S.
Initially asumming that ue(r) = ~x(r) in equation C.8, the effective velocity is now
determined using equation C.5·. This is done by starting. at "a radius \\"here the effective
velocity is known. Be)'ond the propeller tip, the induced velocities are assumed to be
zerQ. If the prqpe~ler is not in a tunnel, the nominal and effecti ve ~eloci ties ,viII be
identical here. Successi:ve applications ·of equation Co5 in,\"ard gives the effective "velocity
on each sut,cessive strean11ine.
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The contracted positiop of the streamlines is then solved for using equation C.3 .
.A.gain the application begins at a kno\vn final radius position~ namely the hub ra.dius~
\\·hose streamline remains unchanged. Successiv-e applications of equation C.3 out,vard
gives theflo\\' contraction.
Since the induced velocity field is a function of radius, the contracted streamlines ,,~ill
encounter a different value of Un than did the uncontracted streamlines. The process
is therefore iterated with the re,~ised values of u a • At this time the·"induced velocities
are also modified by using an updated effective \va.ke ue(r) in equation C.S. The entire
iteration process is repeated until convergence.
In the case of a propeller in a tllnnel, tIle effective velocitjt.outside" the propeller tip
need not be the same as the nomina.l velocity, due to tunnel blockage. The starting point
for the application of equation C ..j is taken to be the tunnel \vall, at which point the
effective velocit:r is assumed to be equal to tIle nominal velocit:y, as ·a first approximation
onlu. After finding the streamline velocities from equation C.5 and the streamlille radii
from equation C.3, the radius of the outermost streamline is compared to the tunnel
radius. Since physicalI:rtllese radii must be equal~ the assumed 'value of teh effecti'·e ,vake
velocit~y at the tunnel "va.ll is adjusted iteratively by Ne\vton's method until agreement is
reached. At that point ua(r) is modified as in the case of a propeller in an unbounded
fo\v, and the entire process is repeated.
Thus far~ onl~y the mean effective wake" has been detern1ined under the assumption
of axisymmetric floVv~. The more common \T-wake has higller harmonics to be mod~fied.
Experiments have confirlned that the contraction and acceleration of the V-,vake can
be predicted from the mean \\~ake results. the derivation of the method used for higher
harmonics is based on the following t,vo assumptions~

• TIle circumferential gradient in tlle,vake is due to radial vortex lines convecting
downstream \vith the mean velocity field .
• The ra.dial vortex lines change onl.y in l~ngth and move inward as the flow contracts.
their circumferential positions remain steady.

_The vorticity equation states that as tIle vortex lines contract, the vorticit~y reduces
proportionately. The non1inal and effective vorticities are related below:

(C.IO)
are the radial vorticity components of the effective and nominal
wakes, U e is the axial effective velocity, U x is the axial nominal "velocity, and ~r, ~rp are
the lengths of vorte)\ filaments in the ~ominal and effective Vv"akes.
where

W reff

and

W rnorn

The ratio of vortex filament lengths in equation C.I0can be expressed in differential
form. by replacing ~rwith dr . .Equation C.l can then be used to prov'ide an alternate
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form of the ratio. by substituting Fourier series terms for the velocities, the Fourier
coefficients are related as ShO\'''ll belo\v:
for n

2:

1

(C.l1)

\,"here A netr (r) and A nnom (r) are the ntll degree F'ourier coefficients for a given radius r
in the effective and nominal ":oakes. Sine and cosine coefficients are treated identically',

I
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Appendix D
Reciprocity for. Cosine Spacing
The goal here is to

sI10\\"

that the reciprocity relationship,
Wi~n~Y(i)' =

Wn,i ~y ( n ),

(D.l)

holds for the cosine spaced vortex lattice representation of the planar lifting line.
If the postulated relationship is expanded \vith theexpre'ssion' for the velocity induced
by the trailing vbrtices'l equation 2.2, it can be re\vritten as

Yv(i+l)-Yv(i){

+

-

1

yv(n) - yv(i) - yv(n

41T

Yl'(n

1

1)

-yv(n)

41T

...

}

+ l)--Yv(i)

{II}
yv(n) .

(D.2)

yv(i) - yv(n)-yv(i+l) -

This expression can be reduced to

[Yv(i + 1)- yv(i)] [Yv(n
4 7l" [Yv,( n) - y c ( i )] [Yv ( n

+ 1) -Yv(n)]
+ 1) - y c (i )]

_ [Yv(n + 1) - yv(n)] [Yv(i + 1) - yv(i))
- 47r [Yv ( i) - y c( 71,)] [Yv (i + 1) - Yc ( n. )] ~

(D.3)

Noting that the numerator on both sides of the equalit~y is simpl~y Ay(n)~y(i) the proof
is reduced to, showing that the denominators are equal. In other words it must be shown
that

=

yv(n')Yv(n, + 1)
Yl/(i)Yv(i+l)

Yv ( n, ) y c ( i)
Y~( i)yc(n)

+ l)Yc(i) +
yv(i + 1)yc(n) +
yv(n

y~(i)
y~(n)

(D.4)

In the case of unit spa.n, the cosine spa.cing algorithm may be writ,ten out as

Yv{ 11)

=

yv(n.+l). =

cos((n -l)~O),
cos(n~8),

Yc( n,) = cos ( (n 184

~ )L\O) .

(D.5)
(D.6)
(D.i)
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.A.n expansion of equation D.4 \vith eqations D..j-D.7 yields the follo\ving.
cos(n~()

cos(n~O - ~B) cos(i~(} _

- ~e) cos(rL~B)
~()

.

cos(n~B) cos(i~B

cos(i~f)'- ~e) cos(i~(})

-

2

,

cos 2('l~ B" - -D.())
.-

2) +

-

6,(})

2

cos( i6.B -

~B) cos(n~B - ~(})
D..()

_ cos(i~B) cos(n~B _ 6"B)
.
2

+ cos 2 (n6.0 - 2)'

(D.S)

,1'1 aking use of seyeral trigonometric identies the first an~ last terms of each side of
equation D.S can be re\\·ritten~ reslilting in

+

cos 2 (n.::.\O) cos(~O)

.

cos( 11 ~()

-

~O)

sin(n~O)

'.

cos( /.,6.(} -

.

+

1

cos( 11 ,6.(}) cos( L~(}

2 )

~()

-

T)

cos(~O) + sin(i6.0)cos(i6.0)cos(~B)

sin(i~O)

cos(illB) cos(~B)

~()'

.

eosel ~() - 6.B) cos( n~(}

+ 2 +

.

~B

+ ~+cos2(i~(})cos(~0)
- . cos2(i~O) cos(j.O)

cos(nllB) cos(~O)

-

. .

cos( l~O) cos( n~B -

2 )

~O

cos( T)

cos2(n~0) cos(.~O)

D,.O

2 )

+ sin(n6.B) cos(n6.(}) cos(.~B).
(D.9)

Cancelling terms that appear on both sides of equation D.9 it must still be sho\vn that

cos( 11~()
_

-

6.B) cos(i!lO -

cos( i!::..() - L\B)cos( n6.0 _

~()) + cos(n~()) cos( i ~B _

!:1B)

~O)

~(}).

+

cos( iL\B) cos( n~B -

2

(D.lO)

If equation D.I0 is expanded with a trigonometric identity the follo\\l'ing is obtained.
cos( n~(}) cos( i ~IJ) cos( ~B) cos( ~B )

-

+

sin( n~()) cos( iL\B) sin( ~IJ) cos( ~() )

+

cos( n~lJ) sin( i ~()) cos(~B) sin( ~() )

+

cos(n~())cos(i~O)cos(~()) + cos(n~())sin(i.:lB)sin(~B)

cos( i~()) cos( H ~O) cos (~B) cos( ~() )

+

+

sin( n~()) sin( i~()) sin( L\B) sin( ~B )

sin( i ~B) cos( n~O) sin( ~IJ) cos( ~())
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cos(i ~B) sin( n ~B) cos( ~B) sin( ~(})

+

+ coS(i~B)cos(n~(})cos(~O)
Remo,,~ing tern1S \\~hich appear on

=

sin( i~B) sin( n~B) sin(~B) sin( ~B)

+ cos(i~B)sin(n~O)sin(~B)..

(D.ll)

botll sides of equation D.lI leaves

sin( n~B) cos( i ~B) sin( ~O) cos( ~O )

+

+

+

cos( n~(})

sin(i~O) cos(~(}) sin( ~B )

+

cos( i~O) sin( n tlO) cos ( DoO) sin( ~O )

cos( n~O) sin( i ~O) sin( ~e)

sin( i ~O) cos( 11 ~O) sin( ~O) cos( ~() )

+ cos(i~B)sin(n~B)sin(~B).

(D.12)

'Tllrough use of furtl1er trigonOTIletric identies and some rearrangement~ D.12 can be
sllo,vn to be eqllal to

=

cos( 11 ~(}) sin( i ~O) sin(tlO)cos( ~B)

+

cos(itlB) sin(ntlO) sin(~O) cos( ~O)

+ cos(n~O) sin(i~e) sin(~(}) cosC~O).
.2

cos( i~O) sin( n~O) sin( ~(}) cos( ~() )

. (D.13)
The equivalence of the t\VO sides of equation D.13 is apparent. Thus, the reciprocity
relationship of equation D.l is confirmed.

